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A substantial worldwide collection formed over decades
in two very well filled Ideal albums for Foreign Countries A to
Z broken here into the following 125 lots of individual country
collections totally Intact with useful mint and used including
key singles and sets throughout many from first issues
to 1936 cat £10 to £100s each.
A magnificent opportunity to fill those gaps for all the earlier areas
from 1840s to 1936, this collection is split into each country
on printed leaves ready for you to add to your collection, enormous
catalogue values unpicked as received and all different
throughout. Count of each collection is in brackets at the end.

1 AFGHANISTAN - 1893-1932 Original unpicked small
collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 28 different defins and
commems, imperf and perf with individual stamps cat up to
£21 each, noted 1893 1a & 2a Coat of Arms, 1907 1a blue
imperf vfu, 1a green imperf f.u., etc. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c28, STC £70).
£ 20
2 ALBANIA - 1913-1930 Original superb collection on
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 89 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints noted 1913 Skanderberg set (top 3 vals mint
cat £48), 1914 surcharges to 2gr mint, 1919 Fiscal surchs 5q
& 10q used, 1925 Return of Govt set mint (cat £73), 1925
Proclamation set m (cat £49), 1925 Air set mint (cat £80),
1925 President values to 3f mint 1927 air ovpt 1f & 2f mint,
1927 AZ & Wreath 1f-5f mint, 1928 Mbretania ovpt 15q
brown used (cat £31), 25q to 5f mint (cat £43), etc. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c89), STC
£445.
£ 140
3 ALGERIA - 1924-1936 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint & used range of
approximately 77 different defins and overprints, values to 5fr
etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c77).
£ 15

4 ALLENSTEIN - 1920 OLSZTYN overprint set mint incl
both 15pf, plus TRAITE DE VERSAILLES set mint without
extra 15pf purple, mainly fine. SG 1/28 excl 18. (26).
£ 18
5 ANDORRA - French: Useful mint assembly including
1932 long set values 19 different including 1f50 blue (cat
£38), Valley of St Julia 90c, 1f, 1f75, 2f & 3f mint (cat
£260), St Michael's Church 25c, 50c, 65c & 75c mint (cat
£139), etc, (23 stamps, STC £460).
£ 150
6 ANGOLA - 1870-1930 Original superb collection on New
Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately different defins and commems, surcharges and
overprints noted 1870 mint/unused 5r, 10r orange, 20r bistre,
20r red, 25r red, 25r lilac, 50r blue, 100r lilac, 200r & 300r
(cat £150), used 40r blue (cat £190), 50r green, 1886
Embossed set used (cat £100), 1894 set used, (cat £95), 1902
400r on 20r pink mint (cat £110), etc. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (Approx 200, STC
£715).
£ 225
7 ARGENTINA - 1858-1936 Original unpicked collection
on New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used
range of approximately 240 different defins and overprints,
from early imperfs, Rivadavia perfs, 1880s defins mainly
complete, values to 10p etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c242).
£ 40
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8 ARMENIA - 1919-1923 Good range of approx 69 mainly
mint issues including 1919 Z ovpts to 3r50 mint (21), 1920
provisional surchs (7), 1923 provisonals 500,000r on 10,000r
mint etc. Nice little range. (STC £146).
£ 46
9 AUSTRIA - 1850-1936 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range
of approximately 300 different defins and overprints, from
early imperfs incl 1k yellow and 2k black, 1858 3k black,
1867 50kr brown f.u., 1883 complete, 1890 complete, 1899
complete, 1908 60th Anniv. set to 5k, 1922 Fund set m, 1923
Fund set m, 1924 Fund set m, 1934 Welfare Fund set mint
(cat £114), 1935 Air set mint (cat £125), etc. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c300). High
catalogue value.
£ 250
10 AUSTRIA - Military Posts & Occupation: 1915Original unpicked collection on New Ideal printed pages with
mint & used range of approximately 110 different defins and
overprints, from 1915-17 general issues to 5k, Montenegro,
Serbia, Romania, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c110).
£ 20
11 AUSTRIA - TERRITORIES - LEVANT: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 60 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c60).
£ 40
12 AZORES - 1868-1936 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range
of approximately 200 different defins and issues from early
perfs incl Curved label 10r & 20r unused, 100r lilac cat £250
(toned o.g. signed on reverse), 120r blue (cat £140), 1871
Straight labels 8 vals to 300r m & u (cat £350), 1880s to
1000r, 1894 Navigator to 500r, etc. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c200). High catalogue
value.
£ 150
13 BAVARIA - 1849-1920 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range
of approximately 170 different defins and issues from early
imperfs incl 1850 Circle cut 18k red (cat £750), 18k yellow
(cat £300), 12k green (cat £110), 12k red (cat £225), 1867
Arms imperf to 2k, 1876 to 2m, 1881 to 2m, then a wide
range of King issues to 20m etc. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c170). High catalogue value.
£ 150
14 BELGIAN CONGO - 1885-1936 Original unpicked
collection on New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint
& used range of approximately 125 different defins and issues
from 1880s to 50c, 1920s surcharges, airs, etc. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c127).
£ 150
15 BELGIUM - 1849-1936 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range
of approximately 225 different defins and issues from 1849
10c & 20c, 1861 40c, 1863 perf set, 1865 to 1f, 1890s
mainly complete used, 1914-15 all three Red X sets m, 1915
to 10f m & u, 1915 75th Stamp Anniv. set 12 mint, 1928
Fund set m, 1929 Albert I to 20f-100f used, few Eupen &
Malmedy etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c225).
£ 125
16 BOLIVIA - 1879-1936 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range
of approximately 132 different defins and issues incl Bolivar,

1860s defins, overprints, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c132).
£ 20

17 BOSNIA & HERZ. - Original collection early issues to
1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 120 different defins and
commems incl 1879 set to 25k mainly mint, 1900 almost
complete to 50k m & u, 25h pink mint, 1906 pictorial set,
etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c120). Good catalogue value
£1000+.
£ 40
18 BRAZIL - 1843-1936 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with an extensive mint & used range
of approximately 232 different defins and issues incl 1843
30r bullseye nicely used (thinned), 60r forgery, 1844 10r &
60r, 1850 300r & 600r used, 1866 perf 300r & 600r used,
1866 to 500r, plus many more defins, surcharges, overprints,
etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c232).
£ 110
19 BULGARIA - Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 228 different defins and commems
incl 1879 5c, 25c & 1f1881 set used (cat £210+), 1901 set
mostly mint, 1907 Accession set 3 mint (cat £130), etc, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c228). Good catalogue value £1000+. £ 200
20 CHILE - Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 166 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c166).
£ 38
21 CHINA - Japanese P.O. in China: 1900-1913 Twenty
eight different defins mint or used (mainly used) 1900 from
5r grey to 50s, 1913 ½s to 1y including 30s brown-red, 50s
brown and 1y green and brown, mainly sound. 28) Cat £440.
£ 100
22 CHINA - Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 175 different defins and commems
incl 1878 3ca red, 1885 1ca & 3ca used, 1894 defins to 9ca,
1897 surcharges to 30c on 24c (very poor, others mixed),
1897 defins mint to 5c, Imperial defins to $1 used (poor),
1912 prov. to $1, Republic vals to $2, airs etc, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c120). Good catalogue value £1000+. £ 250
23 CHINA - Russian P.O. in China: 1899-1917 Thirty three
different defins mint or used 1899 1c to 7r, 1917 incl 35c on
35k tied to paper with 3c on 3c by nice CDS, mainly sound.
(33) Cat £75+.
£ 25
24 CHINA - Sinkiang: (Chinese Turkestan) 1915 ovpt low
values complete to 4c mint, 1923 Adoption 4c & 10c mint,
nice little range. (11).
£ 25
25 COLOMBIA - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 124 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c124).
£ 38
26 COSTA RICA - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 120 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c120).
£ 40
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27 CUBA - Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 175 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c175).
£ 40
28 DANZIG - Original collection 1920 to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 180 different defins and commems
incl 1920 set to 5m m, surcharges, airmails, huge range of
rouletted, 1920s sets mint, inflation issues mint etc, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c180).
£ 35
29 DENMARK - 1851-1936 Original unpicked collection
on New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range
of approximately 186 different defins and commems, noted
1853 2s blue mint part original gum (cat £120), 1870 to 16sk
(faults), 1875 to 100o, 1912 5k used (faults), 1929 air 1kr
brown mint, 1934 air set m, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c186).
£ 80
30 DODECANESE ISLANDS - 1916-1930 Original
unpicked collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mainly mint range of approximately 140 different defins and
overprints basic set of nine values from 2c brown to 50c lilac
(not incl the better 15c grey in each set) from Calimno, Caso,
Cos (includes 5c green, 20c on 15c, 25c blue, cat £195),
Leros (cat £188), Nisiros (cat £190), Simi (cat £120), with
individual stamps cat up to £110 each, etc. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c140), STC £1050.
£ 300
31 DOMINICAN REP. - Original collection earlies to 1936
on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 115 different incl better earlies,
good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c116).
£ 40

36 ETHIOPIA - 1894-1936 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 90 different defins and commems, surcharges
and overprints with individual stamps cat up to £28 each,
noted 1894 set mint, values to 3t, Italian Colony 1936 25c,
30c & 50c mint (cat £39), etc. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c90), STC £265.
£ 85
37 FINLAND - Original collection 1850s to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 120 different defins, few Serpentine
defins mainly fine used, then plenty of arms defins, middle
values, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c120).
£ 80
38 FIUME - Original collection early to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 99 different defins, various overprint issues
mint, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c99).
£ 28
39 FRANCE - 1849-1936 Original collection earlies to
1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 270 different incl
better earlies, good representation of defins to top values, airs,
1849 Ceres to 1f carmine-red (nice looker, faults), Napoleon
to 80c imperf, perf to 80c for both Ceres and Napoleon issues,
wide selection of commems for earlier, War Orphans part
sets, useful Sinking Funds sets mint or used. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c270). Huge
catalogue value.
£ 450
40 FRANCE - COLONIES - Alexandria: 1899-1927 Small
range of mint and used including 1899 to 1f incl 50c red
used, 1925 surchs with bars mint to 60m on 2f, 1927 Sinking
fund 15m + 5m orange m. (34). Cat £75.
£ 20

32 ECUADOR - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 150 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c152).
£ 60

41 FRANCE - COLONIES - ALGERIA: 1924-1936
Original collection on New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 70 different defins and
commems, surcharges and overprints noted 1924 to 3f m &
u, 1926 much complete to 5f m & u, 1936 vals to 20f m & u,
etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c71).
£ 18

33 EL SALVADOR - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 164 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c164).
£ 40

42 FRANCE - COLONIES - Cameroun: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 74 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c74).
£ 20

34 ERITREA - 1893-1935 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed page with a nice mint & used range of
approximately 129 different defins and commems, noted
1893 5c green mint (unshaded numerals SG 3 cat £150), 10c
mint (cat £150), others to 1l m & u, 1903 50c violet mint (cat
£160), 1l & 5l mint, 1910 Ploughing 15c used (cat £65),
1916 Red X set 4 mint (cat £52), 1922 Somalia surch set m
& u, 1933 Pictorial long set mainly mint, 1934 Exhibition
long set mint etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to
fill those gaps. (c129). STC £1300.
£ 260

43 FRANCE - COLONIES - Dahomey: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 51 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c51).
£ 20

35 ESTONIA - Original collection early to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 86 different defins and commems,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c86).
£ 20

44 FRANCE - COLONIES - General Issues: 1859-1881
Original collection New Ideal printed page with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 31 different incl 1859 set to
80c imperf used, 1871 to 25c, 1872 to 30c grey, 1876 Peace
& Commerce to 75c, 1881 to 25c m & u etc, nice range.
(c31).
£ 36
45 FRANCE - COLONIES - Guadeloupe: Original
collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed
pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately 67
different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to
top values. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (c67).
£ 10
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46 FRANCE - COLONIES - Indo China : Origina l
collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed
pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately 130
different incl better earlies, good representation of defins to
top values. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (c130).
£ 40
47 FRANCE - COLONIES - Martiniqu e: Origina l
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 79 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c79).
£ 20
48 FRANCE - COLONIES - Mauritania: Original assembly
on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 22 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c22).
£ 20
49 FRANCE - COLONIES - Middle Congo: Original
collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed
pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately 39
different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c39).
£ 15
50 FRANCE - COLONIES - Morocco: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 140 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c140).
£ 28
51 FRANCE - COLONIES - New Caledonia: Original
collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed
pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately 84
different incl, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c84).
£ 30
52 FRANCE - COLONIES - P.O. in LEVANT: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 29 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c29).
£ 20
53 FRANCE - COLONIES - Port Said: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 35 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c35).
£ 12
54 FRANCE - COLONIES - Reunion: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 70 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c70).
£ 28
55 FRANCE - COLONIES - Tunisia: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 130 different incl
better earlies, good representation of defins to top values.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c130).
£ 20
56 GERMANY - 1852-1936 Original collection earlies to
1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 430 different incl
better earlies, good representation of defins to top values, airs,
inflation issues, Reich sets mint & used, many different
printings. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (c430). Huge catalogue value.
£ 200

57 GREECE - 1850-1936 Original collection earlies to
1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 147 different incl
better earlies, Hermes heads to top values with many nice fine
used examples, part runs of turn of the century mint & used
mainly to 1d or 2d. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to
fill those gaps. (c147). Useful catalogue value.
£ 150
58 GUATEMALA - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 114 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c114).
£ 45
59 HAITI - Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 115 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c115).
£ 45
60 HAWAII - 1858-99 Original collection New Ideal
printed pa ges with a nice mint a nd u sed ra nge of
approximately 33 different incl 1858 13c red overprinted
specimen (faults), 1870s to 25c, Prov. Govt. vals to 15c,
1894 to 25c mint etc, nice range. (c33).
£ 36
61 HONDURAN REP. - Original collection earlies to 1936
on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 166 different incl better earlies,
good representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c166).
£ 60
62 HUNGARY - Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 400 different incl first issues for
Engraved or Litho to 25k used, 1880s defins, overprints,
many part sets & good representation. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c400).
£ 75
63 ICELAND - Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 89 different incl first issues,
1930 Parliamentary to 15k m etc. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c89).
£ 36
64 IRAN - 1870-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936 on
well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 400+ different incl better
perf & imperf 1882-4 to 10f, massive range of control and
overprint issues, useful lot mainly sound and fine, taken
completely 'as is', ideal to fill those gaps. (c400). Useful
catalogue value.
£ 150
65 ITALY - 1862-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936
on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 215 different incl better
earlies to 2l, 1890 parcel post surch set mint, 1901 to 5l,
1910 set 2 mint, Pleb. 5c cto used, 1911-12 sets, part sets to
1930s, useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (c215). Useful catalogue value.
£ 250
66 ITALY - COLONIES - P.O. in LEVANT: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 50 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c50).
£ 25
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67 ITALY - COLONIES - Somaliland: 1903-1936 Original
collection New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 84 different incl 1903 Elephant 2c
brown mint (cat £100), 1905 1l on 10a lilac (cat £49), 1916
surcharges, 1916 Red X set mint (cat £140), 1923 surcharges
(cat £168), 1926 surcharges set mint to 25c on 2½a mint (cat
£124), 1934 Colonial Ex. set mint etc, etc, nice range. (c84).
Good cat value.
£ 200
68 JAPAN - 1871-1936 Original collection earlies to 1936
on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 180 different incl better
earlies mostly complete but taken entirely 'as is', 1894
Wedding set 2 mint, good range of most issues to 1y, good
range of 1920s issues, useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c180). Useful catalogue value.
£ 250
69 LATVIA - Original collection first issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 125 different defins and commems,
su rcha rges a nd overprints, imperf a nd pe rf, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c125).
£ 40
70 LIBERIA - Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 137 different defins and commems,
surcharges and overprints, part sets etc, good representation.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c137).
£ 35
71 LIBYA - 1912-1935 Original unpicked collection on
New Ideal printed page with a nice mint & used range of
approximately 59 different defins and commems, noted 1912
13 vals to 1l m & u (cat £80), 1915 Red X set m (cat £56),
1921 Pictorial series to 5l m & u, 1924 Sibyl set m, 1928
1936 Trade fair set u, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c59). STC £300+.
£ 48
72 LIECHTENSTEIN - Original collection early issues to
1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 98 different defins and
commems, surcharges and overprints, imperfs / noted 1912
set 3 mint (cat £239), 1921 incl 50r & 80r mint, 1f used (cat
£80), 1925 Birthday set m & u, 1927 birthday set 3 m, 1928
Flood Relief set m (tones cat £122), 1929 Accession set m,
1930 long set 9 vals to 1.50 m & u (cat £670), 1930 Airs
15r to 35r & 1f mint (cat £179), 1933 Birthday set m (cat
£117), etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c98). Huge catalogue value
£1700+.
£ 340
73 LITHUANIA - Original collection early issues to 1936
on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 290 different defins and
commems, surcharges and overprints, imperfs, airs, part sets
etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c290).
£ 80
74 LUXEMBOURG - Original collection early issues to
1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 230 different defins and
commems, surcharges and overprints, imperfs / rouletted, airs,
part sets etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c230).
£ 150
75 MACAU - Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 95 different defins and overprints,

part sets etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c95).
£ 46

76 MACAU - Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 95 different defins 1884 100r lilac
unused, 40r buff f.u., 1885 surchs 5r on 100r lilac unused
(cat £140 mint), 1892 30 on 200r lilac f.u. (cat £35), 1894
surcharge set of 9 cto used (cat £200), 1898 Vasco da Gama
set used (cat £146), 1913 Provisionals 10 mint vals to 18 on
300r (cat £265), etc, good representation. Useful lot mainly
sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c95). Good catalogue
value £800+.
£ 160
77 MADAGASCAR - Original collection early issues to
1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 87 different defins and
overprints, part sets etc, good representation. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c87).
£ 30
78 MANCHURIA - 1932-35 Original unpicked collection
on New Ideal printed page with a nice mainly mint range of
approximately 53 different defins and commems, noted 1932
Five Characters ½f to 16f green (cat £254), 1932-36 Six
characters 5f to 20f (cat £156), 1934 surcharges 3 vals mint
(cat £97), 1935 Visit set m (cat £45), 1936 Postal set used,
etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c53). STC £700.
£ 175
79 MEXICO - Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
r a n g e of a pproxima tely 2 1 3 different i n c l , g o o d
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c213).
£ 45
80 MONACO - 1885-1936 Original collection on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 108 different incl 1885
1c-15c & 40c mint (cat £933), 1891 to 1f m & u, 1924 to 10f
m & u, 1933 vals to 20f used (cat £450), 1933 air surch etc,
etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c108). High cat value.
£ 300
81 MONTENEGRO - 1874-1913 Original collection New
Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 113 different incl 1890s set mainly complete
mint (missing two key stamps), 1905-1910 sets mint etc, nice
range. (c113). Mainly fine. Ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 20
82 NETHERLANDS - 1852-1936 Original collection
earlies to 1936 on well filled unpicked New Ideal printed
pages with a nice mint and used range of approximately 224
different incl better earlies, vals to 50c gold, runs for each
issue values to mainly 2g50, useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c224). Useful catalogue value.
£ 200
83 NICARAGUA - Original collection early issues to 1936
on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 184 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c184).
£ 45
84 NORWAY - Original collection early issues to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
ra nge of a pprox i m a t e l y 1 3 8 d i fferent incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c138).
£ 75
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85 PANAMA - Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pa ges with a nice mint a nd u sed ra nge of
approximately 82 different incl, good representation. Useful
lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c82).
£ 30

97 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Inhambane: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 56 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c56).
£ 25

86 PARAGUAY - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
r a n g e o f a p p r o x i m a tely 1 3 5 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c135).
£ 40

98 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Lourenco Marques:
Original collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with
a nice mint and used range of approximately 70 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c70).
£ 28

87 PERU - Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 205 different incl, good representation. Useful
lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c205).
£ 45

99 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Madeira: Origina l
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 30 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c30).
£ 28

88 PHILIPPINE IS. - Spanish: Original collection on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 59 different incl, good representation.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c59).
£ 20

100 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Mozambique: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 270 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c270).
£ 30

89 PHILIPPINE IS. - US Possess: Original collection on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 65 different incl, good representation.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c65).
£ 25

101 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Nyassa: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 73 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c73).
£ 20

90 POLAND - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
r a n g e o f a pproxima tely 2 3 4 different inc l , g o o d
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c234).
£ 45

102 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - St Thomas: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 132 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c132).
£ 40

91 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Angra: 1892-97 mint &
used assembly including 1892 200r blue on blue mint (small
toning Cat £75), 75r red m rough perfs, 1897 16 different
values incl 200r, 300r & 500r used, etc STC £148. (25).
£ 38

103 PORTUGAL - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 240 different incl many better earlies
imperfs for each issue to 100r, 1866 curved label to 120r
imperf, 1867 to 120r perf, 1870 Straight label to 1000r, 1893
surcharges, 1894/95 part issues, many fine used noted good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c244).
£ 250

92 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Cape Verde: Original
collection on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 120 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c120).
£ 40
93 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Congo: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 70 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c71).
£ 28
94 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Guinea: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 105 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c105).
£ 20
95 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - Horta: Original collection
on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and
used ra nge of approximately 27 different incl, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c27).
£ 10
96 PORTUGAL - COLONIES - India: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 132 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c132).
£ 40

104 PUERTO RICO - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
r a nge of a pproxima tely 1 1 0 diffe r e n t i n c l , g o o d
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c110).
£ 38
105 RUANDA- URUNDI - Original collection earlies to
1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 50 different incl better
earlies, good representation of defins. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c50).
£ 18
106 RUMANIA - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 275 different incl many better earlies
imperfs, with and without beard issues to 50b, 1906 charity
sets, 1931 Scouts set m, very good representation. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c275).
£ 180
107 RUSSIA - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 180 different incl many better earlies
perf, with and without thunderbolts, good representation of
defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c180).
£ 125
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108 RUSSIA - P.O. in LEVANT: Original collection on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 80 different incl, good representation.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c80).
£ 40
109 SAAR - Original collection earlies to 1936 on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 105 different incl first issues overprinted, good
representation of defins and some commems. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c105).
£ 45
110 SAN MARINO - Original collection on unpicked New
Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint
and used range of approximately 186 different incl a few mint
earlies with good cat value, 1921 values to 1l mint, 1929 to
2l mint etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c186).
£ 45
111 SERBIA - Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 110 different incl a few mint
earlies with good cat value, 1866 (poor), perf and imperfs,
1869 defins, 1881 set m, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and
fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c110).
£ 38

119 THAILAND - 1883-1936 Original collection on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936
with a nice mint and used range of approximately 154
different incl 1883 all issues m or u, 1887 to 64a, 1890
surcharges mint, later various issues to 1T etc. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c154).
£ 125
120 TRIPOLITANIA - 1923-1935 Original unpicked
collection on New Ideal printed page with a nice mint & used
range of approximately 100 different defins and commems,
noted 1923 Fascist set 6 m (cat £66), 1925 Holy Year set m,
1926 Assisi to 1.25l used, 1932 6th Trade Fair 5 vals used to
5l +1l (cat £222), air set of 4 mint (cat £202), 1933 Fair 4
vals to 1.25l (cat £175), 1934 Exhib set of 12 mint (cat £84),
1934 Air Rome - Mogasicio Flight set mint (cat £190), etc.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c100). STC £1000+.
£ 250
121 TURKEY - Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 145 different noted 1915
crescent surcharges used, defins to 10pi, 1870s-80s part runs
etc, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those
gaps. (c145).
£ 48

112 SPAIN - 1850-1936 Original collection on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 255 different incl nice
range of 1850s-80s imperf and perf runs of values fine used
or mint, 1900 onwards many sets, or values to 10pt, airs etc.
Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps.
(c256).
£ 125

122 UNITED STATES - Original collection on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 280 different noted
1847 5c red-brown used (slight faults), 1850s to 24c perf,
1860s to 30c, grills to 24c, 1869 to 15c, 1870s to 90c used
incl some nice cancels, 1890 to 50c, 1893 to 50c, 1898 to
50c, etc, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c280).
£ 300

113 SPAIN - COLONIES - Fernando Poo: Original
collection early to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages
with a nice mint and used range of approximately 54 different
defins,good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine,
ideal to fill those gaps. (c54).
£ 20

123 URUGUAY - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 235 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c235).
£ 55

114 SPAIN - COLONIES - Guinea: Original collection
New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint selection including
1902 50c brown used (cat £80), 1903 50c red (cat £22), then
general assembly. (c76). Cat £100+.
£ 26

124 VENEZUELA - Original collection earlies to 1936 on
unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used
range of approximately 156 different incl better earlies, good
representation of defins to top values. Useful lot mainly sound
and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c150).
£ 50

115 SPAIN - COLONIES - Morocco: Original collection
earlies to 1936 on unpicked New Ideal printed pages with a
nice mint and used range of approximately 74 different incl,
good representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal
to fill those gaps. (c74).
£ 20
116 SPAIN - COLONIES - Western Sahara: Original
collection New Ideal printed page with a nice mint selection
including 1926 Red Cross set mint, 1929 Exhib. set to 10pt
mint. (28). Cat £145.
£ 40
117 SWEDEN - Original collection on unpicked New Ideal
printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice mint and
used range of approximately 178 different incl nice range of
earlier to 50o, 1924 issues to 80o mainly mint, etc. Useful lot
mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill those gaps. (c178).
£ 80
118 SWITZERLAND - Original collection on unpicked
New Ideal printed pages from first issues to 1936 with a nice
mint and used range of approximately 360 different incl nice
range 1850 post local 2½r, 10rp, 5rp Rayon I, 1854 to 1r
grey, 1862 to 1f gold, much complete to 1936 incl airs, projuventute etc, etc. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to
fill those gaps. (c360).
£ 150

125 YUGOSLAVIA - Original collection on unpicked New
Ideal printed pages with a nice mint and used range of
approximately 230 different incl 1918 imperf and perf, many
SHS ov p t s, C h a i n b r e a k e rs, long sets mint, good
representation. Useful lot mainly sound and fine, ideal to fill
those gaps. (c233).
£ 60
MIXED LOTS
126 A BOX with some better material including Turkey
earlier in stockbook, useful New Zealand collection in
springback with QEII to 10s mint (set cat £100 m), 1913
Auckland Exhib, ½d green used (cat £55), 1898 to 2s, many
officials from earlier, Br. C/Wealth in a stockbook incl KUT
GVI to £1 m & u, Jamaica to 5s mint, GB 1966-1983 mint
& used collection in well filled 22 ring album, Scott
International old time printed album with world m & u, etc ,
heavy lot.
£ 150
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127 A MINT WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint
/ unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of
countries earlier to modern incl miniature sheets, thematics,
Africa, Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also
a few CTO used scattered around, 100s to sort through
making an interesting lot.
£ 100
128 A WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint /
unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of countries
earlier to modern incl miniature sheets, thematics, Africa,
Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also a few
CTO used scattered around, a few in packets, M/S, etc. 100s
to sort through making an interesting lot.
£ 125
129 A WORLD BOX - all periods mint a nd u sed
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
130 A WORLD BOX - a ll periods mint and u sed
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books, USA
on printed pages etc, useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
131 A worldwide accumulation in seven stockbooks and
binders including country collections with better mint and
used noted Philippines assembly in stockbook, USA
enormous duplicated defins and commems in 64 sided
stockbook from 19th century to modern, thematics for
Posthorns and stamps on stamps used in a well filled binder,
Maps & Geography thematics in a binder, Poland duplicated
earlier in stockbook Belgium on old leaves from first issues
& 1850-63 to 40c, Switzerland duplicated stockbook etc,
100s.
£ 150
132 A worldwide range of interesting on various stockcards
including Canada perf earlies to 17c used, New Zealand back
of the book in a bag off paper, Grenada 1937 Coronation
perfed specimen set 3, KUT P. Dues perf Specimen (2) ovptd
Specimen (4), Mafeking 1d on ½d green used, GB incl 1965
Churchill 4d blk of 8 with large ink smudge error, 1975
Sailing missing pink, USA Parcel Post 9 vals to 25c used, NZ
Chalons imperf 1d & 6d, Rhodesia 1910 Double heads 10d
mint, 4d & 10d used (10d strange shades), Yemen with
overprints inverted, Portugal colour trials imperf bicolours
(5), useful European earlier varieties incl Italy, BLP CDS
used on 15c grey 10c brown, including many signed, Somalia
200f imperf trial, France airs incl 1947 500f U/M (cat €50),
1949 10f (cat €60), Fume STC €1200+, Belgium STC
€400+, Danzig 1924 Airs Cat €180, San Marino Trieste STC
€500, etc, etc, enormous cat value and retail, ideal for split
down or Ebayer.
£ 1250
133 ACCUMULATION - Bankers BOX with various
world collections, country sections, loose on and off paper in
envelopes, GB FDCs, Germany and states, French colonies,
Egypt in a binder, China modern in small stockbook etc 100s.
£ 40
134 ACCUMULATION - BOX with various world
collections, country sections, loose on and off paper in
envelopes, GB FDCs, world in a Liberty album, stockbooks
with duplicated world etc 100s.
£ 40

135 Accumulation in a medium plastic crate with useful
throughout including Egypt in circulated club books (PTSA
£200+), Everest album with worldwide ranges incl some
China, French Zones incl covers (3 one censored), Bolivia
ranges on leaves, Brazil earlier, Costa Rica incl censor cvr
(poor), Honduras incl 2 P/S cards unused, Chile, Argentina,
Liberia + P/S card, some more useful in an old binder with
GB, etc, intr sorter. 100s.
£ 150
136 ACCUMULATION of mainly loose mint / unmounted
mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of worldwide countries
earlier to modern incl miniature sheets, thematics, Africa,
Europe, Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also a few
CTO used scattered around, a few in packets, M/S, etc. 100s,
hours of sorting fun here.
£ 125
137 ACCUMULATION OF WORLD including many
different countries in packets, sorted in envelopes, USA
FDCs, loose in bags on and off paper, thematics CTO used in
many bags (100s), United Nations presentation folders with
U/M stamps and M/S, world off paper in a large bag (1kg+,
1000s), Russia on stockcards etc, plenty to sort here. 1000s.
£ 55
138 ACCUMULATION - Various world collections,
country sections, loose on and off paper in envelopes, GB
FDCs, Malta colln in a binder, Chile, Hungary, BWI etc,
sorter lot in a Box.
£ 40
139 ACME Old time springback album with a useful mint
& used assembly including strength in middle periods Europe,
Germany, USA, Austria, Belgium, Russia, Netherlands,
France, Denmark etc, 100s.
£ 45
140 AFRICA - 1965-1978 Attractive written up collection
on 18 album pages for Philatelic Exhibition special covers /
cards, labels, FDCs, and overprints noted Epreuve De Luxe
imperf cards for Cameroun 1971 Yaounde Exhibition (4),
Chad 1971 Philexocam Epreuve De Luxe cards (6) plus
larger card with set of 6 imperf, Angola incl 1965 label, 1950
M/S f.u. (cat £29), 1970 Ltd Edition FDC etc, intr lot, Ex
Eric Stannard.
£ 65
141 ALBUM LEAVES AND LOOSE in a BOX - with
100s on album pages for many different countries, loose in
bags, envelopes, GB FDCs, British Commonwealth in a large
stockbook, Royalty issues in a special binder etc, 1000s.
£ 45
142 ALBUM LEAVES AND LOOSE in a BOX - with
100s on album pages for many different countries, loose in
bags, envelopes, GB FDCs, Royalty issues in special binders,
Guernsey U/M sets on leaves, Isle of Man mint collection in
springback album etc, 1000s.
£ 45
143 ALBUMS & STOCKBOOKS - in a large heavy BOX
of 19 albums and stockbooks, some with country sections
from Europe and worldwide, stockbooks with duplicated
defins and commems, some FDCs in binder, all periods mint
& used, original price by a dealer in Euros €330. Offered at
half original prices. Very heavy boxes.
£ 150
144 ANTARCTICA: Attractive range of covers and special
event cards mainly from Falkland Islands during 1980s noted
1985 Airbridge aerogrammes, Japan 1973 Research Exped.
14, Brazil signed cards, AAT 1986 cvr, FPO 141 for 1985,
Argentina sheetlets, France 1992 postal card with error in
FADKLANDS for FALKLANDS (only 50 said to exist
before error was corrected), etc intr lot.
£ 35
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145 BANKERS BOX - A world accumulation in albums,
stockbooks, on leaves, stockpages, loose in packets,
envelopes, on leaves, some GB FDCs, commercial PPI mail,
foreign, etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 50
146 BANKERS BOX - A world accumulation in albums,
stockbooks, on leaves, stockpages, loose in packets,
envelopes, on leaves, some GB FDCs, commercial PPI mail,
foreign, etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 50
147 BANKERS BOX - A world accumulation in albums,
stockbooks, on leaves, stockpages, loose in packets,
envelopes, on leaves, some GB FDCs, covers, foreign, etc,
1000s to sort.
£ 50
148 BANKERS BOX - Mixed world accumulation in
albums, stockbooks, on leaves, stockpages, loose in packets,
envelopes, on leaves, some GB FDCs, covers, foreign, etc,
1000s to sort.
£ 50
149 Binder of worldwide ranges with strength in Asian
countries including North Borneo 1950-52 vals to $2 used,
Sarawak 1950 set used, 1955-59 values to $5 used, Hong
Kong 1962-73 set used, and values to $10 mint, 1966
Churchill set m & u, Penang 1949-52 set used, 1960 set used,
Singapore both GVI perf sets used and a small qty of covers.
£ 125
150 BINDERS AND LOOSE in a BOX - with 1000s
duplicated on Hagner pages in two binders, loose in bags,
stockbooks, GB FDCs, S & C Americas in old time small
albums, Channel Islands well filled springback incl Guernsey
1941 Arms blue banknote set 2 mint, etc, 1000s.
£ 40
151 BOX containing a varied range incl GB Windsor album
with 1948 RSW set used and 1951 set to £1 used, flat box
with intr FDCs, event covers, sets and singles on stockcards,
GB 1998 year pack, 1987 & 1990 yearbooks, Canada in
mint blocks in old stockbinder, etc.
£ 40
152 BOX Containing a world accumulation noted Israel
1980s mint sets (tabbed) on many leaves, Br. C/W 1950s
mint on leaves, world ranges on album pages, loose on and off
paper in bags, junior collections, GB incl FDCs, commercial
mail, some better in a dilapidated World album m & u earlier
etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 60
153 BOX containing an ex-estate range of various
collections and albums, stockbooks, some loose, some
country sections, also GB modern sets fine used with high
face value. 100s to sort.
£ 50

157 BOXFILE SORTER - worldwide all periods mint and
used accumulation in various packets, loose, on and off paper,
stockcards, Br. C/W, Foreign, GB etc, 100s to sort. £ 55
158 BOXFILE SORTER - worldwide all periods mint and
used accumulation in various packets, loose, on and off paper,
stockcards, Br. C/W, Foreign, GB etc, 100s to sort. £ 55
159 British Africa collection on large amount of leaves in a
heavy springback album incl QV to 1960s mint, U/M & used,
noted Br. S.Africa, Rhodesia 1893 4/- pair used cat £110),
1896 ovpts 1d & 4d used, Basutoland 1937 Coron. FDC,
1938 to 10/- used, 2/6 m, 1961 set to R1 m, 1961 surcharges
incl diff types m, Bechuanaland incl ovpt inv. var (forged),
1938 mint vals to 5/- (2), 1961 surch m incl pairs with wide
and narrow date m, 1961 set m, QV P/S cards (3), Botswana,
Cape of Good Hope 4d blue triangle f.u., 1902 PASSED
PRESS CENSOR cvr to UK, 1904 1d rose QV P/S env
uprated EDVII 1d carmine plus 4 other P/S cards un,
Lesotho, Natal, ORC, Swaziland incl 1961 surchs mint, 1961
set to R2 m, 1962 set m, Transvaal, Zululand etc, also some
intr covers and P/S cards, odd mixed but mainly sound, high
cat value £1300+.
£ 325
160 British Commonwealth a useful and valuable collection
for countries Aden to Bahamas in a ring binder mint and used
on leaves mainly GVI to QEII with better noted including
Aden 1939-48 set m (cat £120), 1951 Surch set m (cat £85),
1953 set 25 to both 20s mint (cat £160), Hadhramaut issues
1942 set (cat £70), 1949 RSW, 1951 surch set used (cat
£75), 1955 set m, Antigua 1938 set m (cat £130), 1953-62
set m (cat £85), Ascension 1922 ovpt set minus 3s (cat £200),
1924-33 set 12 to 3s m (cat £350), 1934 set (cat £120), 1938
14 vals to 5s mint, 1956 set m (cat £140), 1963 Birds set f.u.
(cat £55), Bahamas 1942 Columbus set mint (cat £80, 3d
shows blob in C unlisted variety), 1948 Tercent. set m (cat
£75), Barbados etc, clean lot with huge catalogue value in
excess of £2000.
£ 400
161 British Commonwealth accumulation in a box with
various all periods mint and used in mainly binders, noted
Hong Kong, New Zealand, sparse country sections on leaves
etc, 100s.
£ 40
162 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton
including 100s sorted into envelopes, binder with mint
modern small country sections, NZ QV sideface duplicated on
Hagner, nice earlier Canada QV to GVI duplicated in a
binder etc, 100s to sort.
£ 60

154 BOX of world accumulation of mainly commoner on
and off paper, junior albums, GB FDCs etc, off the street,
sorter lot, but mainly cheaper material. 100s.
£ 20

163 British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton with
various early to modern in springback albums, loose, in
packets on leaves, Canada postmarks and ranges on Hagners
etc, 100s to sort.
£ 48

155 BOX with useful collections and ranges in 5 albums /
stockbooks / leaves including GB QV onwards GV seahorses
ranges to 10/-, 1938 to 10/-, odd better Spain set m, West
Germany 1970-77 U/M in Lindner hingeless album, Niue
country colln STC £100s 1953-94 U/M, Br. Africa incl
Swaziland 1938 set to 10/- mint, Basutoland 1938 set to 10/m, S. Africa, SWA, world on leaves, useful to split. £ 400

164 British Commonwealth accumulation in a heavy box
with country sections in various albums and stockbooks QV
to modern, mint and used including Victoria ranges
duplicated incl OS perfins, KUT, QEII mint 1960s, Malta,
remaindered collection in a Devon album, Canada modern in
stockbook, GVI in a 22 ring album, NZ modern collection,
very useful NZ early to modern in springback with better
throughout etc, 100s.
£ 200

156 BOXFILE of mainly loose mint / unmounted mint with
a huge variety of worldwide countries earlier to modern incl
quite a few miniature sheets, thematics, Africa, Europe,
Americas, Middle East, Fr. Colonies, etc, also a few CTO
used scattered around, a few in packets, M/S, etc. 100s, hours
of sorting fun here.
£ 125
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165 British Commonwealth Accumulation of better
collections in a heavy carton including much useful noted
Gibraltar 1886-1979 Mint and used collection in Marini
printed loose leaf album, NZ FDCs, Australia 1953-1999 An
extensive used collection STC £1100+, 1937 Coronation part
sets on 63 covers mainly first day of issue plus appears
complete mint in special album, Canada Stockpages with a
useful mint / unmounted mint range incl better noted, South
Africa Coll in Lighthouse springback album with useful mint
and used and covers range incl 1913 10/- pair used, etc huge
catalogue value, cheap start price.
£ 400
166 British Commonwealth collection in old tatty peg
album with useful content throughout including some better
Malayan states to $5, Indian convention states incl Jind, India
QV to middle incl better values, Jamaica GVI to 10/-, KUT
to £1, RSW sets mint etc, diverse ranges ideal for pickings.
£ 300
167 British Commonwealth GVI Album in red containing
a mainly used (some mint) collection with a good range of
countries, defin in part sets, useful seen including Aden,
Bechuanaland 1938-52 set, Hong Kong, Sierra Leone etc,
100s.
£ 450
168 British Commonwealth mint / unmounted mint mainly
QEII collection for 1980s-1990s in country ranges on leaves
in a binder noted Ascension Is, Barbados, Falkland Islands,
South Georgia, etc, colourful lot.
£ 36
169 British Commonwealth - New Ideal album Vol II with
a nice collection of mint and used countries Mauritius to
Zululand, 100s, ideal for expansion.
£ 250
170 British Commonwealth off paper accumulation sorted
into packets with useful countries incl Singapore, Hong Kong,
Ghana, Gold Coast QEII to 10/-, Malta, Rhodesia, KUT,
Egypt etc, 1000s to sort in a shoebox.
£ 75
171 British Commonwealth singles in a stockbook mint and
used for different countries from QV onwards including
Antigua 6d green SG 29 mint (cat £60), Ceylon 1s violet SG
25 mint (cat £140), Cyprus, Fiji, Malta, Lagos, N. Borneo,
Seychelles GVI i n c l 1 r g r e e n (ca t £ 1 6 0 ), Na ta l,
Newfoundland (Cat £1000+), S. Africa, Canada etc, total
catalogue is in excess of £3900+. (Approx 120 stamps).
£ 500
172 CARTON with all sorts from a clearout including some
better noted Br. C/Wealth on stockpages, in sparse
stockbooks and albums, loose on and off paper worldwide,
GB FDCs, commercial mail, a real mix of different material
here, 1000s to sort, heavy lot.
£ 50
173 CARTON - worldwide all periods mint and used
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
174 CARTON - worldwide all periods mint and used
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55

175 Collector's clearout with a myriad of material from
different countries with nice single collections, mixed in
springback album with useful Germany issues from different
areas better cat up to £650 each, Indonesia in album, Canada
collection, Rumania in stockbook, Netherlands, various on
stockcards with some better sets, covers and cards in carton,
100s.
£ 340
176 Dealers mixed collection in large box number of albums
includes 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee album from many
Commonwealth Countries plus two bags of Kiloware and a
number of GB first day covers.
£ 50
177 EUROPA - 1954-1989 Well filled DAVO printed
album (very fine condition) with a good collection of mainly
unmounted mint, some mint & odd used sets throughout to
1989, then 1983-89 EUROPA symbol sets U/M, 100s.
Albums expensive new.
£ 50
178 EUROPEAN COLLECTIONS - Heavy box containing
a useful assembly of mint and used from early to modern in
eight 22 ring binders, mostly good representation of defins
and commems to 1970s including nice Switzerland, Belgium
many with sets incl 1861 1c green imperf unused, 1849-58 to
40c, many nice sets, Spain, Netherlands & Colonies, Italy
useful, France & colonies, Austria fine used blks of 4, etc,
100s mainly all different, ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 180
179 Ex-Dealers' stock in a large heavy BOX of 15 albums
and stockbooks, some with country sections from Europe and
worldwide, stockbooks with duplicated defins and commems,
Netherlands, Asia, Australia, Poland, Belgium, Denmark,
Switzerland, some FDCs incl Surinam, Switzerland etc, all
periods mint & used, original price in Euros €290. Offered at
half original prices. Very heavy box.
£ 130
180 EXHIBITIONS 1911-1995 an extensive balance of a
collection by Eric Stannard on dozens of album pages in two
boxfiles for National & International Stamp Shows, covers
with special Exhibition cancels, various cards and covers,
miniature sheets, publicity labels etc including France 1982
Philex cover with Falklands Victory cachet, Poland 1911-12
labels (5), Rumania 1932 M/S mint, 1958 Stamp Cent M/S
mint, Russia, Rhodesia, Singapore, Colombia, Cuba, Taiwan,
Italy 1983-88, BWI, Hawaii labels 1951 (4), Egypt, Central
Africa, Belgium, Finland, Portugal, East Germany (many)
incl 1954 M/S mint, San Marino, Guatemala, Chile, Bolivia,
Thailand, Venezuela, Iceland, etc 1960s-80s many covers and
cards, plus much more. Attractive and interesting lot. Ex Eric
Stannard.
£ 200
181 HARRISON & SONS LTD - Presentation folder in
black leather effect with gold embossing produced in circa
1988 to showcase / advertising their printings processes
inside folds out 4 pages of worldwide U/M stamps from
Cyprus, Singapore, Malawi, Kenya, Gabon, Iceland,
Thailand, Barbados, St Lucia etc, small mark on the front of
the inside folder otherwise fine.
£ 40
182 HARRISON & SONS LTD - Presentation folder in
black leather effect with gold embossing produced in circa
1982 to showcase / advertising their printings processes
inside folds out 4 pages of worldwide U/M stamps from St
Vincent, NZ, Bangladesh, Thailand, Singapore, Gabon,
Kenya, Ghana, small sellotape mark on reverse otherwise
mainly fine.
£ 40
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183 HEAVY ACCUMULATION - BOX with various
world collections, country sections, loose on and off paper in
envelopes, GB FDCs, stockbooks with duplicated world etc
100s.
£ 40

194 MINT WORLD Accumulation of mainly loose mint /
unmounted mint in a shoebox with a huge variety of countries
earlier to modern incl Europe, Americas, Middle East etc,
100s to sort through making an interesting lot.
£ 100

184 HEAVY BOX with various world collections, country
sections, loose on and off paper in envelopes, GB FDCs,
stockbooks with duplicated world, Br. C/Wealth in two
springback binders etc 100s.
£ 50

195 MIXED BOX - worldwide all periods mint and used
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55

185 HEAVY CARTON - worldwide in a carton all periods
mint and used accumulation in various stockbooks,
springback binders, albums, loose, on and off paper, odd
country sections, GB incl FDCs, commercial mail, a few old
catalogues / books etc, useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
186 HEAVY CARTON - worldwide in a carton all periods
mint and used a ccu mu lation in various stockbooks,
springback binders, albums, loose, on and off paper, odd
country sections, GB incl FDCs, commercial mail, a few old
catalogues / books etc, useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
187 Interesting assembly in a flat plastic crate with better
content throughout ideal for breakdown including Portugal
perf & imperf 25r red duplicated in envs & packets with
many numeral postmarks, Port. India Crown 20r bistre in vert
strip of 3 m, Cook Is. P/S cards (2), Port. Colonies earlies in
an old envelope and nice collection on leaves, Greenland mint
sets, Stamps on stamps thematic mint ranges in packet,
Switzerland 1943 M/S, Togo 100f Epreuve del luxe, Simla
OHMS 15r on piece tied boxed cachets, Thailand earlies in
an old club book plus on leaves, Persia from earlies and intr
1915 onwards on leaves, Spain earlies from imperfs,
Hamburg locals (100+), Australia 1971 Xmas pane of 25,
etc, so much more, fascinating ranges. 100s.
£ 380
188 INTERESTING sorter lot in a shoebox with many mint
& used in packets, loose with a huge variety of countries, odd
better earlier to modern noted GB EDVII 5s used (clipped),
thematics, obsolete countries, Canada QV 1c rose etc, 100s to
trawl through.
£ 50
189 LARGE HEAVY BOX of ex-dealer's 23 albums and
stockbooks, some with country sections from Europe and
worldwide, stockbooks with duplicated defins and commems,
all periods mint & used, original price in Euros €380. Offered
at half original prices. Very heavy box.
£ 170
190 LARGE HEAVY CARTON of commoner material incl
GB etc.
£8
191 LARGE PILE OF ALBUM LEAVES - Collection in a
box of world A to Z mint and used for many different
countries, 100s of colourful thematic types plus, Br. C/W,
foreign etc, 100s.
£ 25
192 MIDDLE EAST - Unmounted mint collection in a nice
Scott printed album with many attractive sets from Ajman
incl 1965 Olympics set, 1966 Churchill set perf & imperf,
1967 New Curr. set, 1967 Cars set, Fujeira, 1966 Khor
Fakkan sheetlets, Manama gold foil round issues, setenant
strips perf and imperf, Ras Al Khamia, Sharjah, Umm Al
Qiwain etc, nice collection STC €220.
£ 65
193 Mint & Unmounted mint and used extensive world
accumulation of sets and singles from 1960s onwards in small
glassine packets hoarded in a shoebox, includes many nice
Middle East incl Syria, few Miniature sheets, S. C Americas,
Europe incl Switzerland, United Nations etc, 100s. £ 200

196 MIXED BOX - worldwide all periods mint and used
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
197 MIXED CARTON - worldwide in a carton all periods
mint a nd used accumulation in various stockbook s,
springback binders, albums, loose, on and off paper, odd
country sections, GB incl FDCs, commercial mail, a few old
catalogues / books etc, useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
198 MIXED CARTON - worldwide in a carton all periods
mint and used accumulation in various stock books,
springback binders, albums, loose, on and off paper, odd
country sections, GB incl FDCs, commercial mail, a few old
catalogues / books etc, useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
199 MYRIAD OF MATERIAL stashed in a shoebox with
all world, mint and used in packets, on cards, loose, envelopes
etc, worldwide incl Asia, European, Br. C/Wealth, Russia,
Americas etc, good sorter, 100s.
£ 50
200 OLD TIME ledger album with a world and Br.
C/Wealth assembly mint and used including France, Hong
Kong, NZ, Nigeria etc, very mixed but odd nice fine used.
£ 28
201 OLD TIME tatty METEOR Album with a worldwide
collection mint and used, very mixed but useful range of
China etc, 100s.
£ 30
202 SCANDINAVIA - Collection of all periods mint and
used in a springback album incl ranges for Denmark, Faroe
Is., Iceland, Finland etc, good qty.
£ 25
203 SHOEBOX - worldwide all periods mint and used
accumulation in various packets, loose, on and off paper,
stockcards, Br. C/W, Foreign, GB etc, 100s to sort. £ 55
204 SHOEBOX - worldwide all periods mint and used
accumulation in various packets, loose, on and off paper,
stockcards, sorted into countries in envelopes, Br. C/W,
Foreign, GB etc, super sorter, 100s.
£ 48
205 SORTER BOX containing a world accumulation mixed
and jumbled in packets, in envelopes, on and off paper for
different countries, GB & Channel Islands incl some modern
CI U/M sets in packets, FDCs incl GB other countries, three
binders with world ranges, mainly commoner, 1000s to sort
through.
£ 40
206 Sorter lot in a shoebox with many mint & unmounted
mint & used in packets, loose with a huge variety of
countries, odd better earlier to modern with Americas,
European, Middle East, many thematics cto but odd better
amongst the commoner etc, 100s to trawl through.
£ 50
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207 SORTER - worldwide in a box all periods mint and
used accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55

219 YEAR BOOKS and packs from around the world in a
carton with nice modern unmounted mint sets for China,
USA, Czechoslovakia, Spanish Andorra, Estonia, Austria,
Celebrate the century sheetlets, etc, mainly 1980s to 2000s.
£ 40

208 SORTER - worldwide in a box all periods mint and
used accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55

ACCESSORIES
220 BOX of empty binders and stockbooks, some with
common stamps inside. (7+).
£8

209 Stockbooks accumulation of worldwide incl some better
country sections, areas all periods mint & used incl United
states, Italy, Israel, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Morocco,
Luxembourg, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Panama, Paraguay
thematics, Spain and colonies, Denmark, Hungary, S.
Americas etc, 100s to sort through.
£ 160

222 PHILATELIC Leather album and slipcase in green
gold blocked with unused faced leaves inside. very expensive
new.
£ 20

210 WORLD BOX accumulation including a large Scott
printed album for worldwide (sparse), w/w countries in
packets, loose in bags on and off paper, thematics CTO used
in many bags (100s), Jersey P/packs in two binders etc, plenty
to sort here. 1000s.
£ 40
211 WORLD BOX - a l l p e r i o d s m i n t a n d u se d
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
2 1 2 W O R L D B O X - a ll periods mint a n d u se d
accumulation in various stockbooks, springback binders,
albums, loose, on and off paper, odd country sections, GB incl
FDCs, commercial mail, a few old catalogues / books etc,
useful sorter, 1000s.
£ 55
213 WORLD BOX containing large stockbooks (expensive
new), printed album world loose, in bags, packets, plenty on
leaves all different, some commoner in tubs / boxes, 1000s.
Ex-Collector estate
£ 25
214 WORLD CARTON with all sorts from a clearout
including some better noted Br. C/Wealth on stockpages, in
sparse stockbooks and albums, loose on and off paper
worldwide, GB FDCs, commercial mail, a real mix of
material here, 1000s to sort, heavy lot.
£ 50

221 Large Leather unbranded peg album in blue with
unused faced leaves inside. expensive new.
£ 20

AUTOGRAPHS
223 1989 Putting Children first cover with stamps of
Europa games and toys. With clear autograph of Judi Dench.
SG 1436-1439
£ 20

224 1991 The Natural History Museum Dinosaurs first day
cover signed by esteemed author N.R. Chalmers Director The
Natural History Museum limited edition number 53 of 110.
£ 20
CIGARETTE CARDS
225 Enormous accumulation packed into a shoebox many
as sets, also part sets inside original old cigarette packets,
noted Wills, Players, mixed condition and huge quantity of
cards. Approx 50 different issues.
£ 60

226 Enormous accumulation packed into a shoebox many
as sets, many part sets inside original old cigarette packets,
noted Wills, Carreras, Park Drive, Players, even some more
obscure incl De Reszke, also Tea Cards for Brooke Bond,
mixed condition and huge quantity of cards.
£ 75
EPHEMERA
227 A large selection of items from Lawyers Office, a
number of cheques drawn on Lloyds bank 1918, Marriage
and Divorce certificates, In Memoriam cards and entires
unposted. Interesting lot.
£ 20

215 WORLD in glassine packets stashed in a shoebox, some
Br. C/W, foreign etc, duplicated mint and used, 100s.
£ 18

LITERATURE
228 1953 Paquebot and Ship Letter Cancellations of the
World 1894-1951 by M. A. Studd. Paper slightly yellowed
but interesting book in good condition.
£ 20

216 WORLD OFF PAPER Accumulation sorted in glassine
ba gs some with sma ll c o u n t r y se c t i o n s, GB, Br.
Commonwealth, foreign etc, 1000s mainly mainstream
cheaper issues. QTY in a plastic crate.
£ 25

229 1987 Paquebot Cancellations of the World (Second
Edition) by Roger Hosking, large book of 300 pages in good
condition.
£ 20

217 Worldwide accumulation in a BOX including USA
kiloware on paper in bags, sparse world in a large printed
album, USA FDCs 1949-1979 in two cover albums, Scott
printed album almost empty, Czech. on manilla stockpages,
thematics in a binder, Germany on leaves, 100s loose mint &
used, good sorter lot in a small archive box. 1000s. £ 48
218 Worldwide jumbled accumulation in packets, loose, in
bags on and off paper, in albums, binders, junior collections,
GB all periods incl FDCs, commercial mail from around the
world, duplicated modern world in a binder, BOX, 1000s.
£ 50

230 ISLE OF MAN POSTMARKS - Three books incl
(hardback) IOM Postmarks surface and air A P Massey
1826-1973 (signed by the author), Illustrated selection of
mostly 19th Century impressions 6pp, & 19th & 20th
Century steel and rubber impressions 20pp, useful trio.
£ 20
231 Thirteen copies of The Aero Field magazine Vol. 19 110 published 1955 and Vol. 28 3, 9 and 12. published 1964.
Interesting philatelic information in each copy.
£ 25
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OMNIBUS
232 1937 (8 May) Printed Airmail flown cover by Dick
Merrill (signed) the pilot ANGLO-AMERICAN /
CORONATION FLIGHT / NEW YORK TO LONDON
two cachets in red or blue with 1937 Coronation GB adhs tied
London CDS & USA airmail 6c orange and 2c adhs tied
NEW YORK MAY 14 CDS cancels. Fine. Dick Merrill was
the highest paid air mail pilot and flew the first round the
world transatlantic flight in 1936 and set several speed
records.
£ 40

233 1937 Coronation low values in unmounted mint part
sheets and blocks including South Africa ½d grey-black and
blue-green in bottom imprint sheet of 100 (cat £50 as 50
pairs), Falkland Is. ½d green part sheet of 40 (left hand side),
Malta ½d left sheet of 50 B1 imprint, Nyasaland ½d, Cayman
Is. ½d, Solomon Is. 1d etc.
£ 28

243 1972-1975 Four Yachting and Sailing covers with
famous autographs of Sir Alec Rose, Chay Blyth and John
Fairfax with various stamps.
£ 26
244 1975 Five European Architectural Heritage Year
covers with famous autographs of cities Mayors includes Jack
Kane Lord Provost of Edinburgh.
£ 25
245 A selection of approx. eighty all world covers includes
GB last day of Birmingham City Police 1974, Germany 1938
cover with eagle and swastika from Balingen ideal lot for
Ebay.
£ 32
246 A selection of approx. sixty covers and postcards
relating to Maritime activities, includes 1966 Polaris
submarines, 1965 Maiden voyage North Sea roll-on roll-off
ferries, 1967 posted on Queen Mary and 1965 Fuji from
Japan maiden voyage.
£ 40

234 1978 Coronation 21 uncut miniature sheets in blocks of
4 for all Crown Agents British Commonwealth countries
issued Ascension to Tristan Da Cunha unmounted mint, neat
in original packaging from new issues. (21). Original cost
over £250 in 1978. Retail in UK £95.
£ 40

247 A selection of approx. sixty covers from the British
Commonwealth. Includes five GB field post office, Canada
QV 1c unused postcard with toning, 1965 GB Post Office
Tower FDC and Australia 1958 Qantas first round the world
cover.
£ 25

235 1978 Coronation 21 uncut miniature sheets in blocks of
4 for all Crown Agents British Commonwealth countries
issued Ascension to Tristan Da Cunha unmounted mint, neat
in original packaging from new issues. (21). Original cost
over £250 in 1978. Retail in UK £95.
£ 40

248 A selection of seven pre stamp entires from various
countries including 1865 with Porto cds addressed to Paris,
1846 entire addressed to Lisbon and American entire with 20
mark
£ 20

PHONECARDS
236 BT Phonecards Special Edition Four Collectors' PacksKilmainham Phonecard Fair, Big Bang new Phonecard, BT
Phonecard direct contains three cards including Red Beetle
Car and GPT Card Technology.
£ 20

237 BT Phonecards Special Edition Four Collectors' PacksTwo different Father's Day, Thanks Mum and a Happy
Valentines Day circa 1997/98.
£ 20
PHOTOGRAPHS
238 A selection of 30 photographs connected to towns and
cities in plastic covers. Included are Piccadilly Manchester,
Talbot Road Old Trafford, photos of Bristol and Brighton.
£ 20

249 Approx. six hundred all world covers many varied with
hundreds of stamps and cancels. Includes 1979 USA Albert
Einstein FDC., 1959 QEII cover from Hong Kong, 1956
Monaco royal wedding FDC. and some Cricket covers
includes 1982 centenary of the Ashes from Australia and
1970 centenary of Kent County Cricket Club.
£ 75
250 Approx. sixty covers from the Commonwealth mostly
FDC's. Includes 1970 Lesotho 25th anniversary of United
Nations, 1959 Bahamas postal centenary, 1967 Seychelles
International Tourist year and 1988 Anguilla Olympic FDC.
£ 25
251 Selection of approx. thirty-three postal stationery
postcards from various countries includes five GB QEII 2d
unused with wrapper, Norway 10 ore unused, Italian cards
circa 1904 and Stuttgart cancels on 1904 cards.
£ 20

239 A selection of approx. 40 varied photographs in plastic
covers circa 1950's. Included are Unknown Hockey team,
small photos of soldiers, 1905 child's rocking horse, 1936 20
photos of Oban and area and postcard of Steve Merrick
accordion player. Interesting social history.
£ 20

252 Selection of eleven covers and postcards including,
1943 France strip of five 1f50+3f.50 on cover to Switzerland,
1943 Argentina registered cover to England, four the
Republic of Central Africa fdc and 1943 Dominica cover to
USA.
£ 24

240 A selection of sixty photographs connected to the
Railway network in plastic covers. Plus National Union of
Railwaymen 1945-47 contribution card. Photos of engines
circa 1950's previous owner has marked value as £200.
included are some trams.
£ 20

253 Selection of twenty all world covers with Maritime
Mail and Paquebot cancels includes 1931 letter card from
Canada with Liverpool Paquebot also Netherlands and Spain.
£ 25

POSTAL HISTORY
241 1925-33 Ten shipping slips from various countries
including France and Czechoslovakia with various hand
stamp cancels.
£ 20

242 1969-1971 A selection of 13 covers connected with
Antarctic Research. Includes 1969 cover from the Argentine
Islands and 1971 Lindblad expedition to Cape Royds.
£ 25

254 Six world covers includes 1937 Netherlands cover to
Netherland Indies, 1939 Oslo Norway to Amsterdam boxed
special air cancel and 1942 South Africa illustrated cover
with 3d.
£ 25
POSTAL HISTORY - ZEPPELIN MAIL
255 1928 (1 Mar) Hungary Zeppelin flight printed envelope
bearing Zepp 1931 2p lilac and 4f airs x 5 both tied LEGI
POSTA / BUDAPEST 72 CDS cancels and large dark blue
Zepp. cachet with Budapest 741 arrival CDS, very fine.
Sieger 102Aa.
£ 100
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256 1929 Mediterranean Flight (22 Apr) Airmail Cover
bearing 1pf Eagle airmails (2) tied LUFTSCHIFF / GRAF
ZEPPELIN CDS cancels on cacheted cover to Germany
dropped at San Remo with 24.4.29 S. Remo CDS alongside,
few bends, mainly fine, Sieger 24d.
£ 85
257 1929 Zeppelin Orient Flight (24 Mar) Printed plain
postcard bearing Germany 1m Eagle air tied Friedrichshafen
LUFTPOST CDS and cacheted in red for ORIENTFAHRT
1929, airmail etiquette in yellow addr to Egypt. Fine. Sieger
23IIA.
£ 80
258 1930 Rio De Janeiro to Seville Flight (24 May) By
Condor airmail cover bearing Brazil 20,000r Zepp adhs and
500r defin tied special Condor CDS cancel and flown to
Seville via on cacheted Europe - Pan-America Round Flight
in violet and cacheted in green, arrival backstamps, attractive
item, Sieger 59c, €180.
£ 100
259 1930 Seville Spain to USA Europe - Pan-America
flight (16 May) Cacheted Graf Zeppelin cover Primer Viaje
/ A Sudamerica / Sevila 1930 bearing Spanish defins 10pta
pa ir a nd 4 p t a t i e d SEVILA CDS ca ncels a ddr to
Massachusetts and manuscript Seville to Freidrichshafen via
Graf Zeppelin. Seville & New York transit backstamps.
Sieger 58CC.
£ 125
260 1930 Zeppelin cover LZ127 (Graf Zeppelin) 23 09 30
left Friedrichshafen 17.07 arrived in Berlin 23.11 with six
stamps and green triangle Zeppelin cancel. Cover from
Kienzle watchmakers. Note toning around stamps but very
nice item.
£ 350
261 1930 Zeppelin cover LZ127 (Graf Zeppelin ) 28 4 30
Friedrichshafen to The Hague Netherlands via Orly with red
oval Zeppelin cancel.
£ 50
262 1931 (8 Apr) Egypt Zeppelin surcharge set of 2 on
commercial cover to Germany tied ALEXANDRIE / GRAF
ZEPPELIN bilingual CDS cancels (toned) and By Graf
Zeppelin via Cairo - via Friedrichschafen in red manuscript.
Faults incl tones and bends otherwise stamps cat £170 alone.
Sieger 105.
£ 80
263 1931 Austrian Flight (12/13th July) Airmail cover
Vienna to Freidrichshafen bearing Austria 10g, 30g & 3s
airmail defins tied Wien 1 CDS cancels with GRAF
ZEPPELIN / OST ERREICHFAHRT LUFTSCHIFF
illustrated CDS in black alongside, typed sender and Mittels
Zeppelin Ruckflug Wien - Freidrichshafen along the top,
arrival the next day in Freidrichshafen. Horizontal fold at
base otherwise pretty item, Sieger 116d.
£ 100
264 1931 Hungary Flight (28-30 March) wrinkled cover
bearing Zeppelin 2p lilac ovpt and airmail 20f red both tied
BUDAPEST 62 CDS's and large blue cachet Hungarian
flight, Sieger 102Ab.
£ 30
265 1931 Pommern to Stettin Flight (28 Apr) Card bearing
Saar airmail 50c (2), 1fr & 5fr all tied SAARBRUKEN CDS
cancels and boxed green Mit Luftschiff / Graf Zeppelin /
Pomanfahrt and green Pommernfahrt cachet alongside, with
Friedrichshafen & Stettin 3.5.31 CDS cancels, fine
Pomeranian trip item, Sieger 106Ba.
£ 80
266 1931 Zeppelin postcard (Hindenberg) Friedrichshafen
to Budapest Hungary with boxed Zeppelin in red and
Budapest receiving cds.
£ 65

267 1931 Zeppelin typed cover L.Z. 127 (Hindenberg)
Hamburg to Friedrichshafen to Guayaquil Ecuador with
receiving Guayaquil in black on reverse.
£ 100
268 1931 Zurich Flight (29 Aug - 11 Sep) PPC (faults)
loading /unloading mail on Graf Zeppelin with large
illustrated HAMBURG / MOPHILA / LUFTPOST / 1931
CDS on front in black (some rubbing) and Germany 1Rm
Zeppelin and 15pf defin tied LUFTSCHIFF / 11 SEP 1931
/ GRAF ZEPPELIN CDS with Mophila cachet in green,
Zeppelin cachet in grey-black and ZURICH FLUGPLATZ
11 IX 31 CDS alongside. Sieger 127B.
£ 65
269 1932 8th South America Flight (27/28 Sep) rare
Colombia (27 Sep) / Brazil (28 Sep) combination of 12 adhs
airmail cover to Hamburg tied Correo CALI CDS cancels,
blue cacheted cover sent from Colombia to Rio, then on Graf
Zeppelin for the return leg with Friedrichshafen arrival b/s.
Scarce usage. Sieger 190C.
£ 150
270 1932 Netherlands Flight (18/19 Jun) 6c brown P/S
Cover ZEIST STEINLAAN bearing uprated combination of
7 other adhs tied ZIEST CDS cancels and sent , Via
Luftschiff Graf Zeppelin ab Rotterdam and blue illus
windmill h/s for the flight, Freidrichshafen arrival backstamp,
folded vertically and few marks otherwise sound, Sieger 164.
£ 60
271 1933 (24 Jun) Saar flight - Friedrichschafen return
flight plain cover bearing Zeppelin 2rm tied Frankfurt CDS
and bearing BOTH round flight and return flight Saarbruken
- Friedrichschafen illustrated handstamps in green addr to
Hamburg, Special backstamp receiver, mainly very fine,
Sieger 217, Michel 314ab.
£ 250
272 1933 2nd South America Flight Brussels origin (30
May) Cover Brussels to Pernambuco bearing Belgium Airs
2fr pair, 5fr pair and addl 25c defin tied BRUSSELS CDS
cancels and cachet in green alongside for 2nd South America
flight and Friedrichshafen (3 Jun) transit CDS and MIT
ZEPPELIN airmail etiquette, arrival b/s, fine.
£ 110
273 1933 2nd South America Flight - Yugoslavia (29 May)
Berlin connecting flight on Yugoslavia 75n postal stationery
card uprated with additional 75n green an 20d adhs tied
triangular ZAGREB PAR AVION datestamps in blue
cacheted with 2nd flight in green and large red cachet for 2nd
flight, ZEMUN triangular 31st May datestamp alongside and
Pernambuco arrival on obverse. Signed Sieger on reverse.
Scarce.
£ 250
274 1933 2nd South American Flight (3 Jun) Airmail plain
postcard Berlin to Brazil bearing 40pf violet & Zepp 1rm
carmine tied Berlin C CDS cancel and cacheted Berlin to
Friedrichshafen illus h/s in red and 2nd flight cachet in green,
arrival Pernambuco CDS 6th Jun with Graf Zeppelin airmail
etiquette. Handstamped Sieger on reverse. Sieger 214B.
£ 80
275 1933 3rd Zeppelin South America Flight - Malta (26
Jun) Regd Cover Valletta to Bahia (Brazil) bearing 2/-, 6d
airmail and 1½d tied MALTA / GPO CDS cancels and
cachet in violet alongside for 3rd South America flight,
Friedrichshafen 1 July CDS & Condor Zeppelin violet cachet
on reverse and various transit / arrival b/s, very pretty cover.
Fine & scarce acceptance. Sieger 219Aa.
£ 325
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276 1933 Italian Flight (29-30 May) Printed LZ Graf
Zeppelin airmail envelope Rome to UK bearing Italy
Zeppelin 5l and 1.25l adhs both tied ROMA PPOST AEREA
and illustrated Zeppelin slogan CROCIERA ZEPPELIN /
1933 XI with large blue cachet for DIRIGIBLE / GRAF
ZEPPELIN / 1933, very fine, Sieger 208 (I). Scarce cat
€1200.
£ 180

292 1936 Zeppelin registered cover LZ129 (Hindenberg)
Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst then Detroit with various stamps
and red Deutsche cancel.
£ 50

277 1936 7th American Hindenburg Flight (13 Aug) long
regd airma il cover Berlin to Kansas bearing lovely
combination of Summer Olympics issues (SG 606/613) tied
with three special Berlin Olympics illustrated cancels on 13th
August, sent per Luftschiff Hindenburg and DEUTSCHE
LUFTPOST / EUROPA - NORDAMERIKA illus violet
cachet. Striking combination Sieger 430.
£ 100

294 1937 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 1 5 37
Rhein-Main with drop off in Cologne. Lots of nice stamps.
£ 50

278 1936 Liechtenstein North America Flight (4 May)
Illustrated Imperial airmail cover bearing Liechtenstein 10r,
30r & 2fr airmail / zeppelin adhs tied TRIESENBERG CDS
cancels sent regd to New Tork, cacheted in red and arrival in
US on 9th & 12th May. Very fine.
£ 125
279 1 9 3 6 Zeppelin B&W typed postca r d LZ1 2 9
(Hindenberg) 1 4 36 Friedrichshafen to Rio De Janeiro with
Zeppelin stamps and red Deutsche cancel.
£ 80
280 1936 Zeppelin cover LZ127 (Graf Zeppelin ) 30 8 36
Friedrichshafen to Leipzig with red Zeppelin cachet.
£ 75
281 1936 Zeppelin cover LZ130 (Graf Zeppelin II) 16 July
1939 Gorlitz to Frankfurt with boxed red Gorlitz cancel.
£ 50
282 1936 Zeppelin illustrated postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg)
23 3 36 Friedrichshafen to Lowental with Zeppelin 50pf.
£ 40
283 1936 Zeppelin illustrated postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg)
23 3 36 Friedrichshafen to Lowental with three stamps.
£ 40
284 1936 Zeppelin postcard L.Z. 129 (Hindenberg)
Frankfurt to Friedrichshafen to New York USA. With
Deutsche Luftpost in red and various receiving cds. £ 85
285 1936 Zeppelin postcard L.Z. 129 (Hindenberg)
Frankfurt to Friedrichshafen to New York USA. With
Deutsche Luftpost in red and New York receiving cds.
£ 85
286 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 1 8 36
Frankfurt to Olympia with pink cds.
£ 85
287 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 12 5 36
American post Lakehurst to Frankfurt with various stamps.
£ 50
288 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 19 9 36
USA post to New York city with pink Deutsche cancel.
£ 40
289 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 26 9 36
Frankfurt to Lakehurst then to New York with purple
Deutsche cancel.
£ 65
290 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 28 8 36
Frankfurt to Rio de Janeiro with Zeppelin 50pf and 75pf.
£ 75
291 1936 Zeppelin postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg) 5 8 36
Frankfurt to Dortmund used locally. With Olympic Games
stamps on reverse.
£ 50

293 1936 Zeppelin typed postcard LZ129 (Hindenberg)
Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst then New York with Zeppelin
50pf and 75pf stamps.
£ 50

295 1938 Zeppelin cover LZ130 (Graf Zeppelin II) 1 12 38
with Frankfurt and Fahrt uber Sudetenland cancels
£ 50
296 1938 Zeppelin cover LZ130 (Graf Zeppelin II) 1 12 38
with Frankfurt and Fahrt uber Sudetenland cancels on seven
stamps with five cds with Swastika on reverse.
£ 50
297 1938 Zeppelin cover LZ130 (Graf Zeppelin II) 8 7 38
Friedrichshafen to Frankfurt with commemorative sheet with
special cancellation cds.
£ 50
298 1939 Zeppelin cover LZ130 (Graf Zeppelin II) 09 07
39 cancel on Frankfurt to Leipzig with three cds.
£ 50
299 1939 Zeppelin illustrated postcard L.Z. 130 (Graf
Zeppelin II) Frankfurt to Kassel 30 07 39.
£ 50
300 1939 Zeppelin illustrated postcard L.Z. 130 (Graf
Zeppelin II) Frankfurt to Eger 13 08 39. With three crisp cds
and boxed red Zeppelin cancel.
£ 50
301 1939 Zeppelin illustrated postcard L.Z. 130 (Graf
Zeppelin II) Leipzig to Frankfurt with Leipzig airfield special
cancel.
£ 50
302 1939 Zeppelin postcard L.Z. 130 (Graf Zeppelin II)
Frankfurt to Kassel with crisp receiving Flughafen cancel.
£ 50
303 1939 Zeppelin postcard L.Z. 130 (Graf Zeppelin II)
Frankfurt to Gorlitz then to Yugoslavia with boxed red
Gorlitz cancel.
£ 50
304 1939 Zeppelin typed cover L.Z. 130 (Graf Zeppelin II)
cancel in red Bielefeld to Munster.
£ 50
305 1939 Zeppelin typed postcard L.Z. 130 (Graf Zeppelin
II) Frankfurt to Kassel with crisp Kassel Flughafen cds in
black.
£ 50
306 1939 Zeppelin typed postcard L.Z. 130 (Graf Zeppelin
II) from Frankfurt. This trip was not carried out the delivered
mail received the failure stamp.
£ 60
POSTCARDS
307 A large selection of approx. 500 postcards all world
but quite a lot of London. Includes Herbert Hospital, The
Cenotaph Whitehall and Fleet Street. Also nine photo-snap
booklets of GB cities. A massive amount to sort, ideal for
Ebay.
£ 42

308 A selection of 30 mostly real photograph snap-shot
albums of various GB towns and cities. Includes Stratfordupon-Avon, Fort William, Royal Deeside and Loch Lomond.
£ 20
309 A selection of approx. 80 Letter Card Booklets of all
world cities. A mixture of posted and unused mostly UK and
USA. Includes Chicago, Hiroshima, St. Andrews and Killin.
£ 22
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310 C1907 In The Open Tucks Cricket series of six
different all unused with slight minor faults like grubbiness,
but includes W Armstrong (A Catch at Mid-off), J Tunnicliffe
(A clever catch in the slips), A. Fielder, Jam Saheb of
Nawanagar (The leg glance), G Hirst, T Hayward (a forward
drive) etc. Current retail over £50 per card. (6).
£ 150
311 S. HILDESHEIMER Collection of postcards used (55)
many EDVII ½d rates and unused (32) with many different
Landscapes, Views, Greetings, Cats, Embossed, shapes etc,
very mixed but many useful.
£ 75
312 Twenty-six books of unused postcards containing up to
fifty cards per book. Includes Versailles, Cape Town, Nimes
and Zeebrugge. Most in good condition for age. Plus 16
Letter Card Booklets of GB towns.
£ 50
REVENUES & CINDERELLA
313 1875 Royal Mail Steam Packet Company 10c red
heavy mounted mint, few blunt perfs otherwise sound.
£ 35

314 1912 (25 May) Cover to London bearing ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION Royal Gardens Chelsea
advertising label and 1d Mackennal B12 control single tied
by fine ROYAL HORTICULTURAL EX SW CDS. Lovely
early item.
£ 28
315 Ireland: c1956 Propaganda Cinderella large imperf
label inscribed IRA (four times) in the design with a soldier
holding the flag size 35mm x 52mm. Nice cinderella item.
£ 20

322 CHRISTMAS: Cayman Islands 1968 both ¼d in
unmounted mint sheets of 60 x approx 100 sheets, (SG 215
& 221), 1969 Christmas ¼d in complete sheets of 25 x
approx 298 sheets (SG 256), ideal for thematics or packet
maker, 10,000s.
£ 30
323 CHURCHILL - Cayman Is. 1966 Churchill ½d
commem in complete unmounted mint sheets 60 x approx
120 sheets, 7200 unmounted mint stamps, SG 188 Cat £720.
£ 30
324 DISNEY - Approx 31 different miniature sheets from
worldwide countries mainly CTO used Guyana, Grenada, St
Vincent, Dominica, Anguilla, Antigua etc. Colourful
collection.
£ 25
325 DISNEY FIRST DAY COVERS in 7 well filled cover
albums in RED binder, each official cover is unaddressed and
illustrated includes both normal set and miniature sheet for
each issue mainly 1970s-1990s for countries incl Grenada &
Grenadines, Lesotho, Guyana, Romania, Redonda, Mongolia,
Maldives, St Lucia, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Antigua &
Barbuda, Bhutan, etc. Includes Walt Disney characters
represented from just about every storyline or movie.
Colourful and high cat lot. Approx 600 covers. Enormous
retail potential.
£ 600
326 Kampuchea: 1986 Aircraft set of 7 in unmounted mint
sheets of 23, each sheet has one stamp missing, SG 771/777
Cat £169.
£ 20

327 MOTORBIKES: Isle of Man 1974 ACU Int. TT Races
two special IOM P/H Society covers illustrated limited
editions one carried around the TT Course in the official car
316 South America revenues collection countries on leaves
and signed ltd to 500 covers, other is Flown in rescue
from Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Salvador, Venezuela etc, (c140). helicopter signed ltd to only 100 covers. Mainly sound. (2).
£ 25
£ 100
328
World
Wildlife
Fund:
Collection
of
fabulous
written
up
317 Strike Mail: Great Britain 1971 Strike Post - Exporters
thematics on display pages in 5 special black albums and
Letter Service imperf se-tenant strips of 5 on orange-yellow,
slipcase, huge range of different animals and countries on
white, pink, blue, pale yellow and green papers showing
various stamps, postcards, etc, each neatly printed in English
Rowland Hill denominated 1s, 3s, 4s, 6s & 10s plus ovptd
explaining the Duke of Edinburgh's' conservation. Nice and
airmail, Europe, Africa, Asia, Americas etc, fabulous lot all
clean.
£ 100
unmounted mint. (86 labels, incl 12 setenant strips).
£ 80
ADEN
329 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
THEMATICS
the
period
including
1937
Dhow set (cat £1200), 1939 set 13,
318 A selection from various countries with Space stamps
1949 RSW set (tones), 1951 New Currency set, all mounted
includes Laos 80k satellite passing through Rahi on album
mint, Cat £1445. (47).
£ 480
pages plus massive amount off paper.
£ 26
319 AIRMAILS - Spain 1930 Spanish-American Exhibition
Air 1p purple unmounted mint SG 649 cat £160. Very fine.
£ 50
320 Approx. sixty-five all world wild covers connected to
Authors. Includes GB centenary of Charles Dickens,
Bicentenary of the birth of William Wordsworth and
Bicentenary of Robert Burns. Unfortunately thirty-eight
covers have dirt and staining on them.
£ 25
321 Boats: Fiji 1954 ½d myrtle-green canoe complete sheet
of 60 U/M with R6/10 stamp showing lines of shading
missing variety, nice positional variety. SG 280 var.
£ 50

ADEN - STATES
330 Kathiri State of Seiyun: 1942-1951 GVI Collection
hinged mint complete for the period including 1942 set (cat
£60), 1949 RSW set, 1951 New Currency set (cat £50), all
mounted mint, Cat £128. (27).
£ 42
AEGEAN ISLANDS
331 RHODES: 1929 Perf 11 Complete set of 9 5c to 10l
hinged mint on album page, mainly all sound and fresh, Scott
15/23 Cat $425.
£ 100
AITUTAKI
332 1916-17 P.14 x 14+ 1/- vermilion in bottom right
corner marginal pair very fine mint with last stamp showing
Tai without dot variety R10/12. Folded in the margin and left
margin slightly short otherwise lovely fresh variety. SG 14a
ab.
£ 110
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ALBANIA
333 1913-1938 Extensive and valuable collection on leaves
mint and used with much better content throughout including
1913 Handstamped Arms 10pa, 20pa, 1gr & 5gr (SG 16/7,
18 & 20), 1913 Skanderberg set 4 used, 1913 Independence
Anniv set 5 mint, 1914 surch set used plus 1gr, 2gr & 5gr
mint, 1914 P. Due set used, 1914 P. Due TAKSE set, 1915
unissued to 6pi mint, 1915 Handstamped with crescent in
circle 13 diff values mint & used (cat £138 5pi mint has
crease), 1915 handstamped native seal 2gr on piece with
Duraz CDS & 5gr used (cat £66), Korce 1917 set 8 m & u
(cat £130), 1917 2nd set m & u, Provisional Govt ovpt set 6,
1919 Fiscals surcharged (7 diff) to 2f on 160h m & u, 1919
1gr on 25q blue mint, 1919 Comet straight tail 6 vals to 1f on
1.28k mint (cat £142) plus one with comet reversed variety,
1st comet h/s on 2q, 5q, 10q & 50q m & u (cat £74), 1920
unoverprinted from looted stocks, surcharged on Prince
William mint values 2q to 50q1920 P . Dues set plus
posthorn ovpts, 1921 BESA ovpts mainly mint (cat £65),
1925 Return of Govt set m (cat £65), 1925 Air set (cat £75),
1925 Proclamation set 7 m, 1927 Air ovpt set mainly mint,
1930 2nd Anniv. set m, 1930 P. Due set used (cat £65), 1938
air set m (some tones, cat £70), 1937 25th Anniv set m (cat
£65) plus M/S mint (cat £33), 1938 R. Wedding set m (cat
£40) plus M/S mint (cat £65), 1938 Tenth Anniv. set & M/S
mint (cat £99), etc, substantial lot with enormous catalogue
value in excess of £2100.
£ 650

334 1914 Arrival of Prince William of Wied overprint 7
Mars 1f brown top value fine used nice brown-red CDS
cancel, SG 38.
£ 34
335 1914 Shkoder (Scutari) Provisional Issue 2gr on 50q
mauve and rose mounted mint with fine fresh appearance,
expertised on reverse, SG 39e.
£ 44
336 1925 Postage Due 50q brown imperf hinged mint with
gum showing printers waste double printing inverted on
normal printing, very striking error. SG D207 var. £ 40
337 1928 Inauguration of Vlore (Valona) - Brindisi Air
Service overprinted key set of 7 hinged mint, very fine
condition each expertised on reverse, scarce set, SG 222/228
Cat £486.
£ 160
338 1928 Kingdom of Albania arc overprint set of 11
hinged mint, very fine, SG 248/58.
£ 28
339 1931 Air Tirana - Rome Flight overprint set of 7 first
4 values are mainly unmounted mint, top three values are
lightly hinged mint, fresh, SG 295/301.
£ 100
340 Independent State: 1945-46 Useful collection on leaves
mint and used with much better content throughout including
1945 Demokrat overprint set of 9 mint (cat £65), 1945 2nd
Anniv. of formation overprint set of 7 unmounted mint (cat
£90), 1945 Red Cross Week set U/M (cat £80), 1945 Labinot
set 6 U/M (cat £32), 1946 Assembly ovpt set of 6 U/M (cat
£48), etc, lovely range of sets, hard to come by.
£ 110
341 Italian Forces in Albania: 1940 (13 Oct) Printed
airmail cover to Mascalucia bearing Italian defins 25c green
( 2 ) & 5 0 c brown tied by two O FFI CI O
CONCENTRAMENTO P. M 402 cds cancels with original
letter in Italian inside. Toning on the cover otherwise sound
and interesting cover.
£ 75
342 Italian Occupation: 1939-40 20q brown King & Fiat
G18V air unmounted mint, two tiny gum spots otherwise
superb, SG 365 Cat £110.
£ 44

343 Italian P.O in Saseno: 1923 attractive Italy stamps
overprinted Saseno operated on the Island off Albania 20c
orange, 30c brown and 50c lilac all fine hinged mint, SG 3,
5 & 6. Cat £69.
£ 25
344 Peoples Republic: 1946-60 Useful collection on leaves
mint and used with much better content throughout including
1946 Int. Womens Congress sets both imperf & perf U/M,
1946 Proclamation set of 6 (cat £50), 1947 Agrarian set U/M
(cat £35), 1947 3rd Anniv set used (cat £47), 1948 surch set
of 6 m (cat £35), 1950 Patriots set U/M, Air set mint (cat
£46), 1960 Frontier Force imperf M/S mint etc. Excellent lot
with many useful sets, STC £310+
£ 110
ANDORRA
345 French: 1935 20c on 50c red very fine used superb full
strike of ANDORRE LA VIELLE 9.11.35 CDS, SG F82.
£ 10
ANTARCTICA
346 1963-65 Four covers with Ross Dependency 3d stamps
a l l c a n c e l l e d wi t h S c o t t B a se . T w o c o v e r s a r e
commemorating maiden voyage of H.M.N.Z.S. Endeavour.
£ 20
ANTIGUA
347 1876 P.14 6d blue-green mint original gum clearly
showing watermark inverted variety, couple toned perfs
otherwise sound, scarce and SG prices this with a dagger (said
not to exist). SG 18w. RRR! Be the first to own this!
£ 500

348 1912 5/- grey-green and violet very fine hinged mint,
fresh appearance, SG 50.
£ 55
349 1913 (1 Dec) Long registered cover (two vertical folds)
from St John's to New York bearing 5s grey-green and violet
tied ST JOHN'S CDS cancel and Antigua BWI, No.572 regd
etiquette and addl REGISTERED h/s in violet applied on
arrival, various bends from contemporary postal use but does
not affect the stamp, SG 51 Cat £150 with x 4 on cover
multiplier = £600.
£ 150
350 1922 MSCA 3s green and violet, very fine used corner
CDS, sound, SG 79.
£ 40
351 1949 (22 Mar) Plain philatelic cover unaddressed
bearing RSW set of 2 tied ALL SAINTS CDS cancel, SG
112/3.
£ 25
ARGENTINA
352 1935 Buenos Aires Philatelic Exhibition miniature
sheet unmounted mint (couple light tones) 10c grey-green x
4 imperf, mainly very fine and fresh, SG MS654.
£ 25

353 Early postal stationery group of 12 items mainly turn of
the century unused incl reply cards unused for 2c black env
design, 3c orange & 6c lilac embossed design, 2c & 4c later
issues, envelopes embossed for 5c pink (2), 16c green, 6c card
sunburst design etc, lovely group. (12).
£ 50
ASCENSION
354 1922-1935 Collection on leaves mint and used
unpicked as found from a large British Commonwealth estate
lot with better noted 1922 Overprint set to 2s mint (2/- short
corner)1s black on green used, 1924-33 set of 12 to 3s mint
(some perf or gum faults cat £350), 1934 set of 10 mint to 1/, other fine used (cat £138), 1935 SJ set mint, etc, high
catalogued lot.
£ 185
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355 1934 Complete set of 10 to 5/- fine hinged mint, fresh
appearance, SG 21/30..
£ 60
356 1935 Silver Jubilee 5d green and indigo hinged mint
showing kite and vertical log variety, few lightly toned perfs
at the top otherwise fine, SG 33k Cat £400.
£ 125
357 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 31/4.
£ 28
358 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 31/4.
£ 48
359 1938-49 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked
as found from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with
better noted 1d black and green mint (Mountain cat £45), 3d
black & ultr. toned gum (cat £100), 4d black & ultr. mint (2),
6d black and blue mint (2), 2/6 mint P.13½ & P.13 mint, 5/f.u. P.13 (cat £42), P.13 mint (cat £40), 10/- P.13 mint (cat
£48), 1948 RSW set mint, 1949 UPU mint etc, useful
catalogue value.
£ 140
AUSTRALIA
360 1915 Roos mixed ranges for 1s including damaged
blocks of 6 (2), block of 4 all cancelled CHIEF PARCEL
OFFICE / SYDNEY, 2s brown with similar cancels incl two
pairs and 4 singles on paper from customs forms, intr little lot.
£ 30

361 1915-20 1/- blue-green duplicated range of mainly
nicely used but various minor faults incl short corners etc,
stated as SG 11 x 4, SG 40 x 219 & SG 109 x 14, STC
£1885.
£ 100
362 1916 1/- blue-green packet of seconds used (many
CDS) mainly with perf faults or creases, unchecked for dies,
wmk inverted etc, cat £855, SG 40.
£ 40
363 1919 Duel embossed octagon without postage ½d green
and 1d red used with South Australia machine cancel to UK,
few minor age marks otherwise very pretty dual use cover.
Hard to find.
£ 38
364 1931 Commonwealth of Australia first official flight
Melbourne to London with two KGV 4d and two Kingsford
Smiths 6d.
£ 20
365 1931 Two first official air mail flights Melbourne
Australia to London England covers. Both stamps include 1/'Roo' note one cover torn around edges.
£ 25
366 1932 C of A Wmk 5/- grey and yellow and 10/- grey
and pink both fine used decent CDS cancels, 10/- has blunt
corner perf otherwise sound, SG 135/6.
£ 65
367 1935 King George V on 'Anzac' Silver Jubilee 2d, 3d
+ 1d green definitive on OHMS registered Sydney typed
cover to USA. New Orleans receiving cds on reverse. Plus
similar cover with two 2d Silver Jubilee and two 1d green
definitives to New York.
£ 20
368 1936-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1934 Centenary set, 1937-49 set to £1,
cat £250), 1937 150th Anniv. set, 1940 AIP set, 1948-56 set
of 7 to £2 (cat £140), Cat £510. (89).
£ 125
369 1940 Australian Imperial Forces 1d green, 2d scarlet,
3d blue and 6d brown-purple on four separate passed by
censor July 15th 1940 first day covers. SG 196-199.
£ 25

370 1950 £2 green Commonwealth Coat of Arms top value,
a duplicated range of approx 140 used examples, many have
minor faults like short corners but ideal for study, approx 140
cat £2240. Only 5% cat.
£ 100
371 1957 (23 Nov) 40th Anniversary commemoration
Adelaide to Gawler official souvenir cacheted cover signed by
Graham Carey and triangle special airmail label affixed and
tied by cachet, very attr item.
£ 50
372 And STATES small group of covers and postcards incl
NSW 1905 697 William Street pmk, 1904 Randwick, 1907
2d pale blue x 2 on env to Hobart, Australia 1935 irm cover
to London plus 4 others. Mixed but nice little lot (8).
£ 20
373 Postage Due: 1947 1s green and carmine in a superb
gutter bottom block of 8 with imprint at the bottom n second
stamp showing gash plate flaw variety (Brusden White D96e)
very nice positional item.
£ 110
374 Postage Dues: 1902 Wmk Crown over NSW 1d
emerald-green attractive PAIR hinged mint, few rough perfs
otherwise nice multiple, SG D2.
£ 20
375 Postage Dues: 1907 Wmk Crown over A 4d green
attractive PAIR hinged mint, few rough perfs otherwise nice
multiple, SG D49.
£ 42
376 Postage Dues: 1907 Wmk Crown over A 4d green
attractive strip of 3 hinged mint, last stamp has a few clipped
perfs but nice multiple, SG D49.
£ 48
AUSTRALIAN ANT. TERR.
377 1967-71 Six typed first day covers with stamps plus
2001 Leopard seals fdc plus Ross Dependency 1964 cover
posted from Endeavour. Also six cover commemorating
Captain Scott's arrival at the South Pole.
£ 20
AUSTRALIAN STATES
378 1840-1901: Tasmania a selection of 12 Queen Victoria
unused postal stationery postcards covers and letter cards,
includes ½d brown postcards and 2d green embossed cover
plus King George V 1d red postcard.
£ 22

379 New Sou th Wales: 1850 Hard bluish paper 1d
brownish red neat used example with 3 close margins, barred
cancel in black across the stamp, good colour and some
backing paper, thinning otherwise sound. SG 12 cat £350.
£ 50
380 New South Wales: 1853 6d brown proof pair on thick
buff paper imperf, slightly cut into along the top otherwise
bottom marginal pair.
£ 20
381 New South Wales: 1885-6 Ovptd in blue P.12 10s
mauve and claret very fine used neat numeral cancel, crisp
and much above average, SG 241b.
£ 28
382 New South Wales: 1888 1d lilac View of Sydney a
duplicated stock of approx 2500 examples loose in glassine
bags, unsorted for postmarks, perfs etc, cat minimum £1250.
£ 60
383 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 2½d (2s6d)
gold carmine and blue hinged mint with very brown gum,
nice looker, SG 281 Cat £250.
£ 80
384 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee & Hospital
Charity set of 2 unused with slight faults, but pretty lookers,
SG 280/1.
£ 150
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385 Queensland: 1892 (24 Jun) Tatty cover Brisbane to
Cheshire bearing 1890 1d vermilion-red pair and ½d deep
green tied BRISBANE rounded CDS and starburst ovals,
very tatty but nice use.
£ 30

396 1861 (7 Nov) 2kr & 3kr green Franz Josephs both tied
to entire letter by nice DUBICA 7 / 11 CDS addr to SIBSEK,
light filing folds but nice combination cover, Scott 12 & 13.
£ 100

386 South Australia: 1865 (25 Mar) Poor entire letter to
UK bearing 1d green roulette and 9d grey-lilac both tied
PORT ADELAIDE SA arc datestamps sent via Marseiile, has
large brown stain / toning on left side of the letter, and many
folds but stamps mainly unaffected. SG 13 & 34. Also
second letter from same correspondence but with stamps
removed.
£ 36

397 1880's Fifteen 2kr postal stationery postcards addressed
to Vienna with various postmarks.
£ 20

387 Tasmania: 1855 Wmk Large Star 2d green in an
attractive PAIR fine used '30' numeral cancel across the two
stamps, varying margins clear on two sides, left side is
damaged and thinned, top right corner is damaged and
thinned otherwise nice multiple, SG 16 Cat £900. £ 120
388 Tasmania: 1860-67 6d attractive fine used range of 7
cut square copies with wide range of shades from grey to
violet mainly numeral cancels incl 52, 54 & 74. Nice study
lot (7) SG range 44/48.
£ 75

398 1911 (16 Nov) Cover Austria (Vienna) to Washington
DC bearing 5h & 10h (2) defins tied WIEN CDS and
alongside German propaganda label (I am and stay German
in North Austria), creases on the label and faults on the cover
but nice early propaganda item.
£ 20
399 1914-18 Twenty Feldpost postcards with interesting
cachets and cancels includes army in the field cancels. A
number addressed to Vienna.
£ 20
400 1918 Air surcharge set of 3 on paper tied KRAKAU
2.IV.18 CDS cancels, expertised on obverse underneath
stamps, fine, SG 296A/298A. (cat £80).
£ 32
401 1925 Air 3s brown unmounted mint very fine key
value, SG 633.
£ 45

389 Tasmania: 1867 1d carmine unused no gum very neatly
cut with margins top and bottom, lovely clean example, SG
29 cat £350 mint.
£ 38

402 1931 Austrian Writers & Youth Unemployment Fund
set of 6 mainly very lightly hinged or unmounted mint, lovely
set, SG 673/677. Cat £150 for mint.
£ 45

390 Tasmania: POSTMARKS Large collection in 3
stockbooks of Views issue sorted by values with masses of
postmarks throughout incl DEVIOT, MOUNT SEYMOUR,
COOEE CREEK, LYMINGTON, ROSS, LONGSFORD,
DELORAINE, CAMI, BEACONSFIELD, BURNI,
DEVONPORT, FINGAL, CLEVES TOWN, LATROBE,
MOLE CREEK etc, duplication present, great study lot.
Approx. 600.
£ 150

403 1933 250th Anniv. of Relief of Vienna short set of 5
unmounted mint, missing 50g, mainly very fine, SG 7-6/9,
711 Cat £237 for mint.
£ 85

391 Western Australia: 1860 2d orange-vermilion lovely
fine used example with no margins but neatly cut and a
superb and scarce boxed PERTH / JA 13 / 1862 Three line
cancel, very clear strike, sound, SG 25.
£ 40
AUSTRIA
392 1839 (5 Nov) Entire Letter Vienna to London bearing
large crowned hand stamp in red (subsequently erased
denoting change of rate) and Franco fancy h/s in red along
with LA h/s in black, manuscript chargeback in black, Wien
/ 5 ADE h/s in red, various transit incl French Autr in red,
London arc in black arrival b/s, etc, intr item.
£ 60

393 1850 2kr grey-black on original wrapper to Vienna
with 4 very large margins and top part of next stamp showing,
tied oval datestamp, black ink smudges on front and back and
various filing folds, Scott 2b. Cat $375.
£ 150

404 1933 Int. Philatelic Ex. WIPA 50g (+50g) blue very
fine lightly mounted mint, lovely example, SG 703 Cat £250.
£ 85
405 1933 WIPA Stamp Exhibition labels in red, green and
brown each in setenant block of 10 each with a different
design in the block. Very fine mint. (30).
£ 40
406 1933-38 Two 1933 picture postcards from Vienna with
various stamps commemorating Hitler's visit. Plus 1938
postcard with four stamps and five crisp Swastika cancels.
£ 20
407 1934 Costumes 5s black top value unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 737.
£ 20
408 1934-1954 Charity sets a lovely mint collection on
leaves with better sets including 1934 Welfare set (cat £87),
1935 Welfare Set (cat £90), 1936 Welfare set, 1937 Welfare
set, 1946 Renner set, 1946 Race Fund set, 1948 Cathedral
Fund set, 1948 Artists Assoc set, 1948 POW set unmounted
mint (cat £54), 1951 Reconstruction Fund set (cat £88), etc,
useful lot STC £695+.
£ 175

394 1855 (26 Jun) wrinkled cover Prague to Belgium
bearing Imperfs 6kr brown and 9kr blue both tied BOXED
PRAG 26/6 / 1U cancels to Baisy-Thy/Pres Genappe with
manuscript franchi jusqu'a la frontiere and additional
manuscript charge mark '20' in blue ink, P.D in red, address
is instruction SS par frankfort, cologne, bruxelles, royaume de
Belgique. Faults incl creases and folds otherwise very scarce
item.
£ 360

409 1936 Three covers with various stamps with Olympic
torch relay running in Austria 29 VII 1936 cancels two with
addresses.
£ 20

395 1861 (16 May) 3kr green tied to entire letter by nice
WIEN 16 / V CDS addr to Vienna, light filing folds but nice
and clean cover, Scott 8 cat $375.
£ 150

411 1955 10th anniversary of the re-establishment of the
Austrian Republic set of five on typed registered cover. SG
1269-1273
£ 20

410 1 9 4 8 Provincial Costumes 16 different values
unmounted mint (few light tones), including key values 1s red
(Cat £130) & 10s top value (gum crease, cat £50). Ideal to
fill those gaps.
£ 40

412 1955-67 Twenty first day covers plus nine other covers.
Includes 1968 Swissair postcard with block of four 3s Red
cross, 1966 Christmas fdc and 1966 Children's fdc. £ 20
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413 1968 Six registered illustrated Balloon Post covers with
air stamps from Vienna used locally.
£ 20
414 A selection of nineteen covers and postcards with
various stamps and postmark interest. Ideal for Ebay previous
owner has marked value as £74.
£ 20
415 Lombardy & Venetia: 1863 (26 Jun) wrinkled cover
VENEZIA to San Martino dall'argine bearing lovely
combination of 3s green (2) & 10s brown for 16s soldi rate,
each tied VENEZIA CDS cancels, transit and arrival b/s, nice
item, Michel 8 II b (2) & 13.
£ 220

429 1938 £1 deep grey-green and black (thick paper) a top
right corner marginal unmounted mint example, very fine and
fresh, folded perfs otherwise superb, SG 157.
£ 125
430 1938 Chalky 1/- grey-black and carmine on thick paper
in a plate 1 bottom right corner marginal block of 4 mint /
unmounted mint with toned gum and slight staining on front
margin, bottom left stamp, SG 155 cat £128.
£ 30
431 1938 Duplicated mint and mainly unmounted mint
assembly on stockcard incl ½d green (4), 1d grey (5), 1½d
(4), 2d red (5), 1/- (4), 5/- (2) & £1 (2). Ideal for sorting
minimum cat £330+.
£ 110

416 Moravia: 1858 (19 Apr) Entire bearing 6kr brown
432 1938-52 KGVI one pound blue green and black and 5/imperf 4 large margins tied nice CDS WESSELY / 19 / 4
cancel sent to Vienna with very good WIEN 20 IV receiving
red purple and deep bright blue SG 156e 157a.
£ 25
cancel on reverse. Filing folds and few tones otherwise sound.
433
1938/52
George
VI
fresh
mint
selection
on
leaves
with
£ 48
1938 set complete (17) plus various shades. Chiefly u/m
417 Postage Dues: A superb collection mint and used sets
including the £1 value and 3x 5/- values. Also includes 3d
with useful including 1894 set to 50k brown used (cat £155),
overprint u/m, 1942 Columbus with vals to £1 (£1 has no
1899 set perf and imperf, 1908 set used, range of T ovpts (8)
gum). Very desirable range (30).
£ 150
used, P or Taxe h/s, then many sets to 1985 STC £210+.
434 1948 Tercentenary Complete set to £1 fine hinged mint,
£ 55
SG 178/93.
£ 25
418 Trieste: 1854 (10 Feb) Entire bearing 3kr red imperf 4
large margins tied nice boxed TRIESTE / 10 / 2 cancel sent
BAHRAIN
to Laibach with very good Laibach 11 Feb blue two line
435 1938-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
cancel on reverse, Pammer & Zinner Trieste trade cachet.
complete for the period including 1938-41 set of 16 mainly
Filing folds and few tones otherwise sound.
£ 75
mint (12a used), 4a brown is unmounted mint (gum bend cat
£190 SG 28), 8a (key stamp is hinged with small gum bend
BAHAMAS
cat £325 SG 30), 15r is unmounted mint (wmk inverted SG
419 1859 Thick opaque paper 1d reddish lake fine used
36w cat £90), 1942-45 set mint (Cat £130), 1948 set mostly
neat part numeral cancel with 2 margins, close on third and
mint, 1948 RSW set mint, Cat £1500. (59).
£ 500
neatly along the bottom without margin, very attractive
436
Collection
on
leaves
mint
and
used
unpicked
as
found
example, Sound, SG 1 Cat £2250.
£ 225
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
420 1863-77 P.12½ 1d rose-red with watermark inverted
noted 1933 used to 1r (2), 2r (2 cat £45 each), 1934 set 6
variety fine unused without gum, great colour, and sound
used, 1938-41 2a, 3a, 3a6p, 1r-10r used (cat £97), 1942-45
clean example, SG 23w.
£ 22
set mint (cat £130), 1950 to 10r on 10/-, 1953 Coronation set
f.u. (2), 1955 Castles set 3 mint, 1960 to 10r used, etc, useful
421 1902-10 MCA set of 5 to 5/- dull purple and blue all
catalogue value.
£ 185
nicely hinged mint, very fresh, SG 62/64, 66/67, 69.
£ 60
BARBADOS
437 1920 Victory 3s black and dull orange fine used
422 1906 ½d pale green in a bottom gutter marginal plate
example, SG 211.
£ 38
block of 6 mainly unmounted mint, few light tones and blunt
perfs otherwise sound positional piece. SG 71.
£ 20
438 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
423 1912 £1 dull green and black a slightly faded example
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 241/4. £ 110
with CDS cancel of Jul 1913, sound top value, SG 89 Cat
439 1943 (3 Dec) Airmail cover from The Central Agency
£350.
£ 65
L, Bridgetown to air station RNAS Piarco (HMS Goshawk),
424 1912 5s dull purple and blue fine used CDS cancel with
bearing 1d & 2½d Seahorse defins tied CIRCULATION
BRANCH / BARBADOS, sent without censors, unusual.
very fine appearance. SG 88 Cat £70.
£ 28
£ 30
425 1930 Tercentenary Complete set of 5 to 3/- hinged
mint, fine, SG 126/130.
£ 30
BASUTOLAND
426 1930 Tercentenary of Colony set of 5 to 3s all fine used 440 1933 (10 Dec) Registered Airmail First Day of issue
cover bearing ½d, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d tied MASERU CDS cancels
CDS cancels, some have paper on reverse otherwise fine
addr to Nairobi. Nice looker.
£ 30
looking set, SG 126/30.
£ 60
427 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 141/4. £ 80

441 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 11/14. £ 60

428 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
complete for the period including 1938-52 set of 17 to 5s (cat
£90), 1938 set 3, 1942 Columbus overprint set 14 (cat £80),
1948 Tercentenary set to £1 (cat £75), 1948 RSW set, Cat
£260. (61).
£ 85

442 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938 set of 11 to 10s, 1948 RSW set,
Cat £163. (30).
£ 50
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443 1953-54 Two regd covers bearing complete set of
defins from ½d to 4 d, a n d 6 d o n 2 nd cover from
MOHALESHOEK or MASERU, to J'burg or Kokstad, both
fine. SG 18/24.
£ 30
444 Collection on leaves mint and used with useful pickings
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
including 1933 to 1s, 1935 SJ set m, 1938 1s-10/- mint (cat
£115), 1954 2/6 mint, 1961 diff surcharge types incl two diff
for 1r on 10s mint, 1961 to 50c m & u, etc, useful catalogue
value.
£ 85
BECHUANALAND
445 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 111/14.
£ 175

446 Tati Concessions: Revenue 1895 £5 orange hinged
mint example with crazed gum and tiny ink spot on obverse,
lovely colour and very few were produced (Tati Concessions
land was created in the borderlands of the Matabele kingdom
and Bechuanaland Protectorate by the Matabele king to Sir
John Swinburne) Barefoot 6.
£ 175

456 1921 20c on 5c + 5c green Surcharge in red on
Olympics defin fine used decent CDS showing surcharge
inverted variety, Yvert 184a Cat €700.
£ 200
457 1929 (15 Sep) Typed cover Nottingham to Brussels
bearing PUC 1½d tied wavy line cancel and T20 h/s applied
with 1fr & 40c postage dues affixed on arrival, nice due
cover.
£ 20
458 1948 25th anniversary of Sabena illustrated typed cover
with 6f with special cachets. Includes information insert card.
£ 20
459 1967 Stamp Centenary illus FDC signed by King
Leopold III, small limited edition of only 10 covers produced,
autographed cover bearing 3f stamp and tied special CDS.
Scarce. King Leopold III reigned 1934-1951 after which he
abdicated in favour of his son with Leopolds controversial
actions during WW2 resulted in a political crisis known as
the Royal Question. Died in 1983. Interesting album piece.
£ 100
460 Collection on Schaubek printed leaves STC £780+
mint and used from 1850s to 1940s, part sets defins and
commems, etc approx 450 stamps.
£ 45

BELGIAN CONGO
447 1933 (22 Mar) Commercial cover ALBERTVILLE to
BBC in London on printed cover bearing Airmail 1f, 2f & 5f
plus surcharged 2f on 1.75f tied Albertville CDS's, various
transit towns backstamps. Neat cover.
£ 30

BERMUDA
461 1920 Tercentenary 8 different values mint including 1/black on blue-green unmounted mint, ¼d, ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d,
4d, 6d & 1/- , SG range 59/67.
£ 38

448 1942 Censored Elisabeth Ville cachet on Belgium
Congo stamps on cover to England.
£ 25

462 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 94/7. £ 100

BELGIUM
449 1849 10c brown four premium 4 margin examples each
identified for numeral postmark including 114 Temonde, 50
Gosselies, 102 Roulers, all very fine. SG 1. Cat €340+. (4).
£ 100

463 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-52 basic set of 16 to £1 (the top
keyplates are P.13), 1948 RSW set (tones), Cat £375. (31).
£ 130

450 1861 40c red PAIR used with heavyish 45 numeral
barred cancels, adhering to original paper on reverse and
some margins, minor faults, nice pair, SG 15. Cat £240.
£ 36
451 1875 5f brown top value hinged part original gum
example, severe horizontal crease along the top otherwise
mainly sound example of this top value, scarce mint, SG 57a
Cat £2500. Only 5% cat.
£ 125
452 1912 Albert I 2f violet in a superb block of 10 complete
with tabs, mounted on two stamps and diagonal crease
affecting four stamps otherwise unmounted mint and seldom
seen in such multiples, SG 142 Cat £380.
£ 45
453 1914 Red Cross both sets hinged mint, fresh lookers,
SG 151/6 Cat £110.
£ 20
454 1919-21 Military Post in Rheinland overprint set 191920 to 10fr brown mint top values mainly A over G overprint
(cat €170), Eupen & Malmedy 1920 Eupen ovpt set 7 mint,
set 17 to 10fr brown mint, Malmedy set to 10fr brown mainly
mint, plus both postage due sets mint. Good cat value
(€700+) and mainly sound.
£ 220
455 1921 20c on 15c + 5c sepia Surcharge in red on
Olympics defin fine used decent CDS showing surcharge
inverted variety, Yvert 186a Cat €700.
£ 200

464 1938-1953 Keyplates basic 'set' of 6 hinged mint, all
fine and fresh appearance for one of each values 2/6 to £1,
unchecked for printings, minimum cat £270+.
£ 85
465 1939 10s bluish green and deep red on green hinged
mint example with some brownish gum streaks, front is very
fresh, SG 119a Cat £225.
£ 75
466 1950 Chalky P.13 5/- green and scarlet on yellow fine
hinged mint example, fresh, SG 118g.
£ 20
467 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint
including 1920 Tercent. set of 9 (cat £110), 1921 Tercent. set
of 9 (cat £100), 1936 set of 9, 1948 RSW set fine used (cat
£55), 1953-62 set of 18 to £1 (cat £130), 1962-68 set to £1,
omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 125
BOSNIA & HERZ.
468 1900 P.12½ 40k orange-yellow key stamped fresh
hinged mint, very fine, SG 160, cat £375.
£ 125

469 Collection on leaves mainly mint with better including
1900 Arms to 5k mint, 1900-01 to 5k used, 1906 to 5k
mainly mint, 5k is used, 1910 80th Birthday set to 5k incl 2k
mint, 1912 new values set of 3 mint, 1912 long set to 10k
mainly fine used (cat £160), 1916 Militir set to 10k used (cat
£65), 1917 Charles long set used (cat £70), etc, useful and
clean lot.
£ 100
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BR. P. O. in Siam (BANGKOK)
470 1883 8c orange nicely fine used decent CDS, sound,
SG 20.
£ 28
BRAZIL
471 1854 Imperf 280r red and 430r yellow both nice used
examples with clear to very good margins all round, sound
early classics, SG 27/8 Cat £260.
£ 48

484 ERITREA: 1948-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1948-49 set (cat £75), Br.
Admin. 1950 set (cat £100), 1951 BA set (cat £75), Postage
Dues 1948 set (cat £65), 1950 set (cat £80). Cat £395. (43).
£ 140
485 Eritrea: Postage Dues; 1948 BMA surcharge 20c on 2d
agate mounted mint with No Stop after A variety, SG ED3a.
£ 28

472 1931 Zeppelin Air set of 4 hinged mint, very fine, SG
508/512. Cat £118.
£ 40

486 Eritrea: Postage Dues; 1950 BA surcharge 30c on 3d
violet unmounted mint showing watermark sideways variety,
SG ED9w unpriced in SG.
£ 100

BRITISH ANTARC. TERR.
473 1965 Two Winston Churchill set of four on covers
used. SG 16/19. Plus two Halley's Comet first day covers
and 1983 200 years of manned flight and Princess of Wales
21st birth fdc.
£ 20

487 Eritrea: Postage Dues; 1950 BA surcharge set of 5
mounted mint, lovely set, SG ED6/10.
£ 48

BRITISH EAST AFRICA
474 1895 2a vermilion mounted mint part original gum
with handstamped overprint double variety, very fine and
fresh looker with Knopke German certificate, heavy hinges on
reverse otherwise fine, SG 35a.
£ 280
BRITISH GUIANA
475 1894 Postal stationery 1c postcard with uprated 10c
green addressed to London.
£ 60

476 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 301/4. £ 100
477 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-52 basic set of 12 to $3, 1948
RSW set, Postage Due Chalky set of 4, Cat £156. (29).
£ 50
478 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint
including 1938-52 with most extra perfs and shades incl 1c
(3), 24c (2), 36c (2), 48c (2), 96c (3), $2 (2), $3 (3), total cat
£349, (just needs the scarce $1 p.14 x 13), omnibus to
1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 120
BRITISH HONDURAS
479 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-47 basic set of 12 to $5 (appears
unmounted mint cat £190), 1948 RSW set, Cat £217. (31).
£ 72

480 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint
including 1938-47 set of 12 incl both 2c (cat £193), 1948
RSW set fine used (cat £50), 1953-62 set 12 (cat £90), 1962
Birds set (cat £90), , (just needs the scarce $1 p.14 x 13),
omnibus to 1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 120
BRITISH LEVANT
481 1893 40pa on ½d vermilion roughly handstamped fine
used on paper tied BRITISH POST OFFICE / A/ FE 25 / 93
/ CONSTANTINOPLE CDS cancel, expertised 5 times on
reverse. SG 7.
£ 75

482 1901 Queen Victoria 40paras Jubilee blue on cover
from Constantinople with London receiving 89 cancel.
£ 75
BRITISH OCC. ITAL. COL.
483 1942 1d scarlet MEF ovpt 14mm long defin in a square
block of 30 unmounted mint, very fine, SG M1 STC £105.
£ 48

488 SOMALIA: 1943-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1943-46 set (cat £50), 1948
BMA set 11 (cat £42), BA set of 11 (cat £35), Cat £127.
(31).
£ 42
489 TRIPOLITANIA: 1948-1951 GVI Collection hinged
mint complete for the period including 1948 BMA set (cat
£70), Br. Admin. 1950 set (cat £140), 1951 BA set (cat £80),
Postage Dues 1948 set (top marginal unmounted mint, cat
£50), 1950 set (unmounted mint cat £95). Cat £435. (44).
£ 180
BRITISH P.Agencies E. ARABIA
490 1956 1a on 1d ultramarine surcharge in a complete
sheet of 240 unmounted mint, fine, SG 58.
£ 30

491 1960 2r on 2/6 blackish brown Type III surcharge on
side marginal unmounted mint block of 4, nice example, SG
56b cat £112.
£ 45
BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
492 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 103/6.
£ 22

493 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-47 set 12 (cat £75), 1951
Restoration set, 1948 RSW set, 1952 set of 12 (cat £50). Cat
£148. (41).
£ 50
BRUNEI
494 1908-22 View on Brunei River fine used (some cto)
assembly of 12 different values including Die I & II, shades
or papers from 1c to 25c (incl 3c both dies), 30c, 50c & $1
mainly with superb fresh appearance and strong colours, SG
range 34/46, useful lot.
£ 75

495 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937 10c purple on yellow (SG 73 cat
£40), 1947-51 complete (except 6c black) to $10, Cat £199.
(21).
£ 70
496 1947 (2 Jan) Pretty multi combination 1st Day cover
sent locally with complete basic set of 12 to $1 all tied
BRUNEI 2 JAN First Day of Issue CDS cancels, mainly fine.
Nice early FDC, SG 79/90.
£ 45
497 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1908-22 to 30c m & u incl 3c scarlet type II f.u. (cat
£38), 1924-37 vals to 30c m & u, 1947 set of 12 to $1 mint,
1952 set to $2 mint, etc, useful catalogue value.
£ 75
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BULGARIA
498 1879 10c black and green Lion very fine unused
without gum, fine Cat £1000 for mint, SG 3.
£ 50

499 1879 50c black and blue Lion very fine used nice CDS
cancel, fine Cat £170, SG 7.
£ 48
500 1884 Surcharged large figures fine used 3 on 10s red,
5 on 30s blue and brown, 15 on 25s blue all nice CDS used,
15 on 25s has uneven perfs otherwise nice trio, SG 38, 43 &
45 Cat £340.
£ 75
501 1927 Air top value 10l orange & brown hinged mint,
very fine, key value, SG 284 Cat £85.
£ 28
502 1927-28 Airmail complete set of 4 unmounted mint,
very fine, SG 281/4.
£ 40

514 Japanese Occupation: GVI ½a on 9p green postal
stationery reply paid card unused with overprint green X and
Burmese currency change surcharge unused on both reply
cards, pencil notes on card and expertised in pencil by Jal
Cooper, H & G #I 27. Fine and rare.
£ 80
515 Officials: 1937 5r ultramarine and purple unmounted
mint with top marginal rule, hinged on margin and slight
tone, otherwise very fresh, SG O13 Cat £225.
£ 100
516 Officials: 1937-1947 GVI Collection hinged mint
almost complete for the period including 1937 set to 2r (cat
£198), 1939 set 13 (cat £250), 1946 set (cat £75), 1947 set
(cat £200), Cat £723. (51).
£ 325

503 1932 Air Rila Monastery complete set of 3 hinged mint,
very fine, key values, SG 323/325 Cat £285.
£ 95

CAMBODIA
517 Kampuchea: 1986 Aircraft set of 7 in unmounted mint
sheets of 23, each sheet has one stamp missing, SG 771/777
Cat £169.
£ 20

504 South Bulgaria: 1885 Lion overprint in black on 5pa
black and olive fine used blued barred cancel, a few rounded
perfs otherwise fine, also five other lower values 5pa to 1pi m
& u. (6). SG 43.
£ 85

CANADA
518 1897 Jubilee $1 lake lovely sound fine used example
with neat TORONTO 6 roller cancel, neat postmark and
quite well centred. SG 136.
£ 180

BURMA
505 1913 S A Firm Prome - Cheque issued in 1913 and
cashed manuscript No.357 for Rs600 and PAID violet h/s,
several vertical folds and some splits but rarely seen
ephemera.
£ 30

519 1897 Jubilee $1 lake sound used with indistinct killer
cancel, very sound, SG 136 Cat £550.
£ 100

506 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
complete for the period including 1937 set to 5r (cat £229),
1938-40 set 16 (cat £225), 1945 set, 1946 set, 1947 set, Cat
£570. (82).
£ 190

521 1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet sound used with UNION
ST' N / TORONTO / 2 roller cancel, centred left otherwise
very sound, SG 137 Cat £425.
£ 110

507 BMA: 1945 3a dull violet in a bottom sheet of 64
unmounted mint, SG 443 Cat £96.
£ 30

522 1898 Imperial Penny Postage 2c greenish blue x 5
mounted mint examples, some heavy mounted, nice lookers
though, SG 167 Cat £190.
£ 24

508 BMA: 1945 MLY ADMN overprint in black on 2a6p
claret in an attractive block of 21 with bottom middle stamp
showing Birds over trees at left variety, nice positional piece,
SG 42/42a. Cat £105.
£ 40

523 1898 Imperial Penny Postage 2c greenish blue x 5
singles and one marginal single and marginal pair all mint
mostly with some slight adherence but very fresh appearance,
SG 167 Cat £38 each. (8).
£ 35

509 BMA: 1945 MLY ADMN overprint in black on 2a6p
claret in an attractive block of 21 with bottom middle stamp
showing Birds over trees at left variety, nice positional piece,
SG 42/42a. Cat £105.
£ 40

524 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 1c blue-green small die
proof on India on card gum adhesion on reverse otherwise
very fine, neatly cut example. SG 189 var.
£ 125

510 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1946 GVI set mint (cat £60), Officials GV set of 12
Service ovpt mint to 2r (cat £185), etc, useful little range.
£ 62
511 Japanese Occupation: 1943 5c scarlet Burma state crest
label affixed to GVI P/S envelope unused as sold by the post
office, signed on obverse in pencil , fine. SG J72.
£ 80
512 Japanese Occupation: GVI 1a brown postal stationery
envelope overprint with Red X and Burmese currency change
surcharge unused, pencil notes on envelope and expertised on
reverse by Jal Cooper, H & G #I 23. Fine.
£ 50
513 Japanese Occupation: GVI 9p green postal stationery
reply paid card unused with overprint green X and Burmese
currency change surcharge unused on both reply cards, pencil
notes on card and expertised on reverse by Jal Cooper, H &
G #I 27. Fine and rare.
£ 75

520 1897 Jubilee $2 deep violet lovely sound fine used
example with neat TORONTO 1 roller cancel, neat postmark
and quite well centred. SG 137.
£ 110

525 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 1c blue-green small die
proof on India on card small punch hole from archives
otherwise very fine, neatly cut example. SG 189 var.
£ 125
526 1908 Quebec Tercentenary 2c light carmine small die
proof on India on card very fine, neatly cut example. SG 190
var.
£ 125
527 1908 Quebec Tercentenary ½c sepia heavy mounted
mint showing re-entry variety. SG188a.
£ 38
528 1908 Quebec Tercentenary ½c sepia in a mint /
unmounted mint block of 9 (some perf separations) with
centre stamp showing re-entry variety and is unmounted mint,
nice positional piece. SG 188/188a.
£ 62
529 1908 Quebec Tercentenary ½c sepia small die proof on
India on card gum adhesion on reverse otherwise very fine,
neatly cut example. SG 188 var.
£ 125
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530 1908 Quebec Tercentenary complete set of 8 neatly
cancelled on two registered pieces from a philatelic source,
each neatly tied BERLIN / ONT No 19 / 09 CDS cancels.
Lovely pair with the full set. SG 188/95. Cat £375. £ 125

incl fine used earlier, back of the book material, etc, 100s,
heavy box.
£ 150

531 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set of 8 hinged mint, all
nice lookers, some of the lower values are heavy hinge
remains top values are mounted mint, nice looking set, SG
188/195 Cat £550.
£ 110

544 Collection on Imperial printed leaves with some better
including 1908 Tercent. 15c & 20c used (20c is R cancel,
small crease), Queens heads to 20c vermilion, 1897 set used,
GV ranges to 50c, 1898 Imperial Penny 2c mint, some
postmarks on middle period commems etc. Mixed but odd
better pickings.
£ 75

532 1908 Quebec Tercentenary three postcards from the
Exhibition two are postal used with 1c (2) or 2c red, third is
written but unused, few corner bends or creases otherwise
attractive with gold borders. (3).
£ 30

545 Registration: 1875 8c dull blue nicely fine used with
barred cancellation, slightly centred upwards with a lovely
clean colour and no faults, hard to find in nice condition, SG
R9.
£ 110

533 1926 6c on 2c blue postal stationery card unused,
mainly very fine, one of the rarest cards of this period, STC
C$500. Scarce.
£ 100

546 Selection of twenty-seven covers and postcards includes
Queen Victoria 1c postcard, 1900 illustrated cover with QV
1c green and QV 3c on toned cover. 1939 Their Majesties'
Canadian tour cover and King George VI Coronation first
day cover.
£ 30

534 1927 Western Canada airways Airmail service label for
One Oz mint & Jubilee Airmail One Oz mint, both sound,
CL40/41.
£ 22
535 1930-39 Three Canada covers include 1930 first flight
Winnipeg to Ca lga ry, 1 9 3 9 first flight Montreal to
Southampton and 1939 cover from Toronto with six Air
Stamps.
£ 25
536 1935 (4 May) Silver Jubilee set of six on registered
Hamilton first day cover used locally. SG 335/40.
£ 20
537 1939 (10 Aug) Printed airmail registered cover to UK
for Imperial Airways 1st flight Per Caribou Montreal to
Southa mpton ca chet in bla ck bearing 20c pair tied
MONTREAL CDS, and POSTED OUT OF COURSE large
black handstamp alongside, interesting.
£ 40
538 1947 Special Delivery Express label affixed to cover
Vancouver to UK bearing Peace postage set of 6 to $1 tied
CDS cancels and EXPRESS FEE PAID boxed h/s in violet.
Attr cover.
£ 25
539 1948 Incoming cover from Jamaica bearing 1½d RSW
blk of 4 tied CHAPELTON first day CDS addr to Sgt
McLennan and various Return to Sender cachets, Name
Repeated in Directory, Undelivered Mail & bilingual DEAD
LETTER OFFICE No.9 boxed violet cachets. Some
contemporary bends and curls otherwise intr item.
£ 30
540 1972 Indians of Canada illus FDC signed by Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau, small limited edition of 25 covers
only produced, autographed cover bearing setenant blk of 4
and tied FDI. Scarce. Trudeau was a Canadian statesman
who served as the 15 prime minister of Canada serving for 15
years. Died in 2000. Interesting album piece.
£ 80
541 1993-2014 Attractive collection of official Canada Post
First Day Covers in 3 large cover albums, a beautiful range
of issues unaddressed with special postmarks on each set,
miniature sheets, setenant blocks, self-adhesives, approx 449
different, huge original cost.
£ 350
542 A selection of twenty covers and postcards includes six
Queen Victoria with 1902 card with two QV 1c to GB, 1883
1c grey postal stationery card with St. Boniface cancel and six
King Edward VII cards.
£ 20
543 Accumulation in a heavy box from QV to modern mint
and used, noted Unmounted mint in stockbooks for modern
issues including many miniature sheets, values to $5, blocks
of 4, also Year of Tiger or Ox packs 1997 (3), & 1998 (3),
Year of the rooster sheetlet, mint & used in a small stockbook

547 Small book with a useful QV-GV range mint, unused
and used including 1859 1c rose-red used, 5c red beaver, 17c
blue unused with thin (cat £1600 mint), 1868-90 ½c black
f.u., 2c green, 3c red, 15c grey, 1880 1c unused, 1893 set 2
used, 1897 Jubilee ½c black mint (thinned), 20c heavy used,
6c brown used (cat £140), 1897-98 Maple leaves 1c bluegreen mint (2), 1898 QV 5c & 7c mint (thinned), used to 20c,
1898 Penny Postage m, 1903 2c m, 1908 Tercent to 20c m,
unused or used (faults), 1929 $1 f.u., 1930 $1 used, etc,
useful group with huge cat value in excess of £1400.
£ 220
548 Small book with a useful QV-GV range mint, unused
and used including 1859 5c red beaver (3), 12½c green used
(2), 17c blue used with thins, 1864 2c rose-red f.u. (cat
£170), 1868-90 ½c black unused., 1c red, 2c green, 3c red,
12½c blue, 1893 50c used, etc, useful little group with high
cat value.
£ 60
549 Small book with a useful QV-GV range mint, unused
and used including 1859 1c pale rose used, 5c red beaver (4),
Queens heads to 15c, small range to GV, useful little group.
£ 35
550 Small selection of twenty covers includes 1932 5c air
stamp on typed cover to USA with postage due, 1934 typed
cover from Montreal with machine cancel to USA, 1946
Peace first day cover and 1935 pair KGV 3c red on cover to
Switzerland.
£ 20
CANADA - PROVINCES
551 British Columbia & Vancouver's Island 2½d pale
reddish rose hinged mint example with about 50% original
gum, neatly cut with 3-4 close to very close margins, no
faults, scarce example so nice, SG 3.
£ 140

552 Newfoundland: 1897 400th Anniv. of Discovery of
Newfoundland 30c slate-blue sound fine used neat barred
cancel, SG 77 Cat £110.
£ 24
553 Newfoundland: 1919 Caribou complete set of 12
mounted mint, a few low vals are heavy mounted, top values
lightly mounted, SG 130/141 Cat £160.
£ 45
554 Newfoundland: 1937-1947 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1938 48c brown (SG
228c), 1937 Both Coronation sets (cat £65), 1938 set 4,
Postage Due 1939-49 set of 6 (cat £48). Mainly sound. (34).
Cat £130.
£ 42
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555 Newfoundland: 1959 (21 Oct) Registered cover St
John's to Switzerland commercially used example bearing $1
deep blue Routes of Historic Transatlantic Flights top value
tied REGISTERED 21 / X / 1959 / St. JOHN'S, Nfld in red
CDS, regd etiquette alongside for St John's No. 9199.
Montreal transit, and arrival backstamps. Neat & attractive
cover. SG 197. Cat £300 on cover.
£ 150
556 Newfoundland: Postage Due 1949 Perf 11 x 9 3c
ultramarine in a top right corner marginal unmounted mint
block of 4, diagonal bends otherwise sound, SG D3a.
£ 25
557 Nova Scotia: 1860 Yellowish paper 8½c deep green in
a mint / unmounted mint right hand pane of 35 stamps in
printers imprint and bottom margins trimmed, splits and some
bends faults etc but impressive multiple. SG 14 Cat £175.
£ 40
CANAL ZONE
558 1924-25 Hinged mint 1925 Pointed A ovpt 10c yellow
& 20c carmine mint, 1924 Flat A 50c lilac, all hinged mint
Scott 80, 87 & 92 Cat $117.
£ 30
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
559 1906 (14 Nov) Large British & Foreign Parcel Post
receipt for a parcel sent to Southampton parcel bill No. 46,
bearing 2d brown block of 9 (18d fee) tied multiple
OBSERVATORY ROAD CGH NO 14 / 06 CDS cancels.
Many contemporary faults, tones, bends and creases but
rarely seldom seen.
£ 300

560 1910 (22 Jan) PPC Bains Kloof Pass sent East London
to Kiel Germany bearing a huge combination of 8 defins tied
EAST LONDON CDS cancel, some faults but pretty
combination.
£ 60

569 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb block of 6 stamps
showing watermark inverted variety, brownish gum
otherwise fine unmounted mint, nice multiple. SG 305w Cat
£192.
£ 55
570 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb bottom and side gutter
block of 4 stamps showing watermark inverted variety,
brownish gum & paper adherence on reverse otherwise fine
unmounted mint, nice multiple. SG 305w Cat £128
£ 28
571 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb bottom right corner
marginal block of 4 stamps showing watermark inverted
variety, fine unmounted mint, nice multiple. SG 305w Cat
£128.
£ 45
572 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb side gutter block of 4
stamps showing watermark sideways variety, brownish gum
otherwise fine unmounted mint, nice multiple. SG 305a Cat
£180
£ 60
573 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb side gutter, bottom left
plate 2 marginal block of 12 stamps showing watermark
sideways variety, slightly brownish gum otherwise fine
unmounted mint, scarce multiple. SG 305a Cat £540
£ 180
574 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb side gutter, bottom
marginal block of 6 stamps showing watermark sideways
variety, brownish gum otherwise fine unmounted mint, nice
multiple. SG 305a Cat £270
£ 90
575 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb top right plate 1
marginal block of 36 stamps showing watermark inverted
variety, few marks or perf splits & brownish gum otherwise
fine unmounted mint, scarce in such a large multiple. SG
305w Cat £1152.
£ 300

561 1910 Historical Pageant of South Africa Capetown
OCT 1910 two separate triangle cinderella labels (red or
green) postally used on two pieces (faults / tones) tied by
Capetown 7 Apr 1910 roller cancels. Unusual.
£ 20

576 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb top right plate 1
marginal block of 34 stamps showing watermark inverted
variety, few marks or margin thin & slightly brownish gum
otherwise fine unmounted mint, scarce in such a large
multiple. SG 305w Cat £1088.
£ 280

CAYMAN IS.
562 1935 Silver Jubilee ½d black and green mounted mint
showing diagonal line by turret variety, SG 108f. Cat £70.
£ 23

577 1919 6c pale scarlet in a superb top right plate 1
marginal block of 48 stamps showing watermark inverted
variety, few marks or margin faults, perf splits & slightly
brownish gum otherwise unmounted mint, scarce in such a
large multiple. SG 305w Cat £1536.
£ 395

563 1935 Silver Jubilee ½d black and green unused no gum
showing dot by Flagstaff variety, SG 108h cat £130 mint.
£ 20
564 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 108/11.
£ 40
565 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-48 set of 14 to 10s, 1948 RSW set,
1950 set of 13 to 10s. Cat £206. (38).
£ 68
566 1959 £1 blue top value unmounted mint, fine, SG
161a.
£ 22
CEYLON
567 1857 Trio of imperfs including 6d purple-brown and 6d
brown shades and 1s slate-violet, all used with one to two
margins for each example, nice lookers, SG 6/6a & 10 Cat
£890. (3).
£ 60

568 1899 2r50 purple on red mint showing SPECIMEN
overprint variety, fine and attractive, SG 249s.
£ 50

578 1935 (3 Aug) Printed airmail cover (faults) to Glasgow
bearing 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c (2), 50c (3) & 3c & 5c defins
all tied COLOMBO CDS cancels, nice combination on a
James Finlay printed env. SG 381/2.
£ 60
579 1936 Special Christmas First Flight Ceylon to England
with King George v 30c green and 20c blue.
£ 20
580 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-49 set of 14 to 5r (5r is gutter
marginal U/M ordinary paper SG 397a), 1952 Revenue 10r
green and orange, 1950 set 6, Cat £123. (41).
£ 40
581 1938 5r green and purple in a fine used perfinned block
of 6 cancelled COLOMBO REGISTERED 21 V 41 CDS
cancels, green has started to go otherwise sound, SG 397.
£ 20
582 1938 5r green and purple in a fine used perfinned block
of 6 cancelled COLOMBO REGISTERED 21 V 41 CDS
cancels, green has started to go otherwise sound, SG 397.
£ 20
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583 1941 (19 Jun) Opened By Censor 22 sealing labels on
cover Colombo to Lahore bearing 6c defin tied Telephone
slogan cancel with Lahore arrival b/s, fine.
£ 28

600 1923 Hall of Classics - 2nd Beijing Print, 4 Lines at
Each Side of Picture $20 blue and purple top values sound
used 4 wavy line cancel in black. Sound, SG 332 Cat £425.
£ 110

CHILE
584 Early postal stationery group of 11 items mainly turn of
the century unused incl 2c Repuesta reply card intact, 20c
grey-green (3 one on blue paper), 5c lilac env, 10c on blue or
buff paper, 5c red, 1c & 2c cards in green or yellow etc,
lovely group. (11).
£ 50

601 1923 Hall of Classics - 2nd Beijing Print, 4 Lines at
Each Side of Picture $10 mauve and green key value sound
used part CDS cancel in black. Sound, SG 331 Cat £140.
£ 48
602 1929 State Burial of Dr Sun Yat Sen $1 red top value
fine used decent CDS cancel, sound, SG 383.
£ 35

CHINA
585 1878 3ca red fine used neat blue cancel, rough and
uneven perfs otherwise fine, SG 2 Cat £400.
£ 100

603 1968 Revolutionary Literature & Art 8f White Haired
Girl Ballet unmounted mint, very fine, SG 2394.. £ 180

586 1888 P.11-12½ Small Dragon 5ca olive-yellow, very
fine used part blue cancel, very fine. SG 15.
£ 30

604 1972 Chinese Merchant Shipping set of 4 unmounted
mint no gum as issued, fine, SG 2485/88.
£ 120

587 1888 P.11-12½ Small Dragon 'set' of three hinged mint,
for 1ca green, 3ca violet & 5ca olive-yellow, all with hinge
remains with mainly very fine appearance, SG 13/15. Cat
£650+.
£ 200

605 1978 Fifth National People's Congress set of 3 on
official illustrated First Day Cover (26 Feb) tied special
illustrated cancel, very fine. SG 2755/7.
£ 20

588 1894 Dowager Express's 60th Birthday 24c carmine
fine used neat blue cancel, usual rough perfs sound, SG 24
Cat £450.
£ 125
589 1897 1 cent. on 1ca green Dragon surcharge hinged
mint, very fine. SG 34. Cat £160.
£ 42
590 1897 10c on 6c brown Dowager surcharge hinged mint,
with small Numerals, 2½-3 mm Between Chinese Characters
and Numerals. Sound. Cat £225. SG 43.
£ 40
591 1897 5 cents. on 5ca olive-green Dragon surcharge
sound used barred cancel, very fine. SG 36. Cat £120.
£ 40
592 1897 5 cents on 5ca orange - Small Numerals, 4 mm
Between Chinese Characters and Numeralshinged mint,
mainly fine and fresh.
£ 26
593 1897 New Stones 2 cents on 2c yellow olive-green with
thick flat base on 2 surcharge, hinged mint. Nice example.
£ 35
594 1897 Red Revenue surcharge issue one cent. on 3 cents
red hinged mint original gum, few blunt perfs on the right
otherwise sound and fresh, SG 88 cat £750.
£ 180
595 1898 Imperial post fine used range of values including
20c, 30c & 50c, mainly sound, SG 115, 128 & 130. (9).
£ 15
596 1913 Hall of Classics - London Print. $5 black and red
neatly CDS used example, very fine, well centred. SG 306.
£ 65
597 1920 Charity stamps surcharge set of 3 hinged mint, 5c
on 6c has pulled perf otherwise fine trio, SG 349/51.
£ 18
598 1921 25th Anniv. Chinese Nat. Postal Service 10c blue
in a bottom imprint strip of 3 mint / unmounted mint showing
imprint Bureau of Engraving and Printing Peking China.
Fine. SG 360.
£ 36
599 1921 25th Anniv. Chinese Nat. Postal Service 6c blue
in a top imprint plate strip of 3 mint showing imprint Bureau
of Engraving and Printing Peking China & Plate number 1.
Fine. SG 359.
£ 28

606 1978 Galloping Horses 5y Miniature sheet on plain
First Day Cover (5th May) tied PEKING CDS cancels,
couple of minor bends in top right otherwise very fine.
£ 175
607 1979-82 Attractive group of official illustrated First
Day Covers including 1980 Deer, UNESCO, 1982 Medicinal
Plants, 1980 Int. Olympics, 1981 Cattle on two covers, 1981
Team Victories, National Safety, 1980 Airport, etc, (26
FDCs).
£ 130
608 Boxer Rebellion: 1901 Hong Kong 1c blue-green postal
stationery reply card (single) used to Berlin cancelled
SHANGHAI / C / MY 23 / 01 CDS and additional Japanese
Occupation of China 1s brown tied rubber SHANGHAI / 24
/ MAY / 0 1 / I.J.P.O cds ca ncel AND German part
SHANGHAI / DEUTSCHE SEEPOST 24 / MA.. / 01 cds
alongside. Manuscript Feldpost on left side and 28th August
arrival Bestent / 7¼.8¼ / vom / Postamte 24 cds. Small
amount of damage along the bottom otherwise extremely fine
and rare combination.
£ 600
609 Collection in a Viking springback album containing a
mainstream assembly of defins and commems mainly from
1940s to modern, nice scattering of part sets and singles mint
and used, approx 400 mainly all different.
£ 60
610 Collection on various album leaves a mainstream
assembly of defins and commems mainly from middle to
1980s, nice scattering of part sets and singles mint and used,
few 1972 sets mint etc.
£ 45
611 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red
x 10 singles a couple tied on paper by SHANGHAI IJPO
CDS cancels, some faults but mainly sound, huge cat value
in excess of £700, SG 21.
£ 125
612 Japanese P.O. In China: 1900 Imperial Wedding 3s red
x 3 tied on paper by SHANGHAI IJPO 20th July CDS
cancels, mainly fine, SG 21.
£ 60
613 Shanghai: 1877 20cash lilac imperf unused on thick
paper, vertical creases but large margins unused without gum,
intr addition.
£ 75
614 Taiwan: 1956 70th Birthday set of 6 40c to $8
unmounted mint, first low value used, SG 236/241 Cat £88.
£ 28
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615 Taiwan: 1960 Ancient Chinese Paintings set 4 u/m, SG
358/361.
£ 25
616 Taiwan: 1961 Ancient Chinese Art set (1st issue) u/m,
2nd issue mainly u/m, 1962 3rd issue mainly u/m, mainly
fine, SG 389/94, 408/413, 429/434.
£ 100
617 Taiwan: 1961 Taiwan Scenery set of 4 unmounted
mint, fine, SG 416/9.
£ 20
618 Taiwan: 1965 15th Anniv. of Chinese Women's Anti
aggression League set 2 u/m, SG 548/9.
£ 22

628 1882 Set of 7 values Die I CA mainly fine used, 30pa
has light tones, 2pi small corner rub, top 3 values sound, SG
16/22 Cat £120.
£ 36
629 1885-96 Three Queen Victoria postal stationery
postcards with squared circle cancels plus two King Edward
VII 10P postcards.
£ 25
630 1924 £1 purple and black on red sound fiscal used
example with black pen date and green crayon line, very good
for these, SG 102 fiscal used, Cat £850 postal used.
£ 100

619 TAIWAN: Mainly off paper accumulation in a large
glassine bag containing 100s of commems duplicated with
good variety of different issues mainly from the 1980s, many
100s for sorting.
£ 50

631 1924-28 set of values from ¼pi to 45pi all mainly nice
fine used examples incl squared circles, CDS etc, nice lot with
high cat value. SG 103/116 & 118-122.
£ 75

COLOMBIA
620 Revenue: 50c red gutter block of 4 and 20peso gutter
block of 8 each overprinted Specimen in red with usual punch
holes very fine unmounted mint, Scott #R1 var. Only 10
gutter pairs are stated to exist, scarce. (12).
£ 60

633 1934 Top values 18pi & 45pi CDS fine used, SG
142/3.
£ 48

COOK IS.
621 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint almost
complete for the period including 1936 Postal Fiscals Thick
paper set of 4 to £1 (cat £250), 1938 set of 3 (cat £85), 194354 Postal Fiscal 2/6, 5s, 10s & £1 (cat £285), 1944-46 set of
9 (cat £95), 1949 set 10 (cat £50). Cat £765. (38). £ 270

622 1954 Postal Fiscal £5 indigo-blue overprinted hinged
mint with fresh clean appearance, nice top value, SG 136w.
Cat £325.
£ 130
CROATIA
623 1933 (20 Aug) 1st Ljubliana to Zagreb & Opening of
airport special cover bearing 1 & 1.50d adhs tied special illus
triangle cancels in blue with large special illus h/s and two
line h/s alongside, very neat and fine.
£ 20

624 1945 Creation of Storm Division on 9th October 1944
complete set of 3 hinged mint, all fresh appearance, nice
example of this scarce set. SG 142/44. STC £540. £ 165
625 Collection on leaves incl many mint or unmounted mint
sets noted 1941 Ovpt set of 8 (cat £54), 1941 long set to 30d
pink used (cat £46), 1941 special surcharges 1d.50+1d.50
black & 4d + 3d both mint (cat £44), 1941 set to 100d used,
1942 Red X set, 1943 Labour set, 1943 Pavelic set , nice
clean lot, not always offered, STC £260+.
£ 85
CUBA
626 1855 Y¼ on 2r red surcharge very fine used neat barred
cancel across the stamp with 3¼ margins neatly cut, just into
on SE corner, lovely example, SG 12 Cat £120.
£ 28
CYPRUS
627 1880-1948 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used assembly incl
1880 1d pl.217 mint, 1881 Wmk CC 2pi blue part o.g.
(tones, cat £450), ½pi & 1pi used, 1886 wmk CA ½ on ½pi
emerald-green 6mm surcharge part o.g. (SG 27 cat £300),
8mm surch Wmk CA mint (SG 29 cat £550), 1894 6pi olivegrey used (SG 36 Cat £750), 2pi mint, EDVII to 9pi, 1912 to
6pi m & u, etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 350

632 1928 50th Anniv. of British Rule set to 45pi mainly
fine used, SG 123/131. Good cat value.
£ 58

634 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-51 set to £1 (cat £250), 1948
RSW set (tones cat £60), 1949 UPU set. Cat £320. (30).
£ 85
635 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 CDS fine used, SG
166/7.
£ 30
636 1963 50th Anniv. of Cyprus Scout Movement
miniature sheet fine used with neat special first day 21.8.64
cancels. SG MS 231a.
£ 65
637 1980-1996 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mainly unmounted mint in
mounts with good degree of complete sets incl miniature
sheets, 1995 Costumes set, 1987 Troodos M/S, 1980
Treasures set etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 110
638 Stockpages with a useful assembly QV to GVI
including 1880 1d rose-red pl.215 mint, 2½d rosy-mauve
pl.14, 1882 to 4pi, 1882 ½ surcharges (2), 1894 to 6pi, 1903
to 4pi, 1904 to 12pi, 1912 to 9pi, 1924 to 90pi (some fiscal
used), 1935 SJ set (2), 1938 values to £1 used etc, useful
pickings and good cat value.
£ 100
639 Turkish Posts: 1974-1991 Mainly unmounted mint
collection on KA-BE printed leaves with a high degree of
completion incl 1974 50th Anniv. set, 1975 set to 500, 1980
set to 50TL, etc to 1991, nice clean lot.
£ 100
CYRENAICA
640 1934 Roe - Mogadiscio Flight set of 10 fine hinged
mint to 25l + 2l green, fresh, SG 126/135. Cat £170.
£ 55

641 Collection on leaves mainly mint including many useful
sets noted 1924 Holy Year set, 1926 St Francis set, Colonial
set, 1927 1st Nat. Defence set, 1928 45th Anniv. set, 1930
Ferrucci set, 3rd Nat Defence set (cat £152, top value is
unused), 25th Anniv. set, 1932 Air set, 1933 Air Zeppelin set,
1934 Air ovpt set 4, 2nd Int. Colonial Ex. set of 12, etc, good
catalogue value mainly complete sets, STC £485+. £ 135
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
642 Sixteen covers and postcards includes early registered
cover from Prague to GB, nice selection of postmark interest.
£ 20
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DANZIG
643 1930 Tenth Anniv. of Constitution overprint on 35pf
blue with a decent DANZIG CDS cancel, very fine key
stamp, SG 216 Cat £150.
£ 48
DENMARK
644 1915 P.14x14½ 5kronor brown-red centred NE with
nice fine used CDS cancel, sound, Facit 121. Cat Kr750.
£ 25

645 1942-1959 Book containing approx. 50 covers with
special events and first day covers. Includes 1960 1st Danish
Food Fair and 1961 Copenhagen Forum.
£ 25
646 1945-1954 Selection of forty-two mostly typed first day
covers. Includes 1949 Frederik Den VII with Copenhagen
cancel, 1954 deployment of the first Danish telegraph cable
and 1947 Freedom Fund.
£ 20
647 A selection of approx. one-hundred covers and
postcards, includes early 8 ore with Copenhagen cancel, 1954
first regular flight Denmark to Los Angeles and various first
day covers. Massive postmark interest.
£ 40
648 A selection of approx. two hundred and thirty covers
and fronts mostly from the 1920's. a large amount of various
stamps and cancels. Including some Xmas and registered
covers.
£ 50
649 Book containing approx. 35 covers and postcards.
Includes 1953 Frederik Den IX first day cover, 1950 Royal
Palace fdc and 1954 first regular flight to Los Angeles. Plus
2 books containing local issues including Aalborg and
Odense
£ 30

655 1951 Complete defin set of 15 very fine used CDS
cancels, SG 120/34.
£ 38
656 1963-65 Complete defin set of 17 very fine mint, SG
162/78.
£ 20
EGYPT
657 1933 Int. Aviation Congress set of 5 hinged mint, fine,
SG 214/218 Cat £117.
£ 35

658 1939 £E1 brown and blue King top value fine used x
800 examples in bundles of bundles of 100. SG 283 cat
£2400. Only 2% cat.
£ 48
659 A selection of twelve covers and fronts, includes four
1950 covers with various stamps to France and the other eight
to London including censored covers.
£ 20
ERITREA
660 1893-1934 Collection on leaves mainly mint including
many useful sets noted 1916 Red X 10c, 15c & 20 orange
mint, 1922 Victory set m, 1925 Holy Year set m, 1926
colonial set, 1926 Defins set 3 heavy mounted mint 75c red,
1l.25 & 2l50 (cat £300 SG 113/5), 1927 1st Nat. Defence set
m, 2nd Int. Colonial Ex. set of 12, 1928 Society set m, 1930
Telegraph Linesman 10 vals to 10l m & u (cat £95), Ferrucci
set, 25th Anniv. set m, 1931 St Anthony set m, 1936 Air set
used (toned), 1934 2nd Int. Colonial set 12 mint, 1924
Express set 2 mint etc,some toning but good catalogue value
mainly complete sets, STC £800+.
£ 200

661 1934 Air Rome - Mogadiscio Flight part set fine used
includes first 5 values and two key values 3l + 25c violet and
10l + 30c purple all nice CDS used, STC £225.
£ 55

650 Five books containing various pieces with cancels from
small villages and towns. One book conta ins only
Copenhagen but cant be many collections similar to this.
£ 30

662 Italian Eritrea: 1903 40c brown mounted mint key
value overprint Colonia Eritrea, hinge remains and fine, SG
25 Cat £650.
£ 150

651 Old time printed KA-BE pages with a very useful
classics to 1960s assembly including many better noted 1851
4rbs brown f.u., 1854 2s blue (4 margin), 4s orange-brown,
8s green, 1858 4s & 8s (nice 4 margins cat £180), 1864 set
used (cat £536), 1870 set to 48sk used (cat £810), 1875 set
used, officially sealed label in brown mint, 1904 set to 100o
(some faults), 1912 P.12½ 5k brown-red fine used (cat
£180), 1915 P.14 5k brown-red f.u., 1918 Newspaper stamps
surcharged 27o (12 of 13 vals cat £278), 1926 official
surcharged 1925 Air 50o grey used (cat £300), Parcel Post
1919 10o red used (cat £90), 15o lilac m & u (cat £59), 1k
brown f.u. (cat £200), 1927 set 3 used, Newspaper stamps
1907 10 vals to 10kr used incl all the key vals, Military
Frank set 2 m & u, etc, etc many key stamps fine used,
enormous cat value in excess of £4100+.
£ 500

ESTONIA
663 1923 Air Imperf pairs each surcharges hinged mint for
set of 3 pairs 10m on 5m, 20m on 5m & 45m on 5m (only
13,000 of this one produced), all fine, SG 46/8.
£ 75

DOMINICA
652 1918 (Sept) WAR TAX ½d on ½d deep green top plate
1 marginal block of 10 unmounted mint, the surcharge was
blanked out resulting in slight albino ovpt showing on
reverse, nice multiple, SG 56 Cat £75.
£ 30

653 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-47 set of 15 (cat £75), 1948 RSW
set (cat £25), 1951 set (cat £50). Cat £150. (47).
£ 50

664 1923 Air surcharge 10 Mark 1923 on 5m/5m perf 11½
pair (imperf between as issued), fine used with nice forged
1912 TALLINN EESTI CDS cancel, huge catalogue for
originals, nice spacefiller.
£ 35
FALKLAND IS. DEPS.
665 1944 Dependencies overprints sets of 8 for Graham
Land, South Georgia, South Orkneys & South Shetlands
hinged mint, mainly fine, SGA1/8, B1/8, C1/8 & D1/8.
£ 32

666 1948 Thin Map set minus 2½d all unmounted mint, 8
values to 1s, SG G9/11, G12/16. Cat £100. (8).
£ 30
667 1954 Ships complete set to 5/- hinged mint, mainly fine,
lovely issue, SG G26/38.
£ 40
FALKLAND ISLANDS
668 1891-1902 Mint / unused assembly of shades for ½d
green (5) and 1d red (3) plus 1s yellow-brown part original
gum, mainly nice lookers. SG range 15/24 & 38.
£ 40

654 1938 Complete set of 15 fine hinged mint. SG 99/109.
£ 30
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669 1891-1952 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used assembly incl
1878 1d fine og, 1891 1d, 2d & 2½d mint, 4d & 1/- CDS,
1904 to 2d, 1912 to 2½ m, 1929 to 1/- mint, 1933 Cent to 2d
m & u, 1935 SJ set m, 1938 set to 9d m & u, 1952 to 1/mint etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 180
670 1919-37 Fin Whale & Gentoo Penguins 9 values
complete to 5/- green on yellow all hinged mint, mixed perfs
(½d has pulled perf cat £1.25), nice assembly, SG 116/124
(9). STC £260.
£ 85
671 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine hinged mint from an
old time collectors hoard, SG 139/42.
£ 20
672 1937 (2 Aug) Typed cover to UK bearing Coronation
set of 3 tied PORT STANLEY B / 2 Aug. / 37 CDS's. Fine.
£ 25
673 1938 10/- black and orange-brown heavy mounted mint
but nice appearance, SG 162 cat £200.
£ 30
674 1938-50 Complete set of 18 to £1 black and violet
unmounted mint, sound, SG 146/63 Cat £475.
£ 200
675 1952 GVI set to 5/- hinged mint, very fine, SG
172/183.
£ 40
676 1952 QEII Complete set to £1 hinged mint, fine and
fresh, SG 172/185.
£ 42
677 1953-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint with good degree of
complete sets incl 1955 to 9d m, 1960 Birds set to £1 m,
1860s omnibus issues m, 1968 Flowers set to £1 m, etc, nice
clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 100

685 Unmounted mint sheets and blocks with good catalogue
value including 1977 Fishing Vessels (10 sets), 1980 Flowers
set in sheets of 20, Europa set of 2 in sheets of 20, Pews set in
sheets of 20, 1981 Old Torshavn set in sheets of 20, Europa
in 3 sheets for set of 2, Historic Writings set in sheets of 20,
1982 Europa set (10 sheets, 200 sets), The Ballad set in
sheets of 20, Villages set in sheets of 20 (2, 40 sets), etc, STC
in excess of £1200+.
£ 120
FIJI
686 1903 £1 grey-black and ultramarine, fine hinged mint
key value, superb & sound, SG 114 Cat £375.
£ 165

687 1906-12 £1 purple and black on red hinged mint with
lovely fresh colour, nice key stamp, SG 124. Cat £300.
£ 150
688 1912 £1 purple and black on red, fine hinged mint key
value, superb & sound, SG 124 Cat £300
£ 150
689 1923 Die II £1 purple and black on red, fine hinged
mint key value, superb & sound, SG 137a Cat £250
£ 125
690 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-55 set of 21 values out of 22
(missing 1½d carmine Die I, cat £18) to £1, 1948 RSW set,
etc, cat £272. (33).
£ 90
691 1954-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint & odd used, noted 1954
set to £1 mint, 1959 set to £1 mint, 1968 set m, 1969 set m,
colourful and attractive issues etc, nice clean lot to fill those
gaps.
£ 55

678 1971-1980 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mainly unmounted mint in
mounts with good degree of complete sets incl 1971 Flowers
surcharge set, 1972 New Currency set, 1978 Ships set etc,
nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 55

692 1971-1997 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mainly unmounted mint in
mounts with good degree of complete sets incl miniature
sheets, 1971 set to $2, many colourful and attractive issues
etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps. Huge retail in excess of
US$700.
£ 250

679 1981-1997 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mainly unmounted mint in
mounts with good degree of complete sets incl miniature
sheets, setenant blks of 6, 1994 Marine set to £3, 1989 Ships
to £3, 1984 Insects set etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 100

FINLAND
693 1874 1m yellowish brown a superb full teeth fine used
example with two neat CDS cancels and mostly very good
tooth perforations, superb, SG 49 Cat £1100. Rare in such
fine condition.
£ 300

680 1987 200th Anniversary of the Royal Warrant to the
Royal Engineers three typed illustrated covers with
autographs of commanding officers.
£ 20
681 Book containing unused stamps mounted to pages
includes King George VI silver wedding 2½d and £1, 1964
Battle of Falklands set of four with margins and 1938-50
KGVI definitives.
£ 20
FAROE ISLANDS
682 1979-1998 Year packs complete with unmounted mint
sets and miniature sheets, with a huge range of complete sets
in each year pack. Very attractive lot with an enormous cat
value in excess of £760.
£ 225

683 1983 Inauguration of Nordic House Miniature sheet
CTO Used special cancels x 8, all very fine, SG MS89. Cat
£144.
£ 28

FIUME
694 Allied Occupation: 1919 (4 Jan) 15f purple postal reply
card sent registered from FIUME 2 locally bearing a
philatelic assembly of 8 different Fiume ovptd defins on
Harvester or Charles & Zita types each tied FIUME / 2 / B
/ B CDS cancels and nice regd etiquette amended to Fiume 2,
No. 9358, pretty item.
£ 60

695 Express: 1920 50c on 5c green hinged mint with
underprint, very fine, SG E164 Cat £110.
£ 30
696 Express Stamps: 1920 (Nov) 50c on 5c green
unmounted mint Expresso overprint in black, also showing
backprint on reverse in black as issued, very fine and scarce,
Scott E5 Cat $700 for unmounted.
£ 150
697 Military Post: 1920 First Anniversary of Capture of
Fiume set of 4 tied to piece by 12th September First Day CDS
cancels, fine, SG M145/8 Cat £150.
£ 50

684 1983 Inauguration of Nordic House Miniature sheet
unmounted mint x 17, all very fine, SG MS89. Cat £272.
£ 30
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698 Revenues: A scarce and extensive collection mainly
mint on leaves including 1919 Unissued values surcharges
Marca Da Bollo (13 vals), 1920 Currency surcharges 0.02L
to 10l on 10c purple (28 different values) Barefoot 86/112,
1921 Prov. Govt. 1922 5c on 50c on 5cr brown to 1l on10cor
purple m & u (5 vals) including the scarce 0.02 on 30c redbrown unused (cat Barefoot £150), also c1920 10c Aid label
of Fiume & Dalmatia mint, etc, rare opportunity. Barefoot
retail £360+. (53).
£ 180
FRANCE
699 1805 Entire to Altenburg a city in Thuringia Germany
with RI Frankfort handling paid at Eisenach 43 mark in red.
£ 20

700 1856 Cover originally posted on Dec 5th but written on
reverse addressee unknown failed attempts to deliver returned
to Central Office with Charge cachet in red.
£ 85
701 1860's A selection of sixteen covers and fronts with 10c,
20c, 25c and 40c . Some are invoices various cancels with
postmark interest.
£ 22
702 1860's A selection of twenty covers with 20c blue with
various postmark interest includes 1867 Orleans with
diamond 2740 and 1868 Miuhouse.
£ 30
703 1874-1976 Sixty-five covers/fronts includes 1909
Mourning cover with 10c, 1874 cover from Lyon with 25c
blue and 1962 Le Havre Paquebot illustrated cover.
£ 28
704 1917 War Orphans' Fund set to 50c + 50c brown
hinged mint with fresh appearance, SG 370/375 Cat £643.
£ 200
705 1920 2fr ora nge a nd green Olivier & Merson
unmounted mint, very fine, SG 387.
£ 30
706 1923 (29 Sep) Air Meeting Rouen labels: 25c Sower
tied along with 6 diff private ""MEETING DE ROUEN""
airmail labels all tied by Rouen 23 Sept 1923 CDS's to
airmail cover to Colombes. Has Evreux b/s. Fine and very
attractive early aviation cover.
£ 50

713 A selection of thirty-four large covers with various
stamps and cancels to Mannheim.
£ 20
714 A selection of twenty France and Colonies covers
including, 1939 Maroc machine cancel with two 2f 50 stamps
to England, Tunisia cover with two 1f 50 to England. Good
postmark interest.
£ 20
715 Accumulation in thirteen large stockbooks being a
mainstream run of mainly used (some useful mint) 19th
century to modern, extensive assembly incl 1917 War
Orphans to 15c green mint, 1918 Red X, 1922 War Orphans
to 5c on 35c used, SG 393/4 mint (cat £66), 1929 to 20f
used, 1936 air set to 3f50 used, 3f mint (cat £100+), 1950s60s well filled stockbook of sets and ranges incl many Relief
Fund sets (many unmounted mint) to 1970, earlier 19th
century to turn of the century in a stockbook incl Olivier &
Merson to 20f, etc, useful lot and quantity, 1000s. £ 550
716 Balance of a collection on old leaves with useful mint
and used earlier defins and commems noted War Orphans 25c
+5c blue gutter marginal pair mint, French Colony general
issues, etc, intr little lot.
£ 30
717 Excellent lot of u/m mini sheets on stock pages 1975 to
1995. Includes Arphila and Philex sheets together with
exhibition admission tickets , Revolution sheets 1993
Gardens ( 2 ) and others . Also 1990 Winter Games sheet (2)
and a further scarce ' black print ' . Total Cat £420 plus
premium for black sheet .
£ 55
718 Newspapers: 1872 (6 Jan) Entire French newspaper
bearing Napoleon 2c pale brown tied by Newspaper print as
affixed prior to printing. Couple of folds otherwise mainly
fine. 2c being the rate up to 40gr.
£ 125
719 Selection of fifty covers and postcards includes 1947
aero exposition postcard, 1939 National Monument to the
glory of France 2 postcards, very mixed amount of stamps
and postmark interest.
£ 30

FRANCE - COLONIES
720 A selection of fifty covers and postcards. Includes 1959
anniversary of the republic of Chad four first day postcards,
two Algeria unused illustrated letter card, Chad 1960's first
707 1927 Air overprint set of two fine used part CDS
£ 28
cancels, 2f is centred left, 5f is very fine, SG 455/6 Cat £600. day covers and Mauritanie first day covers.
£ 225
721 A selection of thirty-five covers from various colonies
includes illustrated 75c from Casablanca, registered covers
708 1936 Air 50f Banknote blue and pink top value nicely
from Oran varied selection of stamps and very good postmark
fine used by central CDS, slight gum remains otherwise very
interest.
£ 40
fine, SG 541.
£ 150

709 A selection of approx. one hundred and fifty covers
postcards and fronts including 1920's mourning cover 1885
fronts with 25c yellow, 1859 entire with 20c blue. Large
selection of stamps and many different cancels.
£ 50
710 A selection of eighty-five nineteenth century covers,
fronts and pieces. A mix of 20c, 15c and 40c stamps. Includes
1860 40c yellow to London with red receiving cds, 1857
cover from Conde-en-Brie with 20c and 1876 front from
Soissons with 40c yellow. Very good postmark interest.
£ 45
711 A selection of fifty covers and postcards includes eight
Air France registered covers to Mexico, 1949 Centenary of
post cover, varied stamps and postmark interest.
£ 25
712 A selection of thirty covers and postcards. Includes
1858 with 20c blue with Paris cancel, plus three prestamp one
from Marseilles. Plus 1893 postcard from Lillie.
£ 30

722 Annam & Tongking: 1888 1 on 4c brown lilac on grey
hinged mint showing surcharge inverted variety, fine. SG 2
var. Yv 2a. Cat €250.
£ 75
723 Annam & Tongking: 1888 5 on 10c black on lilac very
fine used part CDS cancel, fine, Yv. 4 Cat €140.
£ 48
724 Comores: 1969 set of 3 in complete imperf colour trial
combination sheets of 25 for each of 3 values 20f to 45f
unmounted mint, very attractive SG 75/7. (75 stamps on 3
sheets).
£ 30
725 Diego Suarez: 1890 5c black imperf very fine used
nearly full cancel of DIEGO SUAREZ / MADAGACASR 28
/ SEP / 91 CDS cancel, couple of light tones otherwise very
fine, expertising handstamp on reverse, SG 7 Cat £110.
£ 38
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726 Epreuve Del Luxe, 11 items from different colonies incl
post-indep incl Wallis & Futuna Jean Cocteau 150f, New
Caledonia (10) incl airs, Arphila 1975 Paris (2 diff), etc,
attractive range.
£ 40
727 Epreuve Del Luxe, 24 items from different colonies incl
post-indep incl Gabon (3), Mauritania (11), Upper Volta,
Dahomey (5), Cameroun (3), Malagasy, Congo etc, attractive
range.
£ 50
728 French Southern & Anarctic Terr.: 1956 16 values out
of set of 17 (just needs 4f cat £18) mainly unmounted mint to
200f including airmails and key 25f all very fine unmounted,
(1f & 20f are m/m) fresh appearance, SG 2/18 excl. 7. High
cat approx £290.
£ 100
729 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1956 25f Fur Seal
& 85f Penguin both very fine unmounted mint, nice
thematics, SG 14/5 Cat £123.
£ 38
730 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 50f air Adelie
Penguins very fine used nice ADELIE CDS, fine, SG 34 Cat
£110.
£ 36
731 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 Int. Year of
the Quiet Sun 100f air very fine used nice ADELIE CDS,
fine, SG 37 Cat £110.
£ 36
732 French Southern & Antarctic Terr: 1963 Int. Year of
the Quiet Sun 20f air very fine unmounted mint, fine, SG 36
Cat £55.
£ 20
733 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1956
Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to 200f airs, mostly all
fine and clean examples, SG 2/18 cat £380.
£ 135
734 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963 20f
albatross key value fine unmounted mint, SG 31 Cat £325.
£ 110
735 French Southern & Antarctic Territories: 1963 5f violet
and blue Whale defin imperf Epreuve De Luxe card very fine,
SG 26 var.
£ 20
736 Martinique: 1888-91 15c on 20c red on green a nice
fine used CDS example, SG 18 Cat £85.
£ 26
737 MONG-TSEU: 1903 Tablet 50c brown and red on blue
fine hinged mint with very fresh appearance. SG 13 Cat
£160.
£ 48
738 New Caledonia: 1883-84 5c NCE wide surcharge on
40c red on yellow imperf unused mainly without gum, very
fine showing surcharge inverted variety. SG 8a var. £ 50
739 New Caledonia: 1886 5c NCE surcharge on 1f olive
mint, very fine showing surcharge inverted variety. SG 10
var.
£ 50
740 P.O in Zanzibar: 1896 50 annas on 5f lilac heavy
mounted mint, nice appearance, SG 38 Cat £60.
£ 20
741 Reunion: 1852 Attractive Stamp forgery of the 30c
black on blue with 3 neat margins and red P.P. handstamp
cancellation in red, lovely looker, SG 2 Cat £22,000 as
genuine. Ideal spacefiller.
£ 40
742 Vathy: 1893 Four different 5c green, 1pi on 25c, 2pi on
50c pink and 4pi on 1f green all CDS. (4). Cat £77.
£ 22

GAMBIA
743 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-46 set of 16 (cat £160), 1948
RSW set (cat £21), etc, cat £184. (27).
£ 60

744 1938-46 Complete set of 16 fine hinged mint,
attractive, SG 150/161.
£ 48
745 1953 QEII set of 15 definitives mint on album page SG
171/85.
£ 30
GERMANY
746 1827 Entire with straight line Sigmaringen with 2 mark
in red plus 1852 cover with two line Sigmaringen 31 Jul
1852 with 1 mark in red, nice clean items.
£ 20

747 1861 (12 Jan) Entire Letter Berlin to Paris bearing nice
BERLIN / 12 / 1 5-6 d/r CDS, large fancy '19; charge mark
h/s in black and red transit on obverse, backstamp receivers,
filing fold addr to the bank 'De Rothschild Freres'. Fine.
£ 48
748 1866 Pre-stamp entire Bahnpost T.P.O. Railway letter
dated Nov 13 1866 and stamped Muelheim and Nov 14
Carlsruhe important railroad junction.
£ 20
749 1872 10Gr grey fine used pen cancel example, very
sound, Michel 12 Cat €220.
£ 38
750 1872 Small shield 5Gr light brown very fine used
example neat boxed MEMEL CDS, fine Michel 6.
£ 40
751 1872 Small shield 5Gr light brown very fine used
example neat SAARBRUCKEN CDS, few uneven or blunt
perfs otherwise fine Michel 6.
£ 30
752 1872 Small shield 7kr ultramarine very fine used part
CDS cancel, well centred and good embossing, Michel 10 Cat
€120.
£ 25
753 1872-1938 Ancient album pages with an unpicked used
collection including 1872 small shield 1/3gr, ½g (both
shades), 1g & 2g, 1k & 3k, Large shield 1/3g to 5g, 1875 set
to both 50pf, 1880 set to 50pf, 1889 to 50pf, 1899 to 2m,
1902-21 to 5m, 1921 set of 19 to 20m, 1922 Munich Exhib
set, 1922-23 Air set 12, 1922 Fund set 2, 1923 air set 5,
1923 Inflation provisionals mostly complete, 1924-27 set 4
to 5m, 1928 Air 1m Zepp, 1933 Welfare set to 25pf+15pf,
1934 Welfare set, 1936 Summer & Winter Games sets, 1937
Winter Relief set, 1937 Culture Fund imperf M/S (2 diff
cancels), perf M/S on cover, Rouletted M/S, 1938 Winter
Relief set plus set on special card, 1939 Postal Employees set,
extensive lot with huge catalogue, great lot for expansion.
STC £1800+.
£ 360
754 1898-1905 Wurttemberg: A selection of forty large
postal stationery covers with official 'stamps' 5pf and 10pf,
excellent postmark interest.
£ 30
755 1902-07 Sixteen picture postcards all except one have
5pf green, various cancels includes comedy cards.
£ 20
756 1903 Two postal stationery covers with 5pf + 5c o/p
and 10p o/p cancelled by Jerusalem Deutsche Post cancels.
£ 25
757 1914-18 Selection of twenty-five Feldpost covers,
postcards and fronts. Includes 1943 letterpost with letter
inside and two 1915/16 Feldpost sticker in red on covers good
postmark interest.
£ 20
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758 1914-18 Twenty Feldpost postcards with interesting
cachets and cancels includes two with Bayer stamps.
£ 20

776 1935 Two registered typed fronts only from Berlin with
four 25pf on one cover and a 25pf on the other. Addressed to
Tanganyika territory.
£ 50

759 1914-18 Twenty Feldpost postcards with various
cancels includes No. V reserve division.
£ 20

777 1936 Selection of eleven postcards and covers with rare
special event cancels mostly Berlin. Includes BerlinCharlottenburg Autoschau Berlin 192 36 on 6pf green, Berlin
-Reichstag 19 12 37 and Munich cancel with crisp German
eagle and Swastika.
£ 50

760 1914-18 Twenty Feldpost postcards with various
cancels includes army in the field and reserve corps.
£ 20
761 1915 Prisoner of War correspondence from camp in
Prussia a postal stationery letter from the commander of
Munster addressed to International Red Cross with passed by
censor cachet.
£ 20

778 1940'-50's s A selection of approx. 350 covers/postcards
with various stamps and postmark interest. Includes various
Deutches Reich definitives, Includes 1945 5pf Hitler head on
typed cover, includes East Germany a massive amount to sort
through, ideal for Ebay.
£ 30

762 1920's A selection of approx. 120 covers/postcards with
various stamps and postmark interest. Includes various
Deutches Reich definitives, Includes 1922 mourning cover.
£ 35

779 1941 Five Prisoner of War postcards from Lieutenant
Estere to France zone. With various cds and cachets.
£ 20

763 1923 Inflation key value 800T on 500m green fine
used double ring part 1923 CDS from AU..., nice fine used
example of this scarce stamp, SG 300 Cat £2500. £ 500
764 1923 Registered Berlin typed cover with Air stamps
larger size. SG 269-272 from Berlin to Konigsberg.
£ 35
765 1924 Eagle 40pf brown-olive attractive bottom
marginal example showing vertical rule lines of imprint,
commercially used and expertised Schelgel BPP on reverse.
Michel cat €400. Mi. 360 var.
£ 60
766 1924 Welfare Fund 10 + 30pf red in a superb complete
sheet of 50 unmounted mint with sheet markings, fine, SG
366, Michel 352 cat €450.
£ 125
767 1928 Air 1m red Zeppelin fine used CDS example, SG
443.
£ 22
768 1928 Air 2m blue Zeppelin fine used CDS example,
one pulled perf otherwise neat, SG 444.
£ 30
769 1928 Air 4m brown Zeppelin fine used CDS example,
SG 445.
£ 22
770 1928 Hindenburg 80pf chocolate brown attractive
bottom marginal example showing vertical rule lines of
imprint, commercially used and expertised Schelgel BPP on
reverse. Michel cat €1200. Mi. 422 var.
£ 200
771 1928 Welfare set of 5 unmounted mint, fine and fresh,
SG 446/450, cat £94 for mint.
£ 35
772 1931 Air Polar Flight 1m & 2m both unused without
gum, nice lookers, ideal spacefillers, SG 469/70 Cat £455
mint.
£ 38
773 1933 Air Zeppelin Chicago Flight 2rm blue fine used
decent WUPPERTAL 1935 CDS cancel, sound SG 511 Cat
£300.
£ 50

780 1941-43 Selection of fourteen Feldpost registered
covers with German eagle and Swastika cancels includes to
Vienna, Sachsen and Aschaffenburg.
£ 32
781 A selection of approx. 200 covers/postcards from 20th
century. With various stamps and postmark interest. Includes
various Deutches Reich definitives, Includes East Germany,
1930's postcards with special cancels and some commercial
mail.
£ 30
782 A selection of thirty-five used and unused postcards
includes 1938 3pf on card from Frankfurt, a few cards have
uprated stamps but unposted.
£ 24
783 A selection of twenty-eight covers and postcards
includes 1943 Telegram with Labour Corps set of four. SG
838-841. Plus 1941 Hitler's birthday 12+38 with special
cancel, 1942 Luftpost air stamp on typed cover and 1937
cover with Zeppelin 75pf stamps to South America. £ 40
784 c1920 Freight Revenue Tax stamps a very fine
unmounted mint range of 14 different values 5pf to 6m
depicting Mercury in different colours for Fracht stempel
(Freight Stamp), all very fine the mark values are in
bicolours. (14).
£ 50
785 COVERS Accumulation loose packed into a shoebox
with an enormous range of 1870s to 1960s commercial mail,
includes Zones, Reich, P/S, regd, airmail etc, mainly from
Ebay purchases at €1 or £1 up to several £s each, interesting
sorter with many attractive items, QTY.
£ 100
786 COVERS Accumulation loose packed into a shoebox
with an enormous range of 1870s to 1960s commercial mail,
includes Zones, Reich, P/S, regd, airmail etc, mainly from
Ebay purchases at €1 or £1 up to several £s each, interesting
sorter with many attractive items & combinations, QTY.
£ 100

787 Eight pre stamp entires/covers/front includes 1823
Hamburg to Paris with TFR4 mark, 1867 Bremen-Marseille
with 6 mark, 1842 Berlin-Paris with various cds, 1827
774 1934 First rocket mail postcard with set of three stamps
£ 30
and special cds addressed to Gerhard Zucker rocket engineer. Mannheim to London
£ 60
788 Large box containing approx. 500 postcards and covers
a mixture of early and modern cards. Large postmark interest.
775 1935 Germa ny front only with block of four
Includes a number of Feldpost covers with German eagle
Hindenberg 25pf Memorial stamps red manuscript Luftpost.
cancels. A lot to sort out ideal for Ebay.
£ 70
£ 22
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789 Locals: Lobau Hitler complete overprint set of 23 fine
used mainly 10th or 11th June CDS cancels each expertised
Sturm BPP on reverse along with 1973 Sturm certificate,
magnificent set, the top values unpriced by Michel. Michel
1/25.
£ 650

800 1959 20 + 10 pf red Ravenbruck neatly CTO with
special cancel showing black impression printed double
variety, expertised on reverse, Michel 720DD cat €200.
£ 40

790 Marienwerder: 1920 (13 Mar) 1m dark green and
orange-brown allegory a vertical mint hinged PAIR showing
imperf between variety, nice looker, Mi 11 var.
£ 80

GERMANY - OCCUPATIONS
801 Upper Silesia: 1920-21 Collection on leaves with some
better noted including 1920 set 9 used, 1920 (6 Mar)
Surcharges 50pf on 5m both mint & used (cat €99), plus
surcharge inverted variety on paper (expertised twice on
reverse), 1920 set of 17 mainly used, 1921 Plebiscite ovpt set
used philatelic singles from a cover and each one expertised
twice on reverse (cat €350), etc STC €560+.
£ 275

791 Occupation Issues: ZARA 1943 (13 Oct) Philatelic
Cover bearing Deutsche Besetzung Zara overprint set of airs
to 5l green (7 values incl 75c & 5l green), plus Express 2l
b l u e -b l a c k t i e d Z AR A S UCC. 1 / B AR C AG N O
13.10.43.xxi10 CDS cancels on printed address cover to Sig.
/ Cav. Andrea Jedlowsk i , Ufficio telgra fo, Za ra .
Philatelically used 4 days after first day of issue and 75c is
Cat €600 & the fine and rare 5l green is catalogued an
enormous €10,000. Total cat €10,905. Scarce. Michel 23/29
& 31.
£ 2250
792 Occupation Issues: ZARA 1943 (13 Oct) Philatelic
Cover bearing Deutsche Besetzung Zara overprint set of 50c
violet PAIRS each with different label (set of 4), single
stamps from 10c to 1.25l (7 diff), Airs 25c to 2l (6 values incl
75c cat €600), plus Express 2l blue-black tied ZARA
ARRIVI PARTENZE 13.10.43.xxi10 CDS cancels on
printed address cover to Sig. / Cav. Andrea Jedlowski ,
Ufficio telgrafo, Zara. Philatelically used 5 days after first day
of issue. Total cat €1198. Scarce. Michel 2, 3/6, 9/10, 20i/iv,
23/28 & 31.
£ 250

GERMANY - P.O. Abroad
802 China: 1906 Wmk Lozenge High values hinged mint
½d on 1m to 2½d on 5m, all fine and fresh.
£ 45

803 Morocco: 1911 3c on 3(pf) brown surcharge in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 100, folded in half and
part perf splits otherwise very fine, Mi. 46. Cat €130.
£ 40
804 Morocco: 1911 3c on 3(pf) brown surcharge in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 100, folded in half and
part perf splits otherwise very fine, Mi. 46. Cat €130.
£ 40
805 P.O. in Morocco: 1905 3p75c on 3m violet black perf
26:17 hinged mint bottom marginal example, diagonal gum
bend otherwise fresh, Mi. 32A.
£ 50

793 Sixteen early postcards/covers includes 1881 Hamburg
cancel on 5pf postcard. 1917 Feldpost cancel, 1868 Hannover
with night mail cancel very interesting lot.
£ 30

806 P.O. in Morocco: 1906 1p25c on 1m red very fine used
nice CASABLANCA CDS cancel across the entire stamp,
lightly struck, very fine, Mi. 43. Cat €220.
£ 75

GERMANY - COLONIES
794 1900 Yacht 2m dark blue fine used neat KIRIBI 17 4
/ 08 CDS cancel, very fine, SG K17 Cat £110.
£ 40

807 Turkish Empire: 1889-1908 Attractive mint assembly
with useful content on old printed page, noted 1900 5pi on
1m red, 10pi on 2m blue, 15pi on 3m, 25pi on 5m top value,
1905 complete set of 12 to 25pi on 5m, 1908 set of 5 to 100c
on 80pf, attractive lot, high cat in excess of £850. £ 280

795 1900 Yacht 3m purple black fine used neat BUEA 1 10
/ 12 CDS cancel (taken as is), very fine, SG K18 Cat £180.
£ 45
796 Samoa: 1910 (27 Aug) Registered printed cover to
Dresden bearing Yacht defins from 5pf to 80pf (8 different
values) each tied APIA SAMOA CDS cancels, nice regd
etiquette Apia (Samoa) No. 285. Vertical fold and a few
wrinkles but does not detract from this pretty cover. Scott cat
$460 on cover.
£ 130
797 Togo: 1850-1923 Kaiserlicher Gouvernment Von Togo
blue eagle embossed wafer seals in blue with white relief,
unmounted mint all very fine, 8 examples, seldom seen.
£ 30
GERMANY (EAST)
798 1949-1989 Attractive and useful collection in three
DAVO printed albums and slipcase (expensive new, very
fine) with better throughout including CTO used sets much
complete 1952-64, 1965-75 cto used, 1975-80 cto used,
1980-1990 unmounted mint sets, Miniature sheets 19541989 incl 1954 Stamp Day M/S used special cancel, 1955
Engels M/S, substantial lot further expansion and huge
catalogue value. 100s.
£ 225

799 1955 5 Year Plan 10 (pf) turquoise blue in a superb
coil roll of 500 unmounted mint, Michel 453 cat €1250.
£ 60

GERMANY - STATES
808 1800's Five postal stationery covers from Wurttemberg
four with 3k and 9k various postmarks and addresses. Plus
3pf wrapper and three unused postal documents.
£ 30

809 1800's Prussia: four postal stationery covers with 1g, 2g
and 3g values includes Coblenz cds and boxed Wanzleben.
£ 26
810 1800's Thorn and Taxis: three unused postal stationery
covers with values ½, 1 and 2 plus used cover 9k with
Frankfurt cancel
£ 24
811 1800's Twelve postal stationery postcards Wurttemberg
five with 5pf and two with 10pf. Includes cards from
Stuttgart, Aalen and Sussenn plus 1K unused wrapper and 3k
cover with Ulm cds.
£ 25
812 1850: Baden Postal Stationery 3 Drei Kreuzer cover
with 6 mark and circular 1. With boxed Randegg (Austria)
cancel. Cover has tears and old dirt but nice item.
£ 25
813 1853 Prussia: 1sgr pink unused postal stationery with
small amount of gum on flap rare item.
£ 25
814 1859 30kr orange nice fine used example with 3
margins and numeral target cancel, expertised Georg Buhler
on reverse, Mi.25 cat €400.
£ 50
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815 1859-1898 Six early covers and postcards. Includes
1859 2g with boxed Dusseldorf and 1898 5pf postal
sta tionery to London with hooded cancel and 1889
Wurttemberg 5pf postal stationery cover with uprated 5pf.
£ 20
816 Baden: Collection on album page mint & used taken 'as
is' including 1851 3kr to 9kr, 1853 1kr to 6kr, 1860 perf
issues 1kr-9kr mainly used (9kr brown is poor), 1862 good
range incl 9kr light brown mint, 18kr green (one straight edge
cat €700), 30kr orange used soiled with perfs missing along
the bas (cat €2800) plus mint example fine (cat €40), 1868 m
& u, etc mixed. Interesting and useful lot with good cat
value. (53).
£ 225

824 Hanover: 1859 10gr olive scarce top value with 4 close
to large margin and blue CDS cancel, heavily thinned and
other faults but ideal spacefiller, SG 31 Cat £1400. £ 40
825 Hanover: 1864 Roulette ½gr black posthorn very fine
used nice blue CDS and red crayon lines, very neat and fine
example, SG 36a cat £425.
£ 48
826 Hanover ein groschen postal stationery cover with
uprated 1 groschen addressed to Magdeburg plus Prussia ein
Silber postal stationery cover with boxed Quedlinburg cancel
and Wurttemberg 3pf unused letter card.
£ 22

817 Bavaria: 1850 18k red in a nice fine used 4 margin
example with part 59 numeral cotton reel cancel, sound, SG
32 Cat £650.
£ 100

827 North German Fed.: Collection on album page mint &
used taken 'as is' including 1868 to 5Gr used, 1868 to 18kr
used, 1869 to 5Gr used, 1869 to 71869 10Gr & 30Gr (pen
cancels cat €250), etc, mixed. Interesting and useful lot with
good cat value. (c82).
£ 240

818 Bavaria: 1862 18k red an attractive 2-3 good margin
fine used example with neat 345 cotton reel sock on the nose
postmark, thinned and cut along right side otherwise nice neat
example of is top value, SG 32 Cat £750.
£ 48

828 Prussia: 1863 (1 Dec) Entire Letter BARMEN to
Bodenheim bearing 3sg orange imperf with 4 good to close
margins, sent via Mainz, filing folds and stain. Mi 12.
£ 28

819 Bavaria: 1920 (9 Jan) Two philatelic unaddr covers
bearing complete set of 16 Freistaat overprints to 5m each
tied LINDAU Bodensee / 9 / JAN / Vor 10-11 / 20 CDS
cancels in black, attractive and fine, Mi 136/151.
£ 48

829 Prussia: Collection on album page mint & used taken
'as is' including 1850 ½Sgr orange used (3), 1Sgr black on
rose used (4), 2Sgr black on blue mint part o.g. & 3 used,
3Sgr black on yellow used (4), 1856 4pf green unused, 1857
1Sgr used (3), 2Sgr used, 3Sgr orange used (2), 1858 set
used, 1859 ½Sgr / 6pf used CDS (cat €200 Mi. 13), 1861
Eagle Embossed range mainly used, mixed. Interesting and
useful lot with good cat value. (73).
£ 150

820 Bavaria: 1920 Defintive almost complete set 17 of 18
values includes all the top values on three covers dated 15th
March for low values, 10th May for middle values and 3m to
20m dated 20 Apr, all sent registered locally from Nurnberg
5, nice trio of covers STC €170 as used.
£ 65
821 Bavaria: Collection on leaves with useful sets including
1852 6k brown (5), 9k green (2 plus pair), 12k red (cat
€180), 18k orange (cat €250), 1862 Numeral imperfs 1k
yellow, 3k red (5), 6k blue (3), 9k brown (2), 12k green (2),
18k red (3), 1900 3m & 5m arms used, 1874 1m used, 186769 to 12k lilac (€120), 18kr red used (cat €220), 1911 set to
5m used 10m & 20m mint, 1914 set used to 2m, 5m-20m
mint, 1919 ovpt on Reichpost set 16 mint, 1919 Freistaat
Bayern overprint perf set 19 fine used (cat €250), 1919
Volksstaat set imperf mint (cat €220), perf set CTO used (cat
€679), etc, huge catalogue value in excess of €3600+. Very
mixed but many nice fine used examples.
£ 425
822 Hamburg: Collection on two album pages mainly used
taken 'as is' with a good range of 1859 imperf values ½s to 9s
(4s green cat €1800 & 9s is cat €2500 if both genuine), 1864
1¼ & 2s mint small part o.g. (cat €290), 1864 perf ½s to 9s
(9s yellow poor corner repair but f.u. looker cat €2600 if
genuine), plus a range of postal sta tionery cut outs.
Interesting and useful lot with enormous cat value. (59).
£ 300
823 Hannover: Collection on album page mint & used taken
'as is' including 1850 1GGr (2), 1851-55 1GGr (2), 1851
1/30Th, 1/15Th (2), 1/10Th (2), 1853 3pf rose small part
o.g. (cat €380), fine used blue CDS (damaged corner Cat
€400), 1856 Network overprint 3pf used (faults cat €350),
plus 4 other values in the range used, 1859 3pf rose used,
1859 Head defins to 3Gr (shades and extras), 1861 10Gr
green (la rge tear and faults cat €1100), etc, mixed.
Interesting and useful lot with good cat value. (42).
£ 225

830 Saxony: Collection on album page mint & used taken
'as is' including 1851 3pf green fine used (cat €120), 1851
½Ngr f.u., 1Ngr (2), 2Ngr f.u. (cat €90), 3Ngr used, 1855 set
4 used incl extras, 1856 5Ngr red (2 used cat €160), 10Ngr
blue used on paper nice example (cat €300), etc, mixed.
Interesting and useful lot with good cat value. (64).
£ 180
831 Thurn & Taxis: Collection on album page mint & used
taken 'as is' including 1852 ¼Sgr (2), 1/3Sgr, ½Sgr, 1Sgr,
2Sgr & 3Sgr fine used, 1kr-9kr set used, 1859 set to 10Sgr
(5Sgr is sound used, cat €300), 10Sgr orange two examples
both with faults (cat €600 each), 1kr-9kr used, 1865 ¼Sgr to
3Sgr brown used (¼gr cat €500),1866 3Sgr brown used,
others mint, 1kr-9kr m & u, also tatty cover with 6kr & 3kr
pairs tied P.D. boxed in red, mixed. Interesting and useful lot
with good cat value. (c78 + cover).
£ 240
832 Wurttemberg: 1861 (29 Mar) Entire Letter Lauphelm
to Biberach bearing 3kr orange imperf with 3 good margins,
vertical filing fold. Mi 7b.
£ 20
833 Wurttemberg: Collection on leaves with useful sets
including 1851 1kr black on white (2), 6k black on green (2),
9kr black on pink (3), 1857 1kr brown, 6kr green, 9k red,
18kr blue (poor cat €1700), 1860-63 perf issues to 9kr
brown, 1869 to 14k orange, 1874 1kr green in oval, 1875
50pf & 2m orange (cat €370), 1881 2m & 5m mint, 1890-94
to 50pf, 1906 Crown ovpt set used, etc, huge catalogue value
in excess of €2800+. Very mixed but many nice fine used
examples.
£ 300
834 Wurttemberg: Postage Dues 1916 Wilhelm II set of 10
on paper each cancelled First Day of Issue 6th October
Stuttgart CDS postmarks. Michel 241/250. Cat €150.
£ 38
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835 Wurttemberg: Selection of fifteen postal stationery
postcards twelve unused. Various values.
£ 20
GERMANY - W. BERLIN
836 1946 Province Sachsen Soviet Occupation 89a
Wiederaufbau 42+28pf pair with margin and Zahna cancel
with cancel although MNH plus Berlin block of four with
cancelled although MNH.
£ 20
GERMANY (WEST)
837 1959 Beethoven Miniature sheet on a lovely illustrated
FDC, unaddr, with special Bonn CDS cancels, beautiful
cover, Mi. Block 2.
£ 50

838 1972-75 Three philatelic exhibition sunken cards made
for Berlin '72 (2 diff) & Bephila 75 each of the three luxury
cards showing stamps from 1949-50 printed in red or green
on buff card de luxe. Michel 72/3, 72/4 & 75/2. STC DM
270. (Approx £90).
£ 30

846 1886-1970 Useful collection on leaves including 18867 English Curr. set to 2½d m & u, 1889 surchs to 75c on 1s
m & u, 1889 Spanish Curr. vals to 5p m & u, 1898 Sterling
to 1s used, 1903 6d mint (cat £38), 1904 to 6d m & u, 1907
to 1/- m & u, 1912 4/- mint, (cat £38), 1938 10/- & £1 top
value mint, 1953 to £1 used, etc, useful pickings.
£ 125
847 1886-87 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to 1s bistre all
mounted mainly fine, ½d is unused, all very fine fresh frontal
appearance, scarce set, SG 8/14.
£ 250
848 1889 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to 75c on 1s bistre
all mounted mainly fine, 10c on 1d is unused, top value is
expertised on reverse, all very fine fresh frontal appearance,
nice set, SG 15/21.
£ 85
849 1895 (11 Jul) 10c red postal stationery card to
Germany cancelled A26 duplex a nd good strik e of
KAI SER LICH DEUT SC H E C O N SULAT / I N
GIBRALTAR eagle handstamp on obverse, arrival CDS,
scarce consulate mail in Gibraltar.
£ 110

GERMANY - ZONES
850 1898 (Feb) Tatty toned cover from 1st Grenadier
839 Berlin & Brandenburg: 1946 (21 Feb) regd cover
Guards to Somerset bearing 10c red tied A26 cancel, tones
Berlin to Bad Hamburg bearing 1945 normal perf set of 7
and tatty but nice early letter.
£ 20
values to 30pf olive and additional 5pf yellow-green with the
scarce zig-zag roulette perf, Michel 1A/7A and 1B Cat €164. 851 1903 2s green and blue hinged mint with fresh
£ 44
appearance, SG 52 Cat £200.
£ 80
840 LOCALS & Soviet Zone: Small group of Hitler heads
852 1903 Wmk CA 8s dull purple and black on blue very
overprinted with different local handstamps including Saxony
fine and fresh hinged mint, extremely fresh, SG 54. £ 110
Burgstadt 12pf Hitler on cover with violet h/s and cachet
853 1908 Wmk MCA 4s deep purple and green fresh
alongside, PAUSA 3 ovptd Hitler heads on paper tied
hinged mint, usual chalky patches otherwise extremely fresh,
PAUSA VOGTLAND 9.8.45 CDS's, mint pair 4pf & 8pf,
SG 63.
£ 200
plus 6pf single mint, 12pf red used on paper ZITTAU 2 CDS,
few Lobau (3) mint, Glauchau incl 2 covers & (3) mint, also
854
1908
Wmk
MCA
Ordinary
set
to
2s
hinged
mint,
some more unusual cancels / chops on 4pf-42pf mint, etc, intr
nearly all nicely mounted with good colour and sound, ½d, 1d
lot (38 + 4 covers).
£ 150
& 2d are unmounted mint, 2s has pencil on reverse, SG
56/62.
£ 175
841 Saxony: 1946 (31 Oct) registered cover sent locally in
Falkenstein with a large combination of imperfs values Shield
855 1910 Wmk MCA 4s black and carmine attractive
1pf to 8pf, Plough 6pf & 12pf incl marginal imprint imperfs,
hinged mint example with very fresh frontal appearance, SG
total of 12 stamps all tied FALKENSTEIN VOGT CDS
73.
£ 100
cancels, pretty philatelic item
£ 25
GHANA
842 1958 4d brown on cream registered postal stationery
envelope size G unused, very fine, H & G 1.
£ 20
GIBRALTAR
843 1840 (17 Sept) Entire Letter to Cadiz bearing a good
strike of the GIBRALTAR curved boxed cancel in black
(Type 2) with PAID in black underneath, manuscript 18 reals
chargemark carried on the P & O Steamer Montrose on her
maiden voyage which called at Falmouth 6th Sept., Cadiz
13th Sept., Gibraltar 13th Sept., Cadiz 18th Sept. & back to
Falmouth on 26th Sept. Intr maiden voyage item.
£ 120

844 1886 Complete overprint set of 7 used with A26 duplex
cancels or CDS, 2d has clipped right corner, 1/- is heavy
duplex cancel, 6d deep lilac is fine used, SG 1/7 Cat £700.
£ 125
845 1886 Complete set of 7 hinged mint to 1s yellow-brown
all mounted some heavier than others but all very fine fresh
frontal appearance, scarce set, SG 1/7.
£ 500

856 1910 Wmk MCCA 2/- purple and bright blue on blue
a lovely and fresh hinged mint example, fine SG 72.
£ 32
857 1911 Wmk MCA 8s purple and green an attractive
hinged mint example with several hinge remains and very
fresh frontal appearance, SG 74.
£ 125
858 1 9 2 5 -3 2 £ 1 red-ora nge a nd b la ck , a su perb
UNMOUNTED MINT example with fabulous bright colour
and and lovely fresh gum, an superb example, SG 107, SG
prices are for mint. Seldom offered so fine!
£ 180
859 1927 £1 red-orange and black a superb unmounted
mint example, very fine and fresh, SG 107.
£ 140
860 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
114/17.
£ 20
861 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-51 set of 14 (cat £180), 1948
RSW set (cat £60), 1949 UPU, etc, cat £246. (29). £ 82
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862 1949 (17 Feb) Registered El Minzah Hotel (Tangier)
cover to UK bearing Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 tied
REGISTERED / GIBRALTAR / 7PM / 17 FE 49 CDS and
redirected back to Gibraltar. Regd etiquette No.3378, few
light marks or bends otherwise nice combination. SG 134/5.
£ 80
863 1951 (27 Oct) Large privately printed registered
envelope t o UK b e a r i n g G VI 5 defins to 3 d tied
REGISTERED CDS cancel, printed blue artworks of the
Island, Bullfighter and Fly postman fly, bring me a quick
reply. Sent from L/T Wheatly HMS Broadward. Some
wrinkles otherwise fine and unique.
£ 30

876 1900 Olympic Games surcharges, 1d on 5d green with
red surcharge and sock on the nose CDS cancel. Very fine,
SG 151 Cat £225.
£ 65
877 1900 Olympic Games surcharges, 50l on 2d olive with
red surcharge and corner CDS cancel. Very fine, SG 150 Cat
£75.
£ 24
878 1927-28 Centenary of Battle of Navarino 5d black and
brown Sir Edward Codrington hinged mint, sound, key stamp.
SG 430 Cat £95.
£ 30
879 1933 Air Aeroexpresso Company issue set of 7 fine
hinged mint, very fresh, SG 461/7, cat £210.
£ 60

864 1970 British Air Mountains Official Expedition typed
cover BFPS Gibraltar postmark and signed by leader Major
D.N. Hall.
£ 20

880 1933 Air set of 3 fine used nice CDS cancels, very fine,
SG 458/60, cat £124.
£ 36

865 1974-1996 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mainly unmounted mint in
mounts with good degree of complete sets incl miniature
sheets, 1977 defin set, 1987 defin set, 1993 defin set,
colourful and attractive issues etc, nice clean lot to fill those
gaps. Huge retail in excess of US$700.
£ 250

881 Balkan War Issues: Ikaria 1912 2l orange & 5d grey
mint, Greek Occupation 1l green & 5l green (cat £65 each)
mint, Samos prov. Govt 1912 10l pink incl bisect used on
paper BAOY CDS 1913, 1915 Vathy Hospital Fund set to 1d
orange mint, 1d brown air mint, Lesbos 1912 Stamps of
Turkey 10pa red ovpt used, 50l on 20pa mint, Limnos 16
vals to 1d m & u, etc, intr little lot to fill those gaps. (c40).
£ 100

866 1977-82 Complete set of 18 to £5 each in a bottom left
corner marginal cylinder plate 1A block of 4 unmounted
mint, very fine, SG 374/389a.
£ 60
867 1987 200th Anniversary of the Royal Warrant to the
Royal Engineers three typed illu stra ted covers with
autographs of commanding officers.
£ 20
868 Used on GB: A26 Cancellations collection on GB QV
surface printed, a lovely range on two stockcards including 6d
pair pl.8 on paper, 6d pl.6 & 1s green pl.4 used together on
paper, 6d buff (4), 1856 6d lilac (2), 6d grey Pl.12 & 13 (2),
2½d rosy mauve (5 diff plates), etc, lovely collection (24
items, 26 stamps).
£ 200
GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
869 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1939-55 set of 12 (cat £42), 1949 RSW
set (cat £16), 1949 UPU, Postage Due 1940 set of 8 (cat
£180), etc, cat £238. (31).
£ 80

882 Italian Occupation of Corfu: 1923 (24 Sept) Surcharge
mint range for 25l on 10c rose, 60l on 25c blue, 70l on 30c
orange-brown and 2d40l on 1l brown and green all fine and
fresh, SG 9/11, 13 Cat £206. The 60l & 70l surcharges were
not sent to Corfu as the Island was evacuated by Italian troops
on 27th Sept. before they could arrive.
£ 72
883 Italian Occupation of Corfu & Paxos: 1941 (5 June)
10d red-brown Temple of St Dememtrius hinged mint Corfu
overprint in black, very fine and fresh, a scarce key stamp, SG
16 Cat £600. These were made during the occupation of the
Ionian Islands by Italian troops.
£ 220
GREENLAND
884 1954 Two similar large covers with 1950 part set of
King Frederik IX stamps to United States.
£ 20

885 Parcel Post: 1923 Pakke Porto Polar Bear 15ore lilac
very fine used, thick paper, P.11½, Facit P8 II.
£ 58

870 1938 Philatelic airmail cover with 8 values to 6d tied
GRENADA
indistinct violet Islands CDS cancels sent to UK, pretty cover.
£ 22
886 1921-32 Wmk MSCA ½d to 4d values hinged mint
each overprinted Specimen in red (4d) black, nice group of 9
different values.
£ 50
GOLD COAST
871 1918 War Tax 1d on 1d red unmounted mint gutter
887 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
block of 64 in bottom left corner margin, few folds otherwise
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 145/8. £ 80
mainly fine, nice multiple, SG 85. Cat £256.
£ 85
872 1918 War Tax 1d on 1d red unmounted mint irregular
block of 34 with bottom margin, few folds otherwise mainly
fine, nice multiple, SG 85. Cat £136.
£ 38
873 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 113/16.
£ 105
GREECE
874 1896 First International Olympic Games 2d olive
mounted mint, very fine looker, SG 119 Cat £300. £ 135

875 1896 First International Olympic Games 5d green
mounted mint, very fine looker, SG 120 Cat £550. £ 135

888 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-50 set of 12 (cat £80), 1948 RSW
set (cat £24), 1949 UPU, 1951 set of 13 (cat £35), cat £141.
(42).
£ 46
HAWAII
889 1860 Inter - Island Post: Hawaiian Postage 1 Cent.
black on horizontally laid paper very fine unused, margins all
round, close to huge, very neat and tidy example, Cat £1000
mint.
£ 180

890 1864 1c mauve hinged mint Princess Victoria, hinge
remains but nice example, SG 27 Cat £75.
£ 22
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891 1893 Prov. Govt overprint in black on 50c brick-red
mounted mint, nice mint example for these, SG 75 Cat £100.
£ 48
HONDURAN REP.
892 1951 75th Anniv. of UPU overprint on miniature sheet
50l blue unmounted mint, tiny nick in NW corner otherwise
very fine, SG MS 488a.
£ 130
HONG KONG
893 1880 48c brown a nice fine used example with part S!
duplex, sound, SG 31 Cat £110.
£ 38

894 1903-1949 Original unpicked collection on leaves from
a large A to Z collector's estate mint and used noted 1903 to
30c m & u, 1904 $1 & $2 used (cat £145), 1921 vals to $2
& $5 (cat £89), 1935 SJ set mixed m & u, 1938 to $5 used,
1941 Cent set mint, 1948 RSW set used (cat £130), few
p.dues and P.O. in china 1922 50c mint etc, nice clean lot to
fill those gaps.
£ 180
895 1908 (18 Aug) Tatty cover sent via Siberia to Glasgow
bearing 1c EDVII strip of 4 neatly tied SHANGHAI BPO
CDS cancels, folded, damaged on reverse and stained but
otherwise sound.
£ 28
896 1925 $5 green and red on emerald very fine used nice
crisp CDS, SG 132.
£ 40
897 1935 Silver Jubilee 20c slate and purple very lightly
mounted mint (very fresh) showing short extra Flagstaff
variety, incredibly fresh, SG 136b. Scarce.
£ 450
898 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-52 Complete set of 23 defins (cat
£1100) including the scarce $10 green and scarlet which is
finely mounted with even lightly toned gum, 1941 Centenary
set (cat £90), 1948 RSW set (cat £328), 1949 UPU set (cat
£65), Postage Dues 1938 set of 7 (cat £95), Postal Fiscal
1938 5c green mint etc, Total cat £1778. (48).
£ 650
899 1938 Chalky $1 dull lilac and blue unmounted mint
(brown gum) showing short leg to R variety, nice looker, SG
155a cat £180.
£ 50
900 1938 GVI Mint assembly of shades much complete
from 1c brown to $1 (both) & $2 reddish violet & scarlet,
includes 1c-5c & 10c (2 shades for each), 30c yellow-olive is
p.14½ x 14, 50c three shades, $1 (2) etc, many nicely
mounted mint, one of the $1 is brownish gum but all fine
appearance and STC £310.
£ 75
901 1946 King George VI registered typed cover with $1
and 20c on airmail cover to England.
£ 20
902 1946 Victory 30c mounted mint showing 'extra stroke'
variety, nice and clear variety, SG 169a.
£ 45
903 1946 Victory set of 2 mounted mint with both stamps
showing 'extra stroke' variety, sound, SG 169a/170a.
£ 80
904 1949 UPU complete set of unmounted mint blocks of
4, some light gum tones and 20c, 30c & 80c have top
marginal sheet numbers, SG 173/76.
£ 130
905 1949 UPU complete set of unmounted mint blocks of
6, some light gum tones and 10c is Waterlow Imprint pl.1
marginal example, SG 173/76.
£ 195
906 1949 UPU complete sets of unmounted mint blocks of
4 or 6, or pairs some with light gum tones and some are

marginal examples, comprises 10c (25), 20c (10), 30c (16),
80c (10). SG 173/76. Cat £872.
£ 250

907 1954 Complete set 14 to $10 hinged mint with fresh
appearance. Lovely clean lot, SG 178/91.
£ 65
908 1954 Complete set 14 to $10 hinged mint with fresh
appearance. Many are lightly hinged, clean lot, SG 178/91.
£ 65
909 1971-1997 Original unpicked extensive collection on
leaves from a large A to Z collector's estate unmounted mint,
many in mounts with good degree of complete sets for both
defins and commems noted 1990s miniature sheets to $10
(many exhibitions), 1973 defin set to $20, 1982 set to $50,
1987 set to $50, 1992 set to $50, 1993 set to $50 etc, nice
clean lot to fill those gaps. Retail approx US$1000+
£ 375
910 British Post Offices in China: 1917-21 $3 green and
purple a nicely fine used example with almost full CHEFOO
double ring CDS of 1920. Sound and fine. SG 15. £ 130
911 EDVII Mint assembly of 8 different values 4c to 50c
for two different Wmk printings incl 1907 6c (SG 94 cat
£38), 8c 8c (SG 66 cat £16), 10c (SG 67 cat £70), 12c (SG
82 cat £23), 20c (SG 69 cat £70), 30c (SG 70 cat £65), 50c
(SG 71 cat £65). Some mixed gum condition but mostly fine
lookers, Cat £347.
£ 80
912 First Day Covers collection loose in a shoebox with for
mainly modern issues 1980s onwards incl some unmounted
mints sets accompany noted 1982 defin set to $20 on last day
cover, 1982 new defin set to $50 on official FDC, good range
of 1980s FDCs, later to 1994 incl U/M sets some in strips etc,
needs sorting out. Approx 95 FDCs.
£ 120
913 Post Offices In China: 1917 $2 carmine-red and greyblack fine used part CDS, SG 14.
£ 28
914 Post Offices In China: 1920 50c black on white back
very fine used part CDS, SG 12c Cat £180.
£ 60
915 Queen Victoria unused UPU reply postcard 3c with 4
cents overprint in red in very good condition. Plus QV 1c
overprint on 4c postcard and 1c overprint on 5c postcard. Plus
QV 4c overprint on 3c.
£ 25
916 Revenues: Contract Note QEII small format Stamp
Duty ovpts 1972 20c to $100 (17 diff), duplicated extra
range of 13 to $100, pairs to $60, 1972 provisionals
surcharged 8 vals to $60, etc, attr range on stockpage (54).
Barefoot £294.
£ 150
917 Revenues: Stamp Duty 1980 QEII set of 13 to $1200
fine used, plus $2.50 0n $30 & $10 on $60 surcharges set of
2, attractive set. Barefoot 202/214.
£ 35
HUNGARY
918 1920-1989 Extensive collection in 5 binders neatly
arranged on Hagner pages with many mint or used sets
throughout, many nice earlier material, huge amount of
thematics, clean lot for expansion, 100s, heavy lot. £ 110

919 1931 Air Zeppelin overprint set of 2 fine hinged mint,
SG 529/530, cat £260.
£ 75
920 1933 Air 2p claret Mercury & Propellor very fine
hinged mint, SG 561, cat £95.
£ 25
921 1933 Air 5p grey top value Mercury & Propellor very
fine hinged mint, SG 562, cat £190.
£ 48
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922 Selection of fifty covers including first day covers.
Includes 1960 Olympics registered typed cover to Germany,
1962 Football World Cup in Chile and 1961 Horse racing
registered Budapest cover. Interesting postmark interest.
£ 30
ICELAND
923 1876 16a brown Crown wmk very fine used corner
CDS, centred SE, nice example, SG 31 Cat £100.
£ 25

924 1876-1989 Simplex springback album pages containing
a useful collection all identified by SG number unpicked as
found mint and used with good mainstream ranges throughout
including 1876 4a green unused, 4a grey & red f.u., 6a grey
m & u, 20a blue used, 1920 vals to 1kr used, 1925 Landing
set used, 1930 Parliamentary 6 vals to 40a m & u, 1938
Geyser 10 vals to 1kr m & u, 1947 airs to 3.30kr used,
officials etc, ideal to fill those gaps, useful cat value STC
£540+.
£ 150
925 Classics range on old-time leaves incl better pickings
noted 1873 2s blue f.u. (cat £2250), 4s red (cat £1000), 16s
yellow (cat £600), 1876 5a blue (cat £700), 16a brown (cat
£100), 50a red & blue (cat £100), 100a purple and brown
(cat £130), 1902 12 vals incl 1kr, 2kr & 5kr all CDS
examples (cat £350), 1902 GILDI ovpts (8 vals) incl 40a,
50a & 100a used, 1907 12 vals incl 16a, 25a, 50a & 1kr,
1911 Sigurdsson set 6 used, 1912 without Sigurdsson set of
7 CDS used (cat £410), 1920 17 values CDS used incl 20a,
50a, 2kr, 5kr & 10kr, small range of back of the book with
useful officials 1876 50a used, 1902 Gilidi 16a red used, 50a
mauve used, etc. Huge overall cat value in excess of £6700+.
£ 650
INDIA
926 1855 4a blue and red neatly cut to shape example with
neat C/III postmark and strong colours, SG 23 cat £550, nice
spacefiller.
£ 36

927 1882 Strip of three Queen Victoria East India 1a brown
and ½a blue on cover to England. With OUTW Bombay,
Ruttadera and Too late cachets on reverse. SG 37 39. Plus
Queen Victoria ¼a on East India postcard.
£ 22
928 1902-52 Thirty-four various covers includes King
Edward VII 3p on 1911 cover and King George V ½a on
postal stationery various cancels.
£ 20
929 1921 NINE PIES surcharge on 1pa rose-carmine in a
superb vertical gutter block of 16 showing both NINE NINE
& PIES PIES Error of surcharge twice on the block for each
variety, a superb positional piece, few perf splits otherwise
mainly fine unmounted mint, scarce block, SG 192a (2),
192b (2). Cat £520 single varieties.
£ 300
930 1927 Letter from Robert Rood Buell, Iowa about
stamps and newspaper cutting about Madamangalum railway
disaster with two Queen Victoria 1901 postcards and QV ½a
wrapper also 1901 Orange Free State cover with censor
cancel.
£ 20
931 1936 Rare King George V airmail envelope with
special printed surcharge 7½ annas for Airmail rate to
England.
£ 25
932 1937 India Postage Stamps GVI Series red and black
folder containing the full set 3p to 1r unmounted mint
arranged in small glassine strips, very fine, stamps cat £119.
£ 40

933 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937-40 set of 18 to 25r (cat £600), 15r
is unmounted mint, 1940-43 set of 14 (cat £45), 1948 1st
Anniv. Ghandi set (cat £425, 10r is very poorly creased and
bad gum faults thus not counted), 1949-52 set (cat £325),
1949 UPU set, etc. Cat £1123. (74). Very useful lot.
£ 380
934 1939 Twenty-eight postal stationery postcards from
Jaipur State with various cancels.
£ 24
935 1946 3p on 1a3p yellow-brown in two half sheets of
160 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 282.
£ 25
936 1947-64 Two books containing stamps of India
mounted to pages. Includes 1963 centenary of Red cross
block of four, 1962 centenary of Indian high courts blocks of
four three values and 1946 Victory set.
£ 20
937 1948 First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi set of 3 low
values on an official illustrated First Day Cover tied with
KULTI 15 Aug 48 CDS. Mainly fine.
£ 60
938 1948 First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi set of 4 fine
used CDS and additional 12a blk of 4 with central CDS, SG
305/8.
£ 100
939 1948 First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi set of 4 fine
used, three low vals are cancelled from first day covers, 10r
is d/r CDS, sound, SG 305/8, Cat £140.
£ 50
940 1948 First Anniv. of Independence Ghandi set of 4
hinged mint with very fresh appearance, SG 305/8. Cat
£425.
£ 120
941 1949 10r purple-brown and deep blue in attractive fine
used strip of 4, and 10r purple-brown and blue in attractive
fine used strip of 3, nice multiples, SG 323, 323b.
£ 70
942 1950 (1 Aug) Diplomatic Air Mail Bag large typed
parcel receipt addr to London from Asst Sec to Govt of India
bearing SERVICE Official overprint on GVI 10r purple and
claret including a block of 10, plus single all cancelled NEW
DELHI DHQ PO CDS cancels, creases and folds but scarce
high value combination cat in excess of £660 on cover. SG
O141.
£ 60
943 1950 (11 Aug) Diplomatic Air Mail Bag large typed
parcel receipt addr to London from Asst Sec to Govt of India
bearing SERVICE Official overprint on GVI 10r purple and
claret including a block of 8, blk of 4, strip of 3, 3 singles all
cancelled NEW DELHI DHQ PO CDS cancels, creases and
folds but scarce high value 18 stamp combination cat in
excess of £1080 on cover. SG O141.
£ 100
944 1950 (14 Jul) Diplomatic Air Mail Bag large typed
parcel receipt addr to London from Asst Sec to Govt of India
bearing SERVICE Official overprint on GVI 10r purple and
claret including a block of 10 all cancelled NEW DELHI
DHQ PO CDS cancels, creases and folds but scarce high
value combination cat in excess of £600 on cover. SG O141.
£ 60
945 1950 (31 July) Diplomatic Air Mail Bag large typed
part parcel receipt addr to London from Asst Sec to Govt of
India bearing SERVICE Official overprint on GVI 10r purple
and claret including two blocks of 6, pair, and a single plus
other values all cancelled NEW DELHI DHQ PO CDS
cancels, creases and folds but scarce high value combination
cat in excess of £900 on cover. SG O141.
£ 100
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946 1950 (4 Aug) Diplomatic Air Mail Bag large typed
parcel receipt addr to London from Asst Sec to Govt of India
bearing SERVICE Official overprint on GVI 10r purple and
claret including a block of 7, pair, and two singles plus other
values all cancelled NEW DELHI DHQ PO CDS cancels,
creases and folds but scarce high value combination cat in
excess of £660 on cover. SG O141.
£ 65
947 A box with approx. 350 postal stationery postcards.
Mostly quarter anna massive amount of cancels including
Indian States.
£ 35
948 A selection of ninety postcards some postal stationery
others with stamps of King George V various postmarks
includes Kottaiyur and Kundanoor.
£ 30
949 Approx. eighty covers and postcards mostly King
Edward VII with many varied cancels and postmarks. Also
many stamps includes King George VI definitives plus Indian
States.
£ 32
950 Book containing approx. 28 covers and pieces
including, Queen Victoria unused postal stationery ½a with
C.E.F. overprint, 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee first day cover
with 2½a addressed to GB, and King Edward VII postal
stationery.
£ 30
951 First Day Covers useful range of loose covers incl 1948
1st Anniv. Ghandi low values on illus cover, range of 1950s60s issues incl 1951 Inaug. set, 1954 Centenary set, couple
of presentation folders etc, useful lot. (c150).
£ 85
952 First Day of Issue special folders with mint sets affixed
inside for 1937 GVI set to 1r U/M, 1947 Air set 3 & 1953
Railways 2a black blk of 4, mainly sound. (3).
£ 70

958 Officials: 1939 GVI 10r purple and claret overprinted
SERVICE in a scarce block of 20 fine used with NEW
DELHI DHQ CDS cancels, some creases and bends but
scarce multiple and huge cost in 1939. SG O141 cat £400.
£ 100
959 Officials: 1948 1st Anniv. 12a green fine used with a
neat forged SERVICE overprint, complete with Brandon cert.
SG O152c Cat £8000 as genuine. Ideal spacefiller.
£ 50
960 Officials: 1948 1st Anniv. of Independence 1½a brown
tied to paper with ½a red-brown tied by NEW DELHI
GOVERNOR - CENTRAL CAMP P.O. JUN 1949 CDS
cancel, these were only issued to the Governors Central
Secretariat. Fine. SG O150a.
£ 50
961 Officials: 1950 10r reddish brown in a superb block of
4 with central CDS cancel, very fine, SG O164.
£ 55
962 POSTAL ORDER - 1965 R2 Five Naye Paise postal
order with counterfoil unused with POSTAL ORDER 8 12
65 CDS cancel in black, very fine for these, two neat punch
holes otherwise pristine.
£ 20
963 POSTAL ORDER - 1978 & 1980 Two different used
without counterfoils, R10 & R20 in blue or purple, few minor
faults otherwise sound.
£ 20
964 Sixteen covers and postcards includes three Queen
Victoria 1a Soldiers' and Seamen's envelopes and two King
Edward VII ¼a service post card one with toning.
£ 20
965 Twenty-seven covers and postcards includes KGVI
cover with 26 stamps to GB, opened by censor cover, 1954
postage stamp centenary readdressed cover and various KGV
covers.
£ 20

953 First Day of Issue special folders with mint sets affixed
inside for 1947 Air set 3, 1953 Railways 2a black blk of
4,1954 Stamp Centenary set (toned cover), mainly sound. (3).
INDIAN STATES
£ 40
966 Bundi: Officials; 1941 overprinted SERVICE complete
set of 7 3p to 1r hinged mint, 8 anna has heavy thin otherwise
954 Mint & used 1940s-60s commems in blocks of 4 and
with fine fresh appearance, a very scarce set, SG O53/59.
ranges on Hagner pages including Officials GVI singles to
£ 550
10r mint, GVI defins to 14a & 1r mint, 1929 Air 3a, 6a &
967 Chamba: 1938 Complete set of 18 3p to 25r hinged
12a mint (cat £32), 1949 2r unmounted (mounted in margin
cat £30), 1948 Indep Anniv. 12a Ghandi mint (cat £27), nice
mint, all have hinge marks and or slight gum bends on some,
little lot.
£ 40
very nice looking set, with a huge catalogue value, SG 82/99
Cat £1200.
£ 480
955 Officials: 1883 OHMS overprint in black on 1a brown968 Chamba: Officials; 1938-40 Complete Service ovpt set
purple wmk star in a small box with 1000s loose or in
bundles of 100, must be 5000+ ideal for watermark varieties,
of 6 hinged mint, all have hinge remains, very nice looking
overprint varieties, postmarks etc, cat £2500. SG O40.
set, SG O66/71. Cat £425
£ 160
£ 125
969 Chamba: Officials; 1940-43 Service ovpt set of 14
956 Officials: 1909 EDVII 5r ultr. and violet, 10r green and
values of 15 (missing ½a red-brown cat £95), to 8a hinged
carmine, 15r blue and olive-brown and 25r brownish orange
mint, 1r, 2r, 5r & 10r top values appear to be unmounted
and blue all hinged mint examples, with lovely fresh
mint, nice looking set, SG O72, O74/O86. Cat £420.
appearance, SG O69/70, O71/2 Cat £506.
£ 160
£ 150
957 Officials: 1939 GVI 10r assembly of used blocks
including positional gutter margin block of 8, block of 6 (3),
strip of 3 (2), large block of 12 left side marginal, block of 8
(2), block of 9,etc, also range of lower values, other normal
GVI to 25r used etc, enormous catalogue value, approx 105
10r SG O141 Cat £20 each £2100 total. Unchecked for
inverted watermarks (cat £95 each).
£ 180

970 Cochin: 1949 Prepared but not issued surcharge in red
SIX PIES on 9p ultramarine hinged mint with good gum
example, very fresh, see footnote after SG 126, SG cat £180.
£ 80
971 GWALIOR: 1938-1948 GVI Collection hinged mint
almost complete for the period (No Alizah printing) including
1938-48 Complete set of 13 to 25r (cat £475), 1942-45 set of
11 (cat £42), Officials 1940-42 set 10 cat £90 (½a & 1a
used), 1941 1a on 1a3p mauve (cat £26), 1942-47 High
values set of 4 (cat £130), attractive collection cat £763 (41).
£ 325
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972 Hyderabad: 1947 (17 Feb) Reformed Legislature 1a
black uprated with 1931 4p black both on printed First Day
Cover tied and sent to Secunderabad, very fine and rarely
found FDC. SG 41 & 54.
£ 30

985 1950 Airmail cover from Saigon with three various
stamps with 20th anniversary of liaison with Air France
cachet addressed to Paris. Plus 1948 cover with 3c and 37c
addressed to Saigon.
£ 25

973 INDORE: 1936-1947 Mint assembly of useful items
including 1936-38 2a bluish green (SG 21 cat £15), 4a
yellow-brown (SG 26 cat £45), 8a red-orange (SG 28 cat
£38), 1940 surcharge set 3 (SG 33/5 cat £95), 1940-46
complete set of 8 hinged mint (SG 36/43 cat £110). Total cat
£303. Lovely clean lot to fill those gaps!
£ 110

INDONESIA
986 1950 United States of Indonesia RIS overprint top
values 2r to 25r hinged mint, all fine examples with
expertising marks on reverse, huge catalogue value in excess
of £1050.
£ 300

974 Jaipur: 1948 Silver Jubilee unmounted range of values
in blocks, plate singles etc including 1r top value x 15 (cat
£90), 3a block of 18 plus two blks of 4 and singles (41 in
total cat £164), ¼a x 45 (cat £146), ½a x 35 (cat £17), all
very fine. SG 72, 74, 77 & 80.
£ 80
975 Jaipur: Officials range mint and used including 1937 4a
black & olive-green Elephant mint (SG O16 cat £85), 1937
3p surcharge mint (SG O33) & óa on ½a mint (SG O34). 10
stamps Cat £157. Ideal to fill those gaps!
£ 62
976 JIND: 1937-38 25r slate-violet and purple top values
neatly mounted mint with extremely fresh appearance, lovely
example of this key top value. SG 126 Cat £950. £ 380
977 JIND: Officials 1939-43 Complete set of 14 mounted
mint with hinge remains, very nice fresh set, SG O73/86 Cat
£350.
£ 125
978 Nabha: Officials; 1940-43 Complete GVI set of 12 to
5r hinged mint, sound and fresh SG O55/68. Cat £325.
£ 125
979 Nabha State: QV range for 1885-97 4 vals to 6a mint,
Officials 1a, 3a orange, 6a, 8a & 1r green and carmine all
mint, mostly heavy hinge remains, but fresh appearance. Cat
£125
£ 25
980 Patiala: 1941-46 Complete set of 5 hinged mint all with
fi n e fr e sh a p p e a ra nce to 1 r, the k ey 9 p g r e e n i s
UNMOUNTED MINT (cat £550) lovely set SG 98/102 Cat
£600.
£ 280

987 1972 & 1974 Fishes complete sets of 3 unmounted
mint, nice Fish thematics, SG 1318/1320 & 1390/2. Cat £68.
£ 20
988 1998 Waterfowl Birds set of 5 in unmounted mint
blocks of 4, very attractive set, SG 2444/8 Cat £114.
£ 38
IRAN
989 1875 Imperf 4s red very fine clear to good four margins
unused without gum, expertised three times on reverse, very
nice example, SG 17 Cat £190 mint.
£ 40

990 1899 Nasser-Edin Shah Qajar, P.12½ 10k dark blue
key value neat mounted mint example, fresh, SG 162. Scarce.
£ 80
991 1899 Nasser-Edin Shah Qajar, P.12½ 50k orange
brown top values neat mounted mint example, fresh, SG 163.
£ 35
992 1921 (10 Oct) Large long envelope folded in half
unaddressed from the Imperial Bank of Persia bearing 10ch
on 6ch vertical strip of 7 and 1kr on 12c vertical strip of 7
both tied by BOUCHIR 1 / 10. x . 21 bilingual CDS cancels,
few faults on corners otherwise scarce combination,
impressive even though philatelic. Scott 633/4 cat $700 as
fine used.
£ 350

993 1926 (12 May) 2ch on 12ch red 1925 postal stationery
card to London uprated with 1ch orange, and two 1925
PAHLAVI ovptd on 3ch brown all tied by Tehran bilingual
CDS cancel, Typed addr and message asking for gramophone
981 Rajasthan: Jaipur; 1950 Complete set of 11 overprinted
disks, few hinge marks or paper marks otherwise rare P/S
hinged mint, all fine and lovely fresh set, SG 15/25 Cat £140. card Sadri PC45.
£ 80
£ 70
994 1935 Tenth Anniv. of Riza Khan's Advent to power
982 Travancore: 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint or
complete set of 9 unmounted mint, mainly very fine, SG
used complete for the period including 1937 Temple Entry set
729/737. Cat £96.
£ 36
4 mint, 1939 Birthday set of 7 mixed m & u (2ch, 3ch & 14a
995 c1878 Persana postal card (unused) bearing irregular
mint), 1943 surchs used, 4c & 8c mint, Officials 1939
split 5ch value with 2½ handstamp in red tying the adhesive
Birthday set used (cat £40), Travancore-Cochin 1949 surch
in a circle, various tone spots and minor faults but interesting
set of 7 mint (SG 1/7 cat £40), 1950 surch set 2 mint, 1950
looker, Persiphila $350.
£ 80
set 2 mint, Officials 1949-51 set of 7 m & u (incl SG O7,
mint), etc. Cat £218. Ideal to fill those gaps! (52).
£ 72
IRELAND
983 Travancore: Officials ON SS overprint on 6ca orange- 996 1922 (17 Feb - July) Dollard Printing for the first
brown a huge mint and used stock of approx 3000 copies
Seahorses set of 3 hinged mint with very fresh appearance,
stashed in sealed packets. Ideal for variety hunting, SG O15
fine, SG 17/21. Cat £300.
£ 120
cat £300.
£ 60
997 1922 Dollard Bolder shiny-blue-black ovpt Seahorses
set of 3 hinged mint mainly fresh and sound, scarce set, SG
INDO CHINA
44/46. Cat £1400.
£ 550
984 1933 Inscribed border air mail typed cover with 6c, 20c
and 50c from Saigon 11 3 33 to London via Marseilles 19th
998
1922 Dollard Overprint Seahorses set of 3 mainly fine
March. Very fine clean stamps cancelled blue-black CDS,
used for 2/6 reddish brown, 5/- rose-carmine and 10/- dull
with Saigon-Marseille boxed cachet. Plus 1936 airmail cover
grey-blue, noted small blunted perfs or minor perf faults but
with 36c red and 1938 airmail cover with some damage. Plus
all nice CDS lookers, SG 18/21 Cat £640.
£ 200
1931 2c green from Hue Annam to Haiphong postcard. `
£ 20
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999 1922 Dollard Seahorses set hinged mint 2/6 sepiabrown, 2/6 reddish brown and 5/- & 10/- making full set of 4
shades and values, 10/- has slightly streaky gum otherwise
sound, SG 17/21. Cat £405.
£ 160
1000 1922 Thom overprint on ½d & 1d low values used in
packets with 100s of each, also few other values 1½d
onwards, jumbled lot needs sorting.
£ 40
1001 1922 Thom ovpt in red on 9d olive-green in an nice
irregular mint / unmounted mint block of 7, perf split, toning
on reverse and last stamp plus hinged on three stamps, nice
multiple, SG 41.
£ 20
1002 1922 Wide Date 2/6 chocolate-brown fine used
seahorse with indistinct rubber CDS, nicely centred and
sound, SG 64.
£ 28
1003 1922-23 (Dec) Harrison Printing ½d to 2d orange set
of 4 hinged mint each showing LONG 1 in 1922 variety, with
very fresh appearance, fine, SG 67a/70a. Cat £220. £ 90
1004 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a block of 4 nice central CARRAIG DHUBH 1966 CDS
(Cancelled by favour in 1966) used, fine, SG 62. Cat £300.
£ 30
1005 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a block of 4 nice central CARRAIG DHUBH 1966 CDS
(Cancelled by favour in 1966) used, fine, SG 62. Cat £300.
£ 30
1006 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a bottom marginal printed PAIR nice central CARRAIG
DHUBH 1966 CDS (Cancelled by favour in 1966) used,
fine, SG 62. Cat £150.
£ 20
1007 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a bottom marginal block of 4 nice central CARRAIG
DHUBH 1966 CDS (Cancelled by favour in 1966) used,
fine, SG 62. Cat £300.
£ 30
1008 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a bottom marginal rule lines block of 4 nice central
CARRAIG DHUBH 1966 CDS (Cancelled by favour in
1966) used, fine, SG 62. Cat £300.
£ 30
1009 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a bottom right corner marginal block of 4 nice central
CARRAIG DHUBH 1966 CDS (Cancelled by favour in
1966) used, pen line across margin otherwise fine, SG 62. Cat
£300.
£ 30
1010 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 10d turquoise-blue in
a nice unmounted mint right sided marginal irregular block
of 7, small gum bend otherwise fresh, nice multiple SG 62.
£ 85
1011 1922-23 Thom ovpt in black on 1s bistre-brown in a
nice unmounted mint left side marginal irregular block of 5,
small gum bend otherwise fresh, SG 63.
£ 20
1012 1927-28 (Aug) Wide Date Seahorses set of 3 hinged
mint with very fresh appearance, fine, SG 86/88. Cat £275.
£ 110
1013 1935 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3 hinged mint with
nice clean appearance, SG 99/101.
£ 160
1014 1937 Key defin set of 3 2/6, 5/- & 10/- heavy hinged
mint with 5/- very fine. High cat.
£ 60

1015 1937-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937 set of 3 (cat £450), 1940 set 17 to
10s (cat £110), 1941 Easter set 2, 1948 Air set, Postage Due
1940-53 6 vals to 5d etc. Cat £725. (74). Very useful lot.
£ 200
1016 1961 (15 Oct) Philatelic cover bearing 1922 Thom 1d
and Map 1d red pair both tied CDS with 2 triangle FREE
IRELAND cinderella propaganda labels, not tied but affixed
around the cover, sent locally. Pretty item.
£ 25
1017 1961 (15 Oct) Philatelic cover bearing 1922 Thom 1d
and Map 1d red both tied CDS with four triangle FREE
IRELAND cinderella propaganda labels, not tied but affixed
around the cover, sent locally. Pretty item.
£ 25
1018 1961 (16 Nov) Philatelic cover bearing 1922 Thom
1½d and modern ½p green both tied CDS with 4 triangle
FREE IRELAND cinderella propaganda labels, not tied but
affixed around the cover, sent locally. Pretty item.
£ 25
1019 1968 Stylized Dog 3d blue in a complete coil roll of
960 stamps with blue original wrapper Y Delivery Top End
First, price £12. Mainly fine and intact, SG 250 cat £336 as
U/M stamps.
£ 70
1020 Extensive duplicated stock in carton with main value
in 1948-65 10/- deep blue St Patrick with in excess of 5500
used examples, some in blocks and or on paper from fiscal
documents, but mostly CDS or parcel used examples, also
some FDCs from earlier to modern, packets and leaves with
other ranges incl 1953 Emmet duplicated in bags, envelopes
etc, enormous cat value guesstimate around £36,000+. Ideal
for inverted watermarks hunting. Less than 3% cat value.
£ 1000
1021 Modern accumulation 1970s to 1990s in 4 large
shoeboxes collected as new issues with unaddr or pencil addr
FDCs, many with sets, packets of blocks of 6 modern face
values, frama or machine labels incl on FDC from 1990,
extensive accumulation, needs sorting out, 100s.
£ 120
ISRAEL
1022 1948 Doar Ivri complete set of low values tabbed
unmounted mint and three top values 250m, 500m & 1000m
each with plate number in top margin, all fine unmounted
mint, complete with 1999 Wolf Ising certificate and each
expertised on reverse accordingly, Bale 1/6 (tabbed), 7/9
(plate No).
£ 450

1023 1949 National Flag 20pr full tab left side unmounted
mint, mainly very fine, Bale 16a.
£ 28
1024 1949 Road to Jerusalem 250pr full tab left side
unmounted mint, mainly very fine, Bale 15.
£ 25
1025 1949 Tabul Miniature sheet imperf unmounted mint,
mainly very fine, Bale MS1.
£ 38
1026 1950 3rd Maccabiah Games 80pr full tab unmounted
mint, expertised on reverse mainly very fine, Bale 40.
£ 24
1027 1950 3rd New Year set of 2 full tab unmounted mint,
very fine, Bale 29/30.
£ 20
1028 1951 3rd Independence Day set of 2 full ta b
unmounted mint, very fine, Bale 50/1.
£ 20
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ITALIAN P.O. ABROAD
1029 CHINA: 1917 Overprint Pechino set of seven low
values fine hinged mint from 1c to 50c including key 20c
orange which is very fine (cat £200). (7).
£ 100

1030 CRETE: 1906 5l rose and blue top value hinged mint
with LA CANEA overprint, some light toning otherwise fine,
SG 13 cat £425.
£ 80
ITALY
1031 1862 King Victor Emmanuel II, 80c yellow superb
fine used with a sock on the nose CUNEO 16 MAGG 62
CDS in black. Few uneven perfs & a diagonal crease but does
not detract from this super example of this scarce stamp, SG
4 Cat £2250.
£ 225

1032 1879 King Umberto I 25c blue unused with traces of
original gum, very fine looker, SG 34 Cat £950 mint.
£ 50
1033 1889 5l red and green King Umberto scarce top value
CDS used with faults including short top right corner and
some uneven short or pulled perfs, otherwise a very nice
spacefiller, SG 43 Cat £1100.
£ 50
1034 1924 Holy Year top value 5l + 2.50l purple and red
fine CDS cancel, SG 177 Cat £95.
£ 25
1035 1950 Int. Radio Conf. set of 2 decent CDS used,
sound, SG 749/50 cat £193.
£ 30
1036 1951 Reconstruct Fund set of 6 to 5000d purple
hinged mint, SG 692/7 Cat £290.
£ 80
1037 1966 Giotto's 700th Birth Anniv. unmounted mint
showing RED, BROWN & GREEN OMITTED variety with
normal for comparison, leaving just a mottled outline very
striking error. SG 1168 var.
£ 150
1038 A selection of approx. ninety covers, postcards and
fronts. Including a number of 1880 fronts (poor condition).
Covers mostly from 1930's period with varied stamps and
cancels.
£ 40
1039 Post Offices in China: 1917 (20 Sep) A fantasy cover
sent from Peking to Rome bearing an impossible range of 7
Pechino surcharged values 5c to 1l each tied by faked
PECHINO CDS cancels, regd label No. 4446 and handstamp
R R POST / PECHINO - CHINA in black alongside.
Enormous catalogue value as genuine stamps in excess of
£68,000. Interesting album piece.
£ 125
ITALY - COLONIES
1040 1919 Italian occupation of former Austrian territories
twelve definitives on unaddressed cover.
£ 20

1041 1945 Seven pictorial definitive photogravure stamps
printed on white unwatermarked paper with the arms of the
Commune of Campione and the arms of the House of Savoy
on registered cover.
£ 20
1042 1946 Typed registered Trieste cover with Allied
Military Government stamps with passed by Allied Control
cachet on censored cover to Switzerland.
£ 20
1043 East Africa: 1938-1941 Collection on leaves mainly
mint including many useful sets noted 1938 complete set of
20 mixed m & u (some toning 2l55 to 20l top values all mint
cat £138), 1938 Augustus set m, 1940 Naples Ex. set m,
1941 Axis postage & air set m (1l blue air cat £55), 1938
Express Plough set 2 used, King set 2 mint,1938 air set m &

u (tones, 25l top value mint cat £32), good catalogue value
mainly complete sets, STC £375+.
£ 125

1044 Libya: 1921 Victory 10l dark blue and olive hinged
mint top value, very fine, key stamp, SG 33A Cat £350.
£ 100
1045 Libya: 1928 1.75l brown hinged mint top value, very
fine, key stamp, SG 67 Cat £100.
£ 35
ITALY - STATES
1046 Neapolitan Provinces: 20g yellow a nice fine used
example with decent NAPOLI 24 GIU 62 CDS cancel, 1½
margins but neatly cut and thinned otherwise presentable, SG
19 Cat £3250.
£ 40

1047 Papal States: 1852 8 baj white in an attractive vertical
pair and single making 3 vals on paper tied diamond barred
cancels in black and part red CDS, pretty, SG 26.
£ 20
1048 Roman States: 1852 7baj black on blue very fine used
part single line black town postmark good margins all round
and neatly cut, very fine example Expertised Buhler on
reverse and pencil expertise mark, very fine Scott 8 cat
US$80.
£ 22
JAMAICA
1049 1860-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves
from a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used assembly
incl 1860 1d blue mint, 1870 to 2/- used, 1883 to 1/- used,
GV to 2/-, 1938 to 5/- m & u, 1956 set to £1 mint, 1962 set
mint, 1964 Indep set m, 1969 Decimal ovpt set U/M, 1970
set U/M, etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps. STC £330.
£ 80

1050 1903-04 2½d grey and ultramarine heavy mounted
mint showing SER.ET for SERVIET variety, sound, SG 35a.
£ 30
1051 1938 (8 Feb) JAMAICA PHILATELIC SOCIETY
/ THIRD STAMP EXHIBITION / AT NATHAN'S STORE
/ 3rd to 10th February 1938, large blue handstamp tying 2s
pal tree defins and addresses to Chapelton, Kingston Feb 8
machine mark on reverse and Chapeltown receiving b/s, few
curled corners but nice additional to any Jamaica collection.
£ 40
1052 1938-1955 Attractive range of first day covers
including GVI defins 1938 ½d & 1d in vertical pairs, 1938
regd cover 2d, 2½d, 3dm 4d, 6d & 9d all tied Constant Spring
CDS's, 1952 3d, Jamboree, 1953 Coronation, Royal Visit
(illus), 1955 Tercent set 4 (illus), 1956 2d, 2½d & 3/- on two
illus covers. Few minor faults, tones, corner bend etc, but
nice selection. (9).
£ 32
1053 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 red left marginal
example with neat CDS, cancelled to order with gum, sound,
SG 144.
£ 25
1054 1953-56 Registered covers assembly (28) all to the
same address in UK mainly with similar three defin
combination of 4d, 9d, 1/-, 6d, values but each tied mainly
two or three of each postmark towns & regd etiquette incl
Halfway Tree, Cross Roads, Kingston, Linstead, Old
Ha rbou r, Spanish T own, Montego Ba y, Ma y Pen,
Mandeville, Ocho Rios, etc, intr little lot (20).
£ 25
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JAPAN
1055 1876 -1877 Kobans - Inscription: ""Imperial
JAPANESE POST"" 45s red key value of this issue sound
used CDS cancel with very rough and uneven perfs centred
NE and light tones, nice spacefiller, SG 111 Cat £600.
£ 48

1056 1912-26 Postcard of His Majesty Emperor Taisho and
a warship. With 1½ sen and two cds.
£ 30
1057 1921 50th Anniv. of Japanese Post 10s blue hinged
mint, a couple of uneven perfs as usual otherwise very fine
and fresh, SG 205 Cat £300.
£ 100
1058 1927 50th Anniv. of UPU Membership set of 4 hinged
mint, mainly fine, SG 244/247 cat £228.
£ 65
1059 1930's General Nogi 2s red on four cancelled
photographic postcards of Japan.
£ 20
1060 1938 First Anniversary of China Incident the Taihoku
Air Strike by China postal stationery postcard unused.
£ 20
1061 1938-1951 National Parks complete sets of 4
including 1938/9 fine used (cat £41), 1949 (both sets) and
1950, 1951 sets mint. STC £181.
£ 60
1062 1948 Philatelic Week 5y brown and 1949 Postal
Week 8y violet both mint with creases, SG 514 & 556. Cat
£235.
£ 40
1063 1948 Philatelic Week 5y brown in complete superb
unmounted mint souvenir sheet of 5, couple of minor bends
otherwise sound and scarce, SG 514 var Cat £475. £ 160
1064 1950 Air 59y red fine used group of 8 examples
Green Pheasant & Pampas Grass. SG 577 Cat £136.
£ 28
1065 1952 Investiture of Crown Prince Akihito miniature
sheet unused as issued, very fine, SG MS 698.
£ 60
1066 1954 Damaged in PAL Aircraft Crash airmail cover
with three stamps. With Italian cachet correspondence
recovered in air plane crash. Actual flight unknown as there
were three crashes with the given cachet.
£ 85
KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
1067 1912-21 50r dull rose-red & greyish green, fine
hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 61 Cat £900.
£ 450

1068 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-54 Set of 20 to £1 (cat £250 as
cheapest), 1941 Pairs ovptd set (cat £30), 1948 RSW set (cat
£50), 1949 UPU etc, cat £330 (41).
£ 230
1069 1938 1c black and red brown pl.4B complete sheet of
100 unmounted mint showing varieties Damaged left hand
value table R9/6, Tadpole flaw R10/-, spot on chin and marks
on left birds breast R1/6, faults in margins otherwise sound,
SG 131, 131af & 131ac. Cat £230.
£ 75
1070 1945 British India Line creased printed cover bearing
9 different GVI defins to 1/- tied by KILINDINI CDS cancels
and large M / 85 circle h/s in black alongside, various defects
on reverse and cover creases but intr item.
£ 25

KOREA
1071 1899 -1900 50p dark purple Korean Flag Overprinted
in Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving overprint
clear, mainly very sound, hard to come by, expertising pencil
signature on reverse.
£ 300

1072 1899 -1900 5p yellowish green Korean Fla g
Overprinted in Black fine used with neat corner CDS leaving
overprint clear, mainly very sound, hard to come by,
expertising pencil signature on reverse.
£ 180
1073 1899 Surcharge 1p on 25p dark purple-red Korean
Flag all surcharged in Black fine heavy hinged mint mainly
very sound and rare and expertising pencil signature on
reverse.
£ 1000
1074 1899 Surcharge 1p on 25p dark purple-red Korean
Flag surcharged in Black fine used with neat side CDS,
mainly very sound, backing paper and expertising pencil
signature on reverse.
£ 50
KUWAIT
1075 1923-24 Complete set of values to 2r all hinged mint,
mainly fine, SG 1/13. Cat £185.
£ 55

1076 1936 King George V stamps of India overprinted with
Kuwait on eleven fronts addressed to England. Includes KGV
6a and 6a Air mail.
£ 25
1077 1939-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1939 set of 13 to 15r (cat £375), 1945
set of 13 (cat £75), 1948-9 set of 11 (cat £100), 1948 RSW
set (cat £40), 1950-54 set of 9 (Cat £110) etc, cat £700 (43).
£ 200
1078 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted including 1923-24 to 12a, 3a ultr. with overprint
inverted mint, 1929-37 incl 12a fine used (cat £50), 1933 Air
2a, 3a & 6a mint (cat £36), 1939 set of 10 to 2r mint (cat
£170), 1945 set minus 6a mint (cat £60), 1948-49 to 5r m &
u, 1951 5r & 10r used, 1957 set m, etc, useful catalogue
value.
£ 150
LABUAN
1079 1880s-1902 mint and used collection on leaves with
some better content including 1880s to 1890s Heads to 40c
mint & used (mainly remainder cancels), 40c ochre mint,
1894 8c mint, 1896 Jubilee 2c mint, 1896 50c maroon top
marginal mint, 1902-03 Crown issues to $1 mint (cat £65),
etc, needs sorting out.
£ 125

1080 1896 50c maroon and $1 blue both unoverprinted
with 50c maroon in a complete CTO sheet of 50 and sheet of
44, $1 blue is a sheet of 50 with right margin removed, all cto
cancels. Impressive album pieces Cat £298. SG 81a & 82a.
£ 45
LEEWARD IS.
1081 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
88/91.
£ 20

1082 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 88/91. £ 150
1083 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-51 set 19 to £1 (cat £200, 10s is
SG 113c£1 is SG 114b), 1948 RSW set. Cat £209 (32).
£ 70
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1084 1938 Chalky 10s bluish green and deep red on green
keyplate hinged mint example, nice fresh colour, SG 113 Cat
£200.
£ 50
1085 1938 ½d emerald left hand sheet of 60 plate 2 very
fine unmounted mint, SG 96. Cat £75 as stamps.
£ 30
1086 1945 Ordinary 10s bluish green and red on green
hinged mint example with some brownish gum streaks, front
is very fresh, SG 113b Cat £150.
£ 50
LIBYA
1087 1921 Victory top values 1l, 5l & 10l hinged mint,
mainly very fine, key values, SG 58, 32A/33A. Cat £260
£ 62

1088 Italian Colonies: 1912 5l blue and pink hinged mint
key value overprinted Libia very fine and sound, SG 15 Cat
£475.
£ 150
1089 Italian Colonies: 1912-1941 Collection on leaves
mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1912 both 15c
grey (cat £230 few pulled perfs), 40c brown, 50c violet all
mint, 45c, 60c &10l green and pink top value fine used (cat
£180), 1915 Red X 10c, 15c & 20c used (cat £85), 20c surch
mint, 1921 long set used but all toned (not counted), 1922
Victory set m, 1928 air set m & u, 1937 11th Tripoli Fair set
m (cat £74), 1941 Axis set m, good catalogue value, some
toning but not counted, mainly complete sets, STC £935+.
£ 300

MALAYA
1099 Postage Dues: 1964 10c on 8c yellow-orange in a part
sheet of 88, bottom right pane of 12 missing, nice positional
item, SG D29.
£ 25
MALAYAN STATES
1100 BMA: 1945-48 Complete GVI set to both $5 hinged
mint, the key $5 green and red on emerald is slightly
tropicalised gum, but even and hinge remains. Nice looking
set, SG 1/18 Cat £120.
£ 40

1101 BMA: Postage Dues 1945-49 6 of 7 values from 3c
to 20c (just needs 1c purple to complete cat £5), 9c, 15c &
20c appear unmounted mint, others are hinged mint, mainly
fine and nice looking set, SG D8/13 cat £189.
£ 60
1102 Johore: 1922-41 $100 green and scarlet, nice fine
used corner fiscal cancel and neat green crayon line, superb
colour and above average example. SG 127.
£ 75
1103 Johore: 1936-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1936-40 12c ultramarine
(SG 114 cat £55), 30c & 40c, 1940 8c (SG 130 cat £26),
1949-52 20 values to $5 (no 30c scarlet issued in 1955 cat
£3.25), 1948 RSW set, 1949 UPU set, Postage Dues 1938
Complete set 5 (SG D1/5 cat £200). Cat £467. (35).
£ 180

LIECHTENSTEIN
1090 1930 Complete set of 14 to 2f hinged mint, mainly
sound, SG 96A/109B cat £720.
£ 180

1104 Kedah: 1936-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint
almost complete for the period including 1937 Sultan Abdul
Hamid Halimshah set to $1 & $5 ($2 used with faults not
counted), 1948 RSW set, 1950 20 values to $5 (no 30c as
issued in 1955, 4c is f.u.) mint (cat £160), 1949 UPU set
Cat £380. (35).
£ 125

1091 1960 50r Europa key stamp in a superb bottom right
corner marginal PAIR CTO used with gum on First Day of
Issue. SG 404.
£ 45

1105 Kedah: 1937 Sultan Abdul Hamid Halimshah 7 of 9
values to $5 mounted mint, including 12c, 25c, 30c, 50c &
$5 vals all nice lookers, SG 61/66, 68.
£ 50

1092 Crown Prince Franz Joseph II autographed cover 1969 Patrons set 3 on illustrated FDC bearing the signature
of Franz Joseph II. Limited edition of only 25 covers
produced. Franz Joseph II was sovereign prince of
Liechtenstein who ruled for 51 years making him the longest
serving national leader in the world at the time of his death in
1989.
£ 80

1106 Kedah: 1937 Sultan Abdul Hamid Halimshah set of
9 hinged mint, all fine and fresh SG 60/68.
£ 110

LUXEMBOURG
1093 1934 Child Welfare set of 6 fine CTO CDS used, very
fine, SG 318/323 Cat £280.
£ 45
MACAU
1094 1884 200r orange Crown issue very fine hinged mint,
superb and fresh, SG 17 Cat £75.
£ 25

1095 1884 80r grey Crown issue very fine used, nice CDS,
SG 31 Cat £60.
£ 20
1096 1884 P.13½ Crown 50r green surcharge 10 Reis in
black very fine used nice crisp CDS, grossly under catalogued
by SG. SG 42a.
£ 80
1097 1949 75th Anniv. of UPU 32a purple unmounted
mint, SG 424 Cat £180.
£ 40
1098 1952 400th Death Anniv. of St Francis Xavier set 3
hinged mint, SG 452/4 cat £80.
£ 20

1107 Kelantan: 1927 Sultan Ismail 11 different values
hinged mint 1c to 6c, 12c to $1 complete, all fine and sound,
pretty range, SG 40/4, 47/52, good cat in excess of £295+.
£ 85
1108 Kelantan: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
almost complete for the period including 1937 Sultan Ismail
set to $1 (cat £338), 1948 RSW set (cat £30)1951 set of 20
to $5 (no 30c as issued in 1955) cat £200, 1949 UPU set.
Cat £570. (39).
£ 200
1109 Kelantan: Japanese Occupation 1942 Sunagawa seal
in red on 12c on 8c grey-olive fine used CDS in black, nice
example, expertised on reverse, seldom seen, SG J23.
£ 90
1110 Malacca: 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1948 RSW set (cat £35),
1949-52 set of 20 to $5 (cat £150), 1949 UPU. Cat £188.
(26).
£ 65
1111 Negri Sembilan: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged
mint complete for the period including 1937-41 Arms 2c
orange, 3c green, 6c scarlet & 15c ultr. (cat £41), 1948 RSW
set (cat £23), 1949-52 set of 20 to $5 cat £130 (few tones, no
30c as only issued in 1955), 1949 UPU. Cat £196. (33).
£ 65
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1112 Pahang: 1897 Bisect diagonally red manuscript JFO
2c on half 5c blue CDS used example, in additional with red
manuscript showing above next stamp, lovely example, SG
18.
£ 150
1113 Pahang: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1937-41 3c green, 6c
scarlet, 8c scarlet & 15c ultr (SG 31a, 34, 36 & 39 cat £114),
1948 RSW set (cat £25), 1950-52 20 values set to $5 (no 30c
issued in 1955) etc. Cat £261.
£ 88
1114 Perak: Japanese Occupation 2c on 2c orange postal
stationery card (H & G #10), with vertical Jap. Occ. overprint
in black cancelled neat 2603 SYONAN bilingual CDS (rare)
a superb non-philatelic card from a medical dispensary locally
delivered, Nippon General Army inviting Dr Chiang to a
Medical Cinema show, expertised and signed by Milo Rowell,
very fine and rare genuine usage.
£ 250
1115 Perlis: 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1948 RSW set (cat £27),
1949-52 set of 20 (cat £110, not including 30c issued in
1955), 1949 UPU. Cat £140. (26).
£ 46
1116 Selangor: 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1937-41 defins to $1 & $2
(SG 86/7 cat £74), 1948 RSW set (cat £27), 1949-52 set of
20 (cat £110, not including 30c issued in 1955), 1949 UPU.
Cat £247. (32).
£ 82
1117 Straits Sett: 1902 Wmk CA set of values to $1 all
hinged mint, 7 values have some paper backing but mostly
fresh frontal appearance, attr range, SG $2 dull purple and
black sound used barred oval and CDS cancels, SG 110/119.
Cat £130.
£ 26
1118 Straits Sett.: 1923 $25 purple and blue on sound used
decent Singapore CDS cancel from 1936, few light tones
otherwise decent example, SG 240b.
£ 50
1119 Straits Settlements: 1867-1935 Early mint & used
collection on printed Imperial leaves with better content
throughout including 1867 to 24c, 10c surchs (4), 1882
Wmk CA 4c rose mint (cat £160), 1883 5c blue mint, 12c
brown-purple mint (cat £85), 32c vermilion mint, used vals
to 30c, 1883 23c on 4c heavy used (cat £100), 1891 surchs
mint, 1892-99 mint 5c brown, 5c magenta, 8c ultr., 50c mint,
1898 4c surch set 3 m, 1902 to 50c, 1904 to 50c, 1906
Straits ovpt on Labuan mint 8c, 10c, $1 (cat £88), used 50c
(cat £70), 1906 to $1, GV different printings to $1, 1921-33
to $25 used, 1935 SJ set used, 1936 set to $1 mint etc (c170),
ideal to fill those gaps. STC £1000+.
£ 150
1120 Straits Settlements: 1937-41 Complete set of 18
hinged mint to $5, all nice lookers, SG 278/298. Cat £350.
£ 120
1121 Thai Occupation: Kelantan Handstamped with state
arms in violet set of 5 unused as issued 4 values are bottom
marginal, 2c is SE corner marginal, great positional pieces for
this scarce set, seldom offered so fine, rare, SG TK1/5.
£ 1100
1122 Trengganu: 1912 $5 green and dull purple fine hinged
mint key value, couple blunt or pulled perfs otherwise sound,
SG 17 Cat £275.
£ 125

1124 Trengganu: 1922 Malaya Borneo Exhibition
overprint $5 green and dull purple fine hinged mint key
value, superb & sound, SG 58 Cat £375.
£ 185
1125 Trengganu: 1938 $5 green and red on pale yellow fine
hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 44 Cat £500.
£ 225
1126 Trengganu: 1938-1952 Almost complete for GVI
collection of hinged mint sets including 1938 3c brown
chalky & 8c grey (SG 29 & 34 cat £92), 1941 surch set 2,
1948 RSW set, 1949-52 Sultan Ismail set of 20 cat £160 (no
30c as issued in 1955), 1949 UPU, 1937 Postage Due set
(SG D1/4 cat £170). Total cat £438. (34).
£ 175
MALTA
1127 1885-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves
from a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used assembly
incl 1956 QEII set to £1 mint, GVI to 5/-, 1928 to 3/-, 1926
to 2/-, 1903 to 1/-, etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps. STC
£375.
£ 80

1128 1918 War Tax overprint on EDVII 3d grey and
purple in an unmounted mint block of 15 with R2/2 showing
damaged / omitted R in THREE on the value tablet, striking
printing error! SG 93 var.
£ 75
1129 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-43 set of 21 (cat £75), 1948 New
Constitution set (cat £90), 1949 RSW set. Cat £203 (59).
£ 60
1130 Modern Fantasy: GV Design portrait with EDVIII
vignette design attractive perfed and unused modern
reproductions of 10 different values ¼d to 6d, nice colours
and well executed, certainly something different to add to a
Malta collection. (10).
£ 20
1131 Modern Fantasy: GVI Revenue keyplates attractive
perfed and unused modern reproductions of 4 different values
£50, £100, £500 & £1000 all laser printed and perfed, many
nice bi-colours and well executed, certainly something
different to add to a Malta collection. (13).
£ 25
1132 Modern Fantasy: Keyplates GV Postage £10 plus
overprinted specimen, GVI £10 ovptd specimen & QEII £10
Postage & £500 Revenue keyplate all attractive perfed and
unused modern reproductions laser printed and perfed, many
nice bi-colours and well executed, certainly something
different to add to a Malta collection. (5).
£ 25
1133 Modern Fantasy: QV Telegraphs design portrait
attractive perfed and unused modern reproductions of 13
different values ½d to £10, many nice bi-colours and well
executed, certainly something different to add to a Malta
collection. (13).
£ 25
MANCHURIA
1134 1933 First Anniversary of Republic set of 4 fine
hinged mint, SG 19/22. Cat £130.
£ 48

1135 1934 Enthronement of Emperor set of 4 fine hinged
mint, SG 32/35. Cat £76.
£ 26

1123 Trengganu: 1921-41 $5 green and red on pale yellow
fine hinged mint key value, superb & sound, SG 25 Cat £170.
£ 80
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MAURITIUS
1136 1848-59 2d blue imperf with good to massive 4
margins from R1 /1 fine used target cancel in black
accompanied with 2017 RPS Certificate which states between
intermediate and worn, several thins and colour diffusion
from cleaning is genuine. SG range 14-20 Cat Between
£1700 & £3500, amazing looker.
£ 800

1137 1854-57 Intermediate Impression 1d vermilion a very
attractive fine used example with 4 large to huge margins
cancelled black boxed part town postmark mainly very fine,
scarce, SG 11 Cat £3000.
£ 1100
1138 1855-58 Worn Impression 1d red on grey a very
attractive fine used example with 4 large to huge margins
cancelled black barred postmark mainly very fine, SG 16 Cat
£950.
£ 320
1139 1859 (9d) dull magenta a lovely fresh unused no gum
example with 4 good margins and excellent colour, SG 29
Cat £900 mint.
£ 100
1140 1859 Laid Paper Dardenne 2d pale blue an attractive
large to close 4 margin right wing margin example neatly
cancelled black oval barred postmark, few minor rubs
otherwise very much above average for these, SG 44 Cat
£850.
£ 280
1141 1859 Lapirot Early Impression 2d blue, a fine and
rare vertical PAIR with large margins on two side, touching
on two other side cancelled in combination with 1858 (4d)
green by three target circle cancels in black. On paper but not
tied, a fabulous rare vertical pair, some pen or ink marks on
the pair otherwise genuine use for 8d rate (8d per ½oz) to
Europe. SG 27 & 37 Cat £6700.
£ 2400
1142 1859 Lapirot Early Impression 2d blue, a fine used
example with neat oval barred cancel without numeral cut
neatly without margins, very sound SG 37 Cat £3250.
£ 475
1143 1859 Lapirot Worn Impression 2d blue on bluish
paper, a fine used example with neat barred oval without
numeral cancel cut neatly 1-2 margins, well above average
for these, SG 39 Cat £900.
£ 280
1144 1859 Lapirot Worn Impression 2d blue on bluish
paper, a fine used example with neat target circle cancel cut
neatly 1-2 margins, trace of thins and slight rub otherwise
well above average for these, SG 39 Cat £900.
£ 225
1145 1891 2c on 38c on 9d pale violet hinged mint with
brownish gum showing TWO CENTS overprint double, one
inverted variety, sound, SG 120c Cat £190.
£ 50
1146 1891 2c on 4c carmine fine used showing TWO
CENTS overprint double, one inverted variety, sound, SG
118c Cat £85.
£ 30
1147 1893-1954 Mint & used assembly on album pages inc
QV surcharges 1878 7 of 9 values used (cat £90), 1899 15c
blue mint (cat £35), 1900-05 to 50c mint (cat £60), 1902
postage ovpt set to 50c mint (cat £47), 1907 to 1r mint (cat
£90), 1910 EDVII 12 diff vals to 5r mainly mint (cat £110+),
1913 to 5r mint (cat £80+), 1921-34 8 vals to R2.50 mainly
mint, 1926 to 20c mint etc STC £630+.
£ 125

1148 1900-1905 Specimen overprints on 10 different
values to 5r all hinged mint with fine appearance, attractive
group SG range 139/155.
£ 100
1149 1902 Postage & Revenue ovpt top value 2r50 brownpurple mounted mint, fresh appearance, SG 162.
£ 40
1150 1902 Top three values 1r, 2r50c & 5r purple and
carmine on red all overprinted SPECIMEN in black mounted
mint, mainly fresh, SG 153s/155s.
£ 75
1151 1935 Silver Jubilee 12c green and indigo hinged mint
showing extra flagstaff on turret variety, nice non constant
variety, SG 246 var.
£ 50
1152 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 245/8.
£ 20
1153 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-49 set of 12 (cat £120), 1948
RSW set, 1950 set of 15 (cat £75). Cat £215 (42).
£ 60
1154 1938 3c reddish purple and scarlet irregular left hand
sheet of 36 plate 2 very fine unmounted mint, SG 253. Cat
£72 as stamps.
£ 36
1155 1938 3c reddish purple and scarlet right hand sheet of
60 plate 2 with R3/2 showing pa rt of sliced S (not
pronounced) , very fine unmounted mint, SG 253. Cat £160
as stamps without the variety.
£ 80
MEXICO
1156 1 8 4 2 ( 2 1 J u l ) E n t i r e t o L o n d o n b e a ring
FRANQUEADO MEXICO d/r CDS in red and VERA
CRUZ dated arc in black (poor strike) sent p. Royal Mail
Steam Packet and 2/3 charge manuscript alongside, London
arrival CDS in red, filing folds and few faults otherwise
sound, nice early item.
£ 60
MONACO
1157 1885-1988 Simplex springback album pages
containing a useful collection all identified by SG number
unpicked as found mint and used with 1885 1c & 2c mint, 5c
& 10c used, 1891 1c to 40c mint, 2c to 1f used, 1919 War
Orphans 5c + 5c green mint, 1924 to 5f mainly used, 1926
50 on 1f10 green surch f.u., 1933 vals to 5f purple m & u,
1933 Air surch f.u., 1941 vals to 100f, hereon various defins
and commems to 1989, back of the book incl postage dues
etc, ideal to fill those gaps. Good cat value.
£ 150

1158 1891 15c pink hinged mint very fine looker, hinge
remains on reverse but extremely nice frontal appearance, SG
15 Cat £250.
£ 45
1159 1933 10fr blue Prince's Residence very fine mounted
mint, fresh, SG 141 Cat £150.
£ 40
1160 1946 President Roosevelt Commemoration 10c
mauve triangle in 14 complete sheets of 25 unmounted mint,
some curling but useful cat value £210.
£ 30
1161 Hagner pages with a useful mainly mint and used
assembly including 1885 10c & 25c used (cat £131), 1924 to
2fr & 5fr m, P.Due 1919 set 2 surch m, etc, useful group.
(c75).
£ 32
1162 Mint range on a stockpage including 1891 40c & 50c,
1914 Red Cross surch, 1928 Phil. Ex set 3, 1946 to 100f,
various commems to 1949, nice little lot.
£ 22
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MONGOLIA
1163 1926 New Currency set of 2 5m & 20m both fine
used, 5m CDS, 20m red boxed cancel on paper, both fine, SG
16/17. Cat £57.
£ 20

1164 1958-1991 Fine used collection in four good
springback albums all different assembly mainly in sets and
some part sets fine used CDS (CTO) many full commems sets
to 1991 with an enormous amount of thematics, colourful lot
seldom seen nicely assembled in a collection, ideal to fill
those gaps. 100s.
£ 180

1175 French Currency: 1917-24 5c on ½d green in a sheet
of 120 unmounted mint almost complete with bottom margin
missing on two stamps otherwise nice multiple, SG 192 Cat
£90.
£ 25
MOZAMBIQUE
1176 1893 Surcharge 5 on 40r brown fine used violet oval
trade cachet, very fine, SG 53 Cat £160.
£ 32

1177 1898 Surcharges set of 2 2½r on 20r and 5r on 40r
brown both fine used neat CDS cancels, very fine, SG 84/5.
Cat £69.
£ 20

MONTSERRAT
1165 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-48 set of 12 (cat £110), 1948
RSW set, 1951 set of 13 (cat £65). Cat £182 (38).
£ 55

NATAL
1178 1902 5/- dull blue and rose appears unmounted mint
with a couple of gum bends, fresh looker, SG 140.
£ 34

MOROCCO AGENCIES
1166 1906-1958 seventeen various covers includes KEVII
10c red wrapper unused, 1906 KEVII 10c on postcard, 1953
QEII Coronation typed fdc (some toning) and 1937 KGVI
registered typed fdc.
£ 30

NAURU
1179 1916-65 Attractive mint collection on leaves
including 1916 ovptd on GB set of 11 to 1/- (4d & 5d used),
1937-48 White paper set to 10/- mint (cat £200), 1954-65
set, 1963, mainly fine.
£ 115

1167 1933-1951 Five covers and postcards includes two
King George VI Coronation first day covers and 1933 KGV
1½d postcard to England.
£ 20

NEPAL
1180 1978 Hilary & Tenzing signed 25th Anniversary
silver medallic cover in a special presentation wallet bearing
set of 2 commems tied special base postal station FDI oval
cancel, the cover is signed by Edmund Hillary & Tenzing
Norgay being their 25th Anniv of the first successful ascent
of Mount Everest. Comes with certificate of authenticity and
Franklin Mint writeup about the expedition. Retail US$500.
£ 380

1168 A huge unmounted mint stock of complete sheets for
EDVIII French Currency 5c on ½d green, 15c on 1½d redbrown, 1937 Coronation 15c on 1½d (approx 6000), Spanish
Currency EDVIII 5c on ½d green, (approx 4800), 10c on 1d
red (approx 3840 SG 161), 1937 Coronation 15c on 1½d
(approx 5880), 1940 Centenary 5c on ½d green (approx
6240), 1948 RSW 25c on 2½d (approx 5280). Dozens of
sheets for each value all are curling in the margins. Massive
catalogue value in excess of £16500. Offered at less than 5%
cat.
£ 800

1181 Registered Pashupati cover with block of four 12 pice
pair of 2 pice and 6 pice used locally. With four cds on
reverse on front marked most urgent! Rare item.
£ 40

1169 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
block of 60 & 48 unmounted mint part sheets, various perf
splits in the sheet and margins a little bent or folded, nice
multiples, SG 193 Cat £486.
£ 80

NETHERLANDS
1182 1872 King William 1g violet mounted mint with
hinge remains, nice fresh example, SG 90 Cat £700.
£ 75

1170 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.
£ 125

1183 1940 Surcharge set of 18 all fine first hinge mounted
mint to 500 on 3c green, the 2½c on 3c red is used (Cat £7
mint) all others are very fine fresh mint, SG 522/539 cat
£230+.
£ 58

1184 1946 Charity complete set on registered First Day
1171 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
Cover used from UTRECHT JAARBEURS 16.IX.1946 to
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
Voorburg with arrival b/s. Few tones otherwise fine. High cat
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded, bottom left corner
£ 130
margin is missing otherwise nice multiple, SG 193 Cat £540. value.
£ 125
1185 1946 Typed flight cover Netherlands to South Africa
with 50c and 2½c plus two 1953 London to Christchurch
1172 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
Handicap race covers with various stamps with purple special
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
cancels.
£ 20
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.
£ 125
1186 1949 Set of 14 hinged mint to 1G neatly arranged on
an album page, STC £180. SG 684/698 (no 697a). £ 36
1173 French Currency: 1917-24 10c on 1d scarlet in a
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 various perf splits in
NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
the sheet and margins a little bent or folded otherwise nice
1187 1937 Two Netherland-Indies typed covers with
multiple, SG 193 Cat £540.
£ 125
various stamps from Batavia to Rotterdam. With special
1174 French Currency: 1917-24 5c on ½d green in a
flight cancels. Plus 1939 registered cover with nine stamps to
complete unmounted mint sheet of 120 nice multiple, SG 192
Rotterdam.
£ 20
Cat £90.
£ 30
1188 Indies: 1868 10c carmine perf fine used with neat part
FRANCO postmark, fine for these, SG 2.
£ 100
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NEW CALEDONIA
1189 1941 (16 May) Censored airmail cover to UK via
Sydney bearing 1f75 & 4f50 commem tied Noumea Ile
Caledonia CDS's and censored Ouvert Par La Censure Nouvelle Caledonia censor la bel affixed and sealed
CONTROLE / POSTAL / NOUVELLE / CALEDONIA
cachet in black on front and reverse. nice censor item.
£ 25

1190 1944 (14 Jun) Censored cover PAAGOUMENE CDS
cancels tying 2 .2 5 fr Ship defins to USA and violet
CENSORE ALLIEE / NOUVELLE - CALEDONIE / 10
censor h/s applied in New Caledonia along with local pink
censor seal OUVERT PAR LA CENSURE - NOUVELLE
CALEDONIE and a further English censor tape EXAMINED
BY (applied at New York) and h/s 61304, scarce use.
£ 125
NEW GUINEA
1191 1939 Air set of 10 to 1/- hinged mint, mainly very
fine, SG 212/221, Cat £200+.
£ 60

1201 1970 10c pictorial defin unmounted mint showing red
ribbon omitted variety, very fine, SG 925 CP P12b(z).
£ 60
1202 Life Insurance: 1947 set of 7 to 1/- (4d not issued
until 1965) on a nice philatelic cover with Wellington 1 Aug
CDS cancel, very fine. SG L42/49 (excl. L47).
£ 28
1203 Officials: 1936-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint
almost complete for the period including 1936-45 Pictorial
issue 13 values to 5s green (cat £327 as cheapest, no SG
O129), 1938-51 set (cat £160, tones on cheaper 3d), 1½d is
sound, 1940 Centennial set (cat £190), 1947 Heads set (cat
£80), Mainly fine, Cat £677.
£ 225
1204 Officials: 1938 Single Wmk 5s green fine used
indistinct CDS cancel, sound, SG O119. Cat £65.
£ 22
1205 Postage Dues: 1906 P.11 2d red and green fine used
with pinhole where a neat part CDS cancel has struck, SG
D20 cat £120.
£ 36

1206 Postal Fiscals: 1935 £4 light blue nicely fine used
example with large part registered CDS cancel, blunt top right
1192 1939 AIRMAIL POSTAGE Complete set of 14 to £1
corner otherwise sound, SG F166 Cat £250.
£ 80
olive-green mainly fine hinged mint with clean and attractive
colours, 10s pink key stamp is very fine, £1 appears
1207 Postal Fiscals: 1940 11/- on 11s yellow a hinged mint
unmounted mint amongst a few others, SG 212/5 Cat £1100. example with lovely fresh gum and superb colour, seldom
£ 450
found, SG F189. Cat £275.
£ 110
1193 Australian Occupation: Postage Due 1914 Scarce set
1208 Postal Fiscals: 1940 5/6 on 5s6d lilac a superb very
of GRI OS surcharged 1d on 3pf brown & 1d on 5pf green
fine hinged mint example with lovely fresh gum and superb
both hinged mint, 1d on 3d is creased, hard to find Yacht
colour, seldom found, SG F188. Cat £140.
£ 60
defins. SG O1/2 Cat £135.
£ 40
1209 Postal Fiscals: 1940-58 Wmk Mult NZ Set of 12
values 1/3d to £1 pink all hinged mint examples, with very
NEW HEBRIDES
fine fresh appearance for 1/3, 2/6, 4s, 5s, 6s, 7s, 7/6, 8s, 9s,
1194 First Day Covers small illustrated range including
10s, 15s & £1. All fine taken as cheapest. SG range
1953 Coronation, 1956 50th Anniv., 1966 Churchill, 1959
F191/F203 Cat £550. (12).
£ 250
Timber, 3 others to 1974. (7).
£ 20
1210 Postal Fiscals: 1940-58 Wmk Mult NZ Surcharge 3/6
NEW ZEALAND
on 3s6d (SGF213), 5/6 on 5s6d lilac (SG F214), 11/- on 11s
1195 1922-135 Two receipts for registered post both 1922
yellow (SG F215) all hinged mint, mainly very fine, good
blue on white labels No. 1182 & 750 one with ROTURA
frontal appearance, SG cat £187. (3).
£ 60
CDS and other has CHRISTCHURCH REGISTERED CDS
1211 Postal Fiscals: 1948 £3.10s rose upright watermark
cancels. Creases and faults plus parcel tag Christchurch to
attractive mounted mint postal fiscal with some hinge
London bearing 1935 3d brown Maori Girl cancelled roller
remains, a few rough perfs otherwise a superb example of this
postmark. Intr trio.
£ 20
extremely rare stamp. Seldom ever seen, SG F209 Cat £3500.
1196 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee 6d red-orange on
£ 1750
7th May 1935 Christchurch first day cover used locally. SG
1212 Postal Fiscals: 1950 Wmk Inverted 22/- on 22s scarlet
575 Plus 7th May typed fdc with 1d carmine from Dunedin.
superb unmounted mint postal fiscal surcharge, extremely
SG 570.
£ 24
fresh and fine, SG F216 aw. Cat £475. Hard to find
1197 1937 Twenty-seven covers of King George VI and
unmounted.
£ 300
Queen Elizabeth Coronation typed first day covers, ten have
1213 Postal Fiscals: 1950-52 £4 light blue (wmk inverted)
portrait of the King.
£ 25
fine used example with slogan type lightly struck postal
1198 1938 Two typed registered Christchurch New Zealand
cancel & £5 indigo-blue nicely used with WELLINGTON
- USA first air mail covers with various stamps. With San
CDS cancel, both mainly sound, SG F210 & F211 Cat £300.
Francisco receiving cds.
£ 20
£ 120
1199 1939 8d chocolate Tuatara Lizard used bundleware
1214 Postal Fiscals: 1951 £2.10s red attractive hinged mint
approx 400 copies, a few check are wmk upright cat £7.50
postal fiscal, extremely fresh and fine, SG F207. Cat £475.
each, lowest cat value is 1.50 so minimum cat £600. SG
Hard stamp to find!
£ 180
586b, c, d.
£ 30
1215 Postal Fiscals: 1951 £2.10s red wmk inverted nicely
1200 1946 Health 2d + 1d chocolate and orange-brown
fine used example with part Inland CDS cancel, sound, SG
complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, with R8/8 showing
F207 Cat £500.
£ 160
feather in hat variety. SG 679/679a.
£ 22
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1216 Telegraphs: 1920 turquoise seal with arms and Post
Office / Telegraphs / New Zealand lovely CDS used 24 Nov
1921 at TAIHAPE CDS, short corner otherwise fine
example.
£ 48
NIGERIA
1217 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 30/3.
£ 24

1218 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-51 set of 16 (cat £55), 1948 RSW
set (cat £17), 1949 UPU etc. Cat £75.
£ 25
NORFOLK IS.
1219 1947-1990 Attractive mainly unmounted mint
collection on stockpages including 1947 set incl both 2/- (3d
green & 2/- blue are U/M), 1953 set mint, 1960 surch set,
1966 Decimal Curr. set, 1967 Ships set, 1970 Birds set, 1973
Buildings set, 1977 butterflies set, 1980 Planes set, 1984
Flowers set, incomplete but useful cat val and expansion
project, fine.
£ 68
NORTH BORNEO
1220 1939 Complete set of 15 hinged mint, mainly fine and
fresh, $2 is unmounted mint, lovely set, SG 303/17 Cat
£1300.
£ 550

1221 1945 BMA Overprint Complete set of 15 hinged mint,
mainly fine and fresh, lovely set, SG 320/334 Cat £250.
£ 100
1222 1947 Crown Colony Complete set of 15 hinged mint,
mainly fine and fresh, attractive set, SG 335/49 Cat £95.
£ 38
1223 1954-59 Marginal set of 15 each hinged on margin so
stamps unmounted mint, fine, SG 372/86.
£ 38
1224 Postage Dues: 1939 set of 5 hinged mint, mainly fine
and fresh, attractive set, SG D85/89 Cat £160.
£ 62
NORTHERN RHODESIA
1225 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 18/21. £ 25

1226 1938 duplicated assembly in a packet incl 2/6 black
and green used (25 cat £7 each), 3d scarlet (9 + blk of 9 cat
£3 each), 5/- etc, unchecked for varieties. Small qty.
£ 26
1227 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1925 set to 5/- mainly used (2/6 both mint & u), 1935
Silver Jubilee set mint, set used, 1938 set to 20/- mainly used,
1953 vals to 5/- m & u, P. Due 1963 set mint etc, useful
catalogue value.
£ 110
NORWAY
1228 Fifty-nine covers/postcards and fronts postcards circa
1920's and covers 1940's and 1950's. Mainly Oslo cancels on
covers but interesting cancels on the rest.
£ 25

1229 LOCALS: DRAMMEN 1868-1888 Nice lot written
up and identified on two album leaves. Chiefly mint and
mostly stuck down. Good lot. (46).
£ 220

NYASALAND
1230 1913 MCA £10 blue and purple Postage & Revenue
used with as a revenue with neat violet fiscal oval cancels of
1928, very fine for these with good colour, Barefoot 2.
£ 100

1231 1913-35 GV useful range on album pages including
1913-21 mint to 2/6, plus extra shades, m & u, 10/- fiscal pen
cancel, 1921-22 both m & u to 1/-, Keyplates 2/- m & u, 2/6
& 4/- mint, 1934 Leopard set mint, additional set used, 1935
SJ set mint, etc, useful catalogue value (85).
£ 100
1232 1937-19 GVI useful range on album pages including
1938-44 Complete set of 18 to £1 mint (cat £200), plus
keyplates extras 2/- used (2), 2/6 extra mint & used, 5/- mint,
1945 set mint (cat £85), 1948 RSW set mint, set used, etc,
useful catalogue value.
£ 165
1233 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-44 Complete set of 18 to £1 (cat
£200), 1945 Complete set (cat £85), 1948 RSW set, 1951
Jubilee set, Postage Dues 1950 set of 5 (appears unmounted
mint, cat £100) etc. Cat £417.
£ 145
1234 1938 Keyplates top values very fine mint 2s, 2/6, 5s
& 10s are bottom marginal plate number 1 singles, fresh, SG
139/141 & 142.
£ 58
1235 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted British Central Africa 1891 mint 1d, 2d, 4d, 6d, 8d, 1s,
& 2/6 grey-purple mint (cat £195), 1892 3s on 4s grey-black
and vermilion mint (very fresh but round SE corner perfs cat
£375), 1895 Arms 1d & 2d mint (cat £75), 1s overprinted
Specimen, 1896 low vals m & u, 3/- black and yellow large
CDS (as is), 1897 set to £1 including 2/6 & 4s nice
BLANTYRE CDS, 3/- part CDS (cat £375 short corner), 10s
& £1 both neat fiscal hut tax CDS, 1898 P.12 1d vermilion
and ultr. (4 used), etc, useful catalogue value.
£ 300
1236 Postage Due: 1950 2d, 3d & 4d fine used CDS, SG
DD2/4 cat £98.
£ 25
1237 Postage Due: 1950 set of 5 very fine hinged mint,
fresh, SG D1/5.
£ 40
ORANGE FREE STATE
1238 1898 Postal Order - Very poor example of 2/6 brown
and black postal order complete with original counterfoil
handstamped EDENBURG MY 12 98 & POSTWISSEL
KANTOOR MY 23 98 CDS on redemption. Very poor
condition but scarce all the same.
£ 24

1239 Boer War: 1900 (20th July) Printed In Dienst (on
Service), OVS official envelope (PK., P.W. No.5) with
printed KENNISGEVING / POSTWISSEL (money order
advice) cancelled FICKSBURG 20 JUL / 00 / O.V.S squared
circle in black and FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH
ARMY S. AFRICA CDS's tying 6 different VRI surcharges
½d on ½d to 1s on 1s. Good array of backstamps incl
FICKSBURG, '18' duplex numeral, boxed TELAAT, TE
BETALEN & TE KORT GEZEGELD, few contemporary
faults otherwise fabulous cover.
£ 150
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PAKISTAN
1240 1947-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1947 Overprint set of 19 to 25r (cat
£190), 1948-54 set of 20 (cat £160, 25r is used SG 43a same
cat m & u), 1949 Redrawn set (cat £110), 1949 Death set,
1951 Indep. set of 9 etc. Cat £495. (62).
£ 175

1241 1948-64 Book containing stamps of Pakistan mounted
to pages. Includes 1949 redrawn Crescent moon stamps, 1954
7th anniversary of Independence and 1958 Boy Scouts
Jamboree.
£ 20
1242 1978-81 Mausoleum imperf unused pairs for 6
different values R1 to R5, mainly fine, 6 pairs.
£ 60
1243 Bahawalpur: 1947-1949 GVI Collection unmounted
& hinged mint almost complete for the period including 1948
set of 14 to 10r unmounted mint (cat £180), Officials 1945
set of 6 mint (cat £110), 1945 Amir set of 2 U/M (SG
O17/8), 1945 Revenue ovptd mint (sweated gum cat £110
SG O7), Cat £470. (58).
£ 150
1244 Officials: 1947 Top Values mainly mint incl 1r, 2r &
10r hinged mint, 5r is unmounted mint, SG )10/13 cat £138.
£ 35
1245 Officials: 1947-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint
complete for the period including 1947 set to 5r (cat £67),
10r top value is used indistinct cancel (cat £180), 1948-54 set
(cat £130), 1949 set of 5 (cat £110), 1951 set 3 etc. Cat
£508. (34).
£ 125

1252 And New Guinea: Original unpicked collection on
leaves from a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used
assembly incl 1901 ½d & 1d both m & u, 1930 airs, 1932 to
6d mint, 1934 set m, 1952 to 2/- used, 1958 to 5/- mint, 1963
to £1 mint, etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps. STC £200+.
£ 40
1253 Collection on two Hagners with useful pickings mint
& used incl many Lakatois printings to 1s incl SG 90 CDS,
½d OS perfin mint SG O38, 4d green SG 135 (3), airmail 1/lilac mint, etc STC £260. (c68).
£ 50
PAPUA & NEW GUINEA
1254 1952 Eleven illustrated typed first day covers with
low values ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d and 3d addressed to Australia.
SG 1-5.
£ 20
PERU
1255 1858-59 1 peseta rose attractive massive 4 margin
example with neat PASCO postmark in black, a superb
premium example. SG 7a.
£ 75
PHILIPPINE IS.
1256 1863 Queen Isabella 2r blue top value neatly fine
used with 4 margins and decent barred oval postmark, thinned
otherwise nice key value. SG 22 Cat £550.
£ 48

1257 1901 Official Business Office of Civil Affairs, official
envelope cancelled by 1901 Manila duplex to Santa Cruz
manila, with two strikes ""returned to writer"" , 1902 Civil
Affairs receiver, toning and erosion at right, Fine.
£ 50

PALESTINE
1246 1942 250m brown in a vertical unmounted mint
blocks of 10 with bottom margin, few perf splits at one end
otherwise fine, SG 109.
£ 25

1258 1937 (28 Apr) First Flight cover Manila to Macau
with typed addr to USA and MANILA - MACAO - HONG
KONG violet cachet on obverse, bearing two airmail ovpt
issues 20c & 32c, nice looker.
£ 20

1247 1942 Unmounted mint selection of marginal blocks
incl £P1 black blk of 9 (cat £108), 500m scarlet blk of 4 &
10 (cat £119), 250m brown blks of 4, 16 & blk of 10 (cat
£270). Mainly fine and fresh, SG 109/111.
£ 100

1259 1 9 4 7 US Philippines first flight Ma nila to
Minneapolis USA on illustrated typed cover with block of
four 20c.
£ 20

PANAMA
1248 1840 (3 Jun) Entire Letter to London written in
French bearing manuscript charges packet rate 4/-, plus 3/8
for extra weight or distance, sent per packet and over oz 7/8
(total charge) and London arrival Sunday mark in red on 23
Aug 1840, some filing folds otherwise nice early item.
£ 80

1249 1904 10c orange map defin with red PANAMA
overprint DOUBLE variety, nice side marginal mint example
with impressive error of printing. Nice album piece.
£ 60
PAPUA
1250 1938 Air 50th Anniv. set of 5 unmounted mint in top
left corner marginal blocks of 4, various gum bends on each
block, nice positional items. SG 158/62 cat £140.
£ 28

1251 1938 Air 50th Anniv. set of 5 unmounted mint in top
right corner marginal blocks of 4, various gum bends
especially on the 1/- and 3d has toning on reverse gum, nice
positional items. SG 158/62 cat £140.
£ 28

1260 1947 US Philippines first flight Manila to Singapore
on California Clipper typed cover.
£ 48
PITCAIRN IS.
1261 1939 NZ Chambers of Commerce 1d scarlet, 4d violet
a nd 6 d red-brown each tied to paper by PITCAIRN
ISLANDS / POSTAL AGENCY 1939 CDS's, all fine, SG
Z49, Z51 & Z52. Cat £238.
£ 95

1262 1940 ½d orange and green complete sheet of 60 plate
1 fine unmounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG 1.
Cat £60 as stamps.
£ 30
1263 1940 ½d orange and green complete sheet of 60 plate
1 fine unmounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG 1.
Cat £60 as stamps.
£ 30
1264 1940-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1940-51 set of 10 (cat £75), 1949 RSW
set (cat £42), 1949 UPU. Cat £134. (18).
£ 45
1265 1940-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves
from a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used with a
degree of complete sets for both defins and commems noted
1940 GVI set m, 1957 set m, 1964 set, 1967 surch set etc,
nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 55
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1266 1952 (24 Jun) Illustrated long cover (vertical fold not
affecting stamps) bearing complete set of GVI defins to 2/6
tied by nice CDS cancel, cancelled by favour but pretty item.
£ 20
POLAND
1267 Sosnowice: 1916 Arms issue 3k & 10k mint plus
same with vertical bar overprint mint, both fine, (4). Barefoot
5/6).
£ 50

1268 Sosnowice: 1916 Red triangle local municipal post
cancelled on paper by 3Kop State boxed h/s in black, Mi.5,
fine.
£ 24
PORTUGAL
1269 1853 5r orange-brown first issue of Queen Maria II a
fine used neatly cut example with four good to large margins,
incomplete numeral postmark, very sound for these, SG 1 Cat
£1300
£ 250

QATAR
1280 1957-1961 Sets incl both types for high values noted
1957-59 set of 12 mint, 2r on 2/6 to 10r on 10/- both type I
& II set of 3 mint, 1960 set of 7, 1961 Sheikh set of 11 mint,
all fine, useful cat value.
£ 85
RHODESIA
1281 1892 £1 deep blue very fine used example on paper
tied part SALISBURY CDS cancel, superb & very fine, SG
10.
£ 55

1282 1892 £1 deep blue very fine used example with part
BULAWAYO CDS cancel, superb & very fine, SG 10.
£ 55
1283 1892 £10 brown lovely fine used example on small
part registered paper (from regd P/S env), cancelled with a
neat SALISBURY MASHONALAND FEB 9 1899 CDS,
very fine postal use, SG 13.
£ 275

1270 1854 Sixty-seven early fronts 20 Queen Maria II and
47 King Pedroo V 25 reis blue excellent postmark interest
mostly addressed to Lisbon.
£ 250

1284 1892 £10 brown top value a very fine used example
with a neat diamond duplex type cancel, superb and very fine
for these. SG 13 Cat £700.
£ 230

1271 1858 25r rose King Pedro V a superb collection of
mainly 4 margin examples on a stockpage mostly with
numeral cancels mostly all different from 4 to 102, varying
margins and many are huge 4 margin examples, excellent
study lot. (Approx 52) Scott 11.
£ 100

1285 1892 £10 brown top value hinged mint example with
part original gum with hinge remains, couple of pulled or
blunt perfs otherwise lovely fresh appearance, SG 13 Cat
£2750.
£ 500

1272 1866 Curved Labels 240r lilac top value nicely fine
used 46 numeral cancellation, few blind perfs and slight rub
otherwise nice example of this key top value, SG 67 Cat
£700.
£ 75
1273 1931 700th Death Anniv. of St Anthony set of 6 fine
hinged mint, lovely issue, SG 853/858 Cat £210.
£ 58
1274 1937-49 Two typed covers one with examiner mark
to London and cover from Elder Dempster Lines to British
West Africa with various stamps. Accra Gold Coast receiving
cancels.
£ 20
PORTUGAL - COLONIES
1275 Azores: 1868 Imperf 100r lilac fine used example
with 4 large margins, neat barred postmark, touching into
bottom right otherwise lovely above average example. SG 6
Cat £225.
£ 38

1276 Azores: 1868 Imperf 50r green fine used example
with 4 very large margins, neat barred postmark, superb well
above average example. SG 4 Cat £200.
£ 48
1277 Funchal: 1893 Top values hinged mint 150r carmine
on rose, 200r blue on blue and 300r dark blue all hinged mint
with a few gum faults (150r thinned) but excellent frontal
appearance, Scott 10/12, cat $195.
£ 48
1278 Macau: 1884-85 Crown defins mint range incl P.12½
25r, 40r (misperfed), 50r blue & 300r chocolate (diagonal
bend), gum faults but mainly nice appearance, Scott 6a, 9, 11
& 15. Cat $225.
£ 44
1279 Timor: Range on a few stockcards including 1946
surcharges postage set fine used (cat £34.50), air set of 5 mint
(cat £42.50), 1898 400th Anniv. set m & u, 1956 Map set m,
1949 UPU 16a mint (cat £33), 1950 Holy Year set m, 1950
Plants set mint (cat £100), etc, useful little lot, STC £245.
£ 75

1286 1892 £5 sage-green lovely fine used example on small
part registered paper (from regd P/S env), cancelled with two
part RHODESIA CDS, very fine postal use, SG 12.
£ 175
1287 1892 £5 sage-green very fine used CDS example with
SALISBURY cancels neatly struck, a few blunt perfs
otherwise a superb example. SG 12 Cat £450.
£ 150
1288 1892 £5 sage-green very fine used example with a
part BULAWAYO CDS cancel, a couple of tone spots and
showing part of printers watermark, sound, SG 12. £ 150
1289 1901 £5 deep blue Arms defin postally used by three
heavy CDS cancels, some perfs pulled on right side damaging
the stamps but otherwise genuine scarce use possibly off a
parcel or registered packet. SG 92 Cat £2500. Scarce!
£ 300
1290 1905 Victoria Falls complete set of 6 to 5s violet
heavily mounted mint, all fine appearance, SG 94/9. Cat
£325.
£ 100
1291 1906 2/6 bluish-grey unused without gum perfinned
SPECIMEN, sound, SG 85s.
£ 48
1292 1909 7/6 black heavy mounted mint perfinned
SPECIMEN, sound, SG 111s.
£ 30
1293 1910-13 10s deep myrtle and orange hinged mint
example with mounting in 3 places and a couple of blunt
perfs, otherwise a superb and fresh example, SG 163 Cat
£650 complete with 1994 RPS certificate.
£ 270
1294 1910-13 P.13½ 8d black and purple or grey-purple
assembly of 5 mounted mint examples including shades,
mainly fine, useful group, SG range 185/185a. (5). £ 250
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1295 1910-13 P.14 1d bright carmine assembly of 4
mounted mint examples including shades, taken as cheapest,
mainly fine, useful group, SG 123. (4).
£ 55

1311 1910-3 P.14 2½d deep blue & 2½ bright blue both
shades fine used examples, sound, SG 200/1 Cat £90.
£ 36

1296 1910-13 P.14 1s black and blue-green assembly of 5
mounted mint examples including shades, mainly fine, useful
group, SG range 151/152. (5).
£ 130

1312 1910-3 P.15 3d claret and pale yellow-ochre a scarce
P.15 3d example unused without gum and top right short
corner with slight soiling but a rare stamp. SG 173a Cat
£4000.
£ 400

1297 1910-13 P.14 2½d blue assembly of 6 mounted mint
examples including shades, mainly fine, useful group, SG
range 131/133. (6).
£ 68

1313 1910-3 P.15 Die I 2s black and brown fine used neat
CDS cancel, sound, SG 218 cat £65.
£ 24

1298 1910-13 P.14 2d black and grey assembly of 4
mounted mint examples including shades, taken as cheapest,
mainly fine, useful group, SG 126. (4).
£ 100

1314 1913-19 P.14 Head Die III £1 black and deep purple
mounted mint example with good colour and centring, SG
279 Cat £600.
£ 240

1299 1910-13 P.14 2s black and ultramarine & 2s black
and dull blue hinged mint examples with hinge remainders
being very fine examples of the dull blue shade, a very scarce
stamp, lovely fresh appearance and distinctive colour, SG
153/4 Cat £1320.
£ 425

1315 1913-1924 Admiral Heads an attractive collection of
mainly fine used examples, all identified in pencil on reverse
includes many nice shades and different printings, head dies
etc for 2d (13), 3d (9), 4d (11), 5d (4), 6d (13), 10d (2), 1s
(10), 2s (4) & 2/6. SG 201, 209, 211/3, 219, 222/3, 225/9,
231/6, 248, 255/6, 258, 259/61, 266, 270/3, 291, 295, STC
£1225+.
£ 310

1300 1910-13 P.14 3d purple and ochre assembly of 4
mounted mint examples including shades, mainly fine, useful
group, SG range 134/135. (4).
£ 85
1301 1910-13 P.14 3d purple and ochre fine used CDS
cancel showing gash in ear variety, mainly sound, SG 134
var.
£ 65
1302 1910-13 P.14 3s bright green and magenta hinged
mint example with hinge remainders being a very fine
example of this scarce stamp, lovely fresh appearance and
distinctive colour, SG 158a Cat £1300.
£ 425
1303 1910-13 P.14 3s green & violet mounted mint
example with some toning around the perfs, well centred,
sound, SG 158 Cat £250.
£ 75
1304 1910-13 P.14 4d black and orange assembly of 5
mounted mint examples including possible shades, mainly
fine, useful group, SG range 140. (5).
£ 100

1316 1913-24 Admiral Heads collection with a useful mint
and used assembly on three album pages for different
printings incl 1913 p.14 2½d used (2), Double plates to 6d,
Head Die II P.14 many values used, mint incl 4d, 5d, 6d, 8d,
10d, 1/- & 2/6 (SG range 219-236), Head Die III to 2/- used,
5d, 6d & 1/- mint, 1922-24 P.14 to 1½d m & u, Head Die III
2d, 3d, 4d, 1/- & 2/- used etc, mixed but high catalogue
value. (c94).
£ 200
1317 1919 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 8d mauve and
dull blue-green lovely SALISBURY full CDS example, SG
267.
£ 30
1318 1919 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 8d mauve and
dull blue-green indistinct large CDS example, SG 267.
£ 30

1319 1922 Admiral Head Head Die I P.14 2/- black and
brown SALISBURY full CDS example, SG 214.
£ 40
1305 1910-13 P.14 5d purple-brown and olive-green or
olive-yellow assembly of 4 mounted mint examples including
1320 1922 Admiral Head Head Die I P.15 2/- black and
possible shades, mainly fine, useful group, SG 141/141a. (5). brown nice CDS example, SG 218.
£ 24
£ 90
1321 1922 Admiral Head Head Die II P.14 2/6 indigo and
1306 1910-13 P.14 5s crimson and yellow-green sound fine
grey-brown nice CDS example, SG 236.
£ 24
used CDS example slight thin otherwise sound, SG 160a.
£ 60
1322 1922 Admiral Head Head Die II P.14 5d black and
grey-green nice CDS example, SG 226a.
£ 32
1307 1910-13 P.14 6d red-brown and mauve or brown and
purple assembly of 4 mounted mint examples including
1323 1922 Admiral Head Head Die II P.14 8d violet &
possible shades, mainly fine, useful group, SG 144/5. (4).
green nice CDS example, SG 230a.
£ 30
£ 90
1324 1922 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 2/6 pale blue
1308 1910-13 P.14 8d greenish black and purple mounted
and pale bistre-brown nice CDS example, SG 274a.
mint example with small pen line at the base of the stamps
£ 32
otherwise sound, SG 148 Cat £180.
£ 40
1325 1922 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 5/- deep blue
1309 1910-13 P.14 ½d green assembly of 7 mounted mint
and blue-green nice CDS example, (few light tones but crisp
examples including shades, taken as cheapest, some tone spots
cancel) SG 275.
£ 32
otherwise useful group, SG 119. (7).
£ 42
1326 1922-23 Admiral Head Head Die III P.14 4d black
1310 1910-13 P.15 Good to fine used assembly of 10
and orange-vermilion lovely CDS example, SG 294.
£ 20
different values and shades CDS used incl ½d, 1d, 2d, 2½d,
3d both shades, 4d, 6d, 1s & 2s. The 2s is heavy used with
blue crayon line & tones but all are sound, SG 167, 170b,
171a, 172/174, 176/8. Cat £475.
£ 100
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1327 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1892 2/6 grey-purple mint (cat £48), 1892-4 8d mint
(2) cat £39), 3/- mint (poor corner cat £190), 4s mint (cat
£48), 1895 set 2 f.u. (cat £40), 1896-97 set 9 used (cat £100,
6d is mint cat £85), Die II set 9 used (cat £160), 1896 CGH
ovptd 1d rose-red mint blk of 4 (crease, cat £84), used for 2d,
4d & 6d, 3d pale claret mint (cat £55), 1898-1908 many
values o 10/- mainly used, 2½d and 6d mint, 1905 Victoria
Falls set of 6 to 5/- mint (cat £325) plus 1d red in a Waterlow
imprint mint blk of 4, 1909 Rhodesia ovpt incl 1s deep
brownish-bistre used pair one with no stop variety (heavy
creases, SG 107c ca cat £60), 1909 surcharge set of 4, etc,
high catalogue value.
£ 400
RHODESIA & NYASALAND
1328 1971-1997 Original unpicked collection on leaves
from a large A to Z collector's estate mint incl 1954 set to £1
(cat £120), 1959 set to £1 (cat £110), 1961 P.Due set m,
various commems etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 80
RUANDA- URUNDI
1329 1916-1959 Mint & fine used collection on leaves, an
all different assembly many in sets fine used CDS (a few mint
sets) with some better in earlier from 1916 Allemand ovpt 6
vals to 1f mainly used, 1918 AO ovpt set of 9 mint, 1922
surch set 5 mint, 1924 Ruanda ovpt set to 10f mixed m & u
(10f has torn corner), 1927 7 vals to 1.50 mainly mint, 1936
Charity set used, 1941 ovpt 1f75 & 2f75 used, 1941 surch
60c on 50c mint, 2f50 on 1f50 used, 3f25 on 2f used, 1941
surch set of 3 used, 1942 Relief set 2 mint, 1942 surchs set 2
used (cat £57), 1942 long set to 100f, 1944 Red X 50c + 50f
used, 1948 set to 100f used, 1953 Flower set, 1956 Mozart
set m, 1957 Red X set m, postage dues etc, high cat value
(£635+) and useful lot to fill those gaps.
£ 225
RUMANIA
1330 1858 80p vermilion fine used black oval double ring
cancellation on paper, some light tones but huge margins, SG
14 Cat £400.
£ 48

1331 1871 With Beard 15b red attractive 3½ touching to
good margins, small nick top right corner with nice JASSY
CDS cancel, expertised CIVIOINI PARIS. SG 86 Cat £250.
£ 60
1332 1891 25th Anniv. of Reign duplicated accumulation
1½b lake unmounted mint in a packet(100 cat £725), incl blk
of 4 etc. SG 293.
£ 30
1333 1891 25th Anniv. of Reign duplicated accumulation
of fine used values in packets including blocks of up to 8
including 1½b lake (100 cat £825), 3b mauve (cat £825),
15b brown (100 cat £825), many very nice fine used
examples, SG 293, 300 & 303. Only 2% cat.
£ 50
1334 1922 Shoebox of King Ferdinand defins on paper
many with Bucharest CDS postmarks, majority are 10Lei
blue top values incl pairs, strips, perfins etc on paper (100s),
also few 3l pink, 3l red etc, good study lot, 100s.
£ 35

1335 Assembly of sets and part sets mainly mint on
stockcards with some better incl 1907 Winter Relief Fund set,
1928 50th Anniv. set, 1931 Scout Exhib. set (cat £47), 1934
Fruit Ex., 1935 5th Anniv. set (cat £72), 1948 RPR set mint
(cat £36) etc.
£ 48
1336 Collection on leaves from early imperfs to modern
mint and used incl imperf heads to 50b, posthorn 30p, nice
commems in part sets, modern to 2003 etc, STC £1000+.
£ 100
1337 Exile Cinderellas: 1956 Europa 15b set of 3 perf and
set 3 imperf with Europa design wrapped in barbed wire
issued in 1957 without any postal use, 50,000 perf printed,
2,000 imperf printed. (6).
£ 30
1338 Exile Cinderellas: 1958 2nd Europa 25b & 50b Polar
bear and Map set of 2 perf and set 2 imperf issued on 10th
May without any postal use, 20,000 perf printed, 3,000
imperf printed. (4).
£ 20
RUSSIA
1339 1883 35k green and purple heavy hinged mint, fresh
looker, SG 45c Cat £130.
£ 24

1340 1931 Air Graf Zeppelin imperf set of 4 all CDS used,
mainly postal cancels, SG 584/587. Cat £132.
£ 38
1341 1931 Airship Construction Fund set of 5 mint to 1r
green, SG 579c/583c Cat £88.
£ 22
1342 1934 Air Tenth Anniv. of Soviet Civil Aviation set of
5 heavy hinged mint, SG 543B/7B cat £147.
£ 25
1343 Collection of early states incl bogus issues neatly
written up on leaves for 'sets' mint incl Azerbaijan 1921
bogus set, 1921 imperf issues mint and postal used,
handstamped with new values range, 1919-20 white & grey
paper imperf sets, Soviet Rep., Turkestan bogus set, Siberia
civil war issues, S. Russia, Kuban Cossack Terr.,c Govt of
Gen Denikin, N. Army, Transcaucasian Fed., Far Eastern
Rep., Gold Curr surch on Far East Siberia (4), white Russia,
Georgia nice collection incl blks of 4 mint, National Guard 5
line ovpt set, lovely lot with useful annotations. (approx 565).
£ 375
RWANDA
1344 Mainly mint / Unmounted mint accumulation
duplicated pictorials on manilla stocksheets, various mint on
leaves, part sets, huge qty with many thematics.
£ 25
SAAR
1345 1931 Christmas Charity set of 7 fine used decent CDS
cancels mainly SAARLOUIS 21st or 28th Jan CDS cancels,
fine set, SG 150/156 Cat £1030.
£ 250

1346 1934 Christmas Charity set of 7 fine used decent CDS
cancels mainly SAARBRUCKEN CDS cancels, fine set, SG
169/175 Cat £386.
£ 110
1347 1948 Flood Disaster Relief Fund set of 4 fine used
CDS cancels, SG 252/5 cat £236.
£ 60
SABAH
1348 1964 Complete set of 16 hinged mint on an album
page, very fine SG 408/23.
£ 26
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SAINT HELENA
1349 1902-1911 EDVII collection on two album pages
with useful including 1902 1d mint, 1903 set of 5 to 1/- mint
(cat £63), 1908-11 4d (two of each mint SG 66 & 66a. Nice
little lot. (19).
£ 22

1350 1908-11 10/- green and red on green hinged mint with
lovely fresh colour, nice key stamp, SG 70. Cat £275.
£ 130
1351 1 9 1 6 WAR T AX 1 d + 1 d black and scarlet
unmounted mint hoard of approx 100 examples, all fine, SG
87 STC £350.
£ 75
1352 1922 (June) GV collection on three album pages with
useful including Wmk MCCA 4d, 1/6 & 2/6 mint (cat £63),
MSCA set ½d to 2/6 mint (cat £95), values to 1s used, 6d
cleft rock variety mint (short corner cat £275), useful
assembly.
£ 125
1353 1922 MSCA ½d grey and black in a superb bottom
left plate number 1 corner marginal unmounted mint pair
with left stamp showing cleft rock variety, couple light gum
bends otherwise fresh, lovely positional piece, SG 97c.
£ 40
1354 1934-1949 Mint and used collection on leaves
including 1934 set to 1/-, 1935 SJ set mint, 1938 set minus
3d ultr., mint (8d both shades), 1948 RSW set mint etc, nice
little range.
£ 30
1355 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 124/7. £ 70
SAINT KITTS
1356 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 61/4.
£ 20
SAINT KITTS-NEVIS
1357 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-50 set of 12 (cat £85), 1948 RSW
set. Cat £96. (31).
£ 32
SAINT LUCIA
1358 1887 6d dull mauve and blue hinged mint (tiny thins
at top) showing top left triangle detached variety, sound, SG
41 Cat £275.
£ 85

1359 1891-98 Top values hinged mint 6d, 1/-, 5/- & 10/- all
fine fresh appearance, SG 49/52. STC £203.
£ 65
1360 1912 (18 Sep) Printed registered cover Castries to
Germany bearing 5s green and red on yellow EDVII defin
tied neat CDS cancel, R h/s in oval with manuscript violet
crayon No.40, London tra nsit a nd Germany arrival
backstamps, some light toning otherwise attractive cover. SG
88.
£ 125
1361 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-48 set of 17 (cat £75), 1948 RSW
set, 1949-50 set 14 (cat £48), Postage due 1947 4d & 8d (cat
£27), 1949 set of 4. Cat £176. (55).
£ 58
1362 Postage Due: 1930 Horiz. laid paper 1d black on blue
in a superb bottom marginal block of 4 (tone spots) each hand
numbered 7009, 6999, 7010, 7000 imperf along the bottom,
the 7010 example has previously being cancelled 7000 but
then double overprinted 7010, listed in SG as two different
numbers on the same stamp variety. Scarce thus, SG D1h.
Cat £2000+.
£ 375

SAINT VINCENT
1363 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-47 set of 15 (cat £60), 1948 RSW
set, 1949-52 set 19 (cat £45). Cat £134. (51).
£ 42

1364 Revenue: 1882 Wmk Star 1/- vermilion with neat
Revenue overprint in italics and lovely clear A10 duplex
cancel, very fine, Barefoot 5.
£ 25
SAMOA
1365 1896 R 3d handstamp in black on 2d orange-yellow
mainly in mint / unmounted mint blocks of 4, marginal blocks
of 4, some showing overprint double variety, some are are
corner positionals with target imprint, 16 blocks of 4, ideal
for study, SG 79. Cat £352.
£ 80

1366 1897 P.11 2/6 reddish lilac(inverted wmk) in a superb
side and bottom gutter pane of 8 mainly unmounted mint
showing additional line of perforations through the middle of
the bottom row, re-enforced on reverse with some hinges. SG
64a cat £144 as stamps without perf error.
£ 38
1367 1898 P.11 1/- dull rose-carmine on toned gum a left
hand sheet margin corner block of 14 unmounted mint
showing target imprint mainly unmounted mint, six stamps
have adherence, nice looking block, SG 63a cat £70.
£ 20
1368 1898 P.11 1/- dull rose-carmine on toned gum a sheet
margin irregular block of 20 unmounted mint, 4 stamps are
separating, nice looking block, SG 63a cat £100.
£ 30
1369 1899-1900 Provisional Govt. overprint in blue on 5d
dull vermilion right hand marginal gutter block of 20
unmounted mint, lovely sized album piece, SG 94. Cat £75.
£ 25
1370 1899-1900 Provisional Govt. overprint in red on 2/6
reddish purple Palm Trees in a superb mint / unmounted mint
part gutter sheet of 53 stamps from the right hand gutter pane,
three stamps missing from the top and some adherence on
reverse, seldom seen in such a multiple, SG 97. Cat £250.
£ 48
1371 1900 P.11 ½d blackish purple in a top sheet gutter
pane of 55 mainly unmounted mint showing additional line
of perforations through the top of every row, re-enforced on
reverse with hinges. Many folds, splits and bends but
interesting perf variety in such a large block. SG 57b cat
£206 as stamps without perf error.
£ 40
1372 1948 Postal Fiscal £2 bright purple upright wmk nice
hinged mint fresh example, SG 212 Cat £200.
£ 70
1373 1948 Postal Fiscal 2/6, 5s, 10s & £1 pink set of 4
hinged mint examples, sound, SG 207/210. Cat £180.
£ 65
1374 1948 Postal Fiscal £3 green nice hinged mint fresh
example, SG 213 Cat £300.
£ 105
1375 1948 Postal Fiscal 30s brown mounted mint example,
few blind perfs otherwise mainly sound, SG 211 Cat £200.
£ 65
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SARAWAK
1376 1875-99 Three varieties on Sir Charles Brooke defins
incl 1875 4c red-brown on yellow unused showing dot
between O & U of four, 1899 2cents on 3c with stop after
three variety unused, plus same issue with large white mark
over N of cents variety. SG 4 var, 32a & 32 var.
£ 30

1377 1941-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1941 2c to 15c (cat £44), 1945 BMA
overprint set 20 to $10 (cat £550) the $10 is uncounted mint
(cat £225), 1946 Cent. set, Crown Colony 1947 set (cat £21),
1948 RSW set (cat £48), 1949 UPU, 1950 set to $2 mint,
50c & $5 used (cat £115). Cat £800+. (67).
£ 275
1378 1 9 4 2 Ja pa nese Occu p. $ 2 purple and violet
handstamp violet Receipt for fiscal use, additional fiscal
cancel, sound, Barefoot 69.
£ 20
1379 Collection on leaves mint and used unpicked as found
from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with better
noted 1869 3c brown on yellow unused (thinned, cat £55),
1871 3c brown on yellow showing stop after THREE variety
unused (cat £70), 1875 2c used (2 shades), 1918 to 25c m &
u, 1922 to 10c mainly mint, 1934 to $1 m & u, 1947 Colony
ovpt set 1955 to $5 etc, useful catalogue value.
£ 120
SERBIA
1380 1916 (22 May) 5pf green postal stationery card
over pr i nt KUK FELDPOST and tied KUK
ETAPPENPOSTAMT BELGRAD CDS addr to Bohemia
and boxed ZENSURIET / K U K / ZENZURSTELLE
BELGRAD violet h/s alongside with Tiller & Co Trade h/s
on obverse. Intr.
£ 20

1381 Potraznica: 1941 Postal Forms a scarce collection of
10 forms mostly full A4 size bearing combination of Serbian
overprint issues tied by different town CDS cancels incl
Kragujevac, Sabac, Beograd 1 & 2 (2 of each), Nisi, Zabar 1,
faults, splits and bends but very seldom seen, scarce. (10).
£ 600
SEYCHELLES
1382 1937-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-49 Complete set of 25 to 5r (cat
£550), 1948 RSW set, 1952 set of 15 (cat £90), Postage Due
1951 set of 8. Cat £671. (59).
£ 225

1383 1938 2c purple-brown chalky complete sheet of 60
plate 1 very fine unmounted mint, SG 135. Cat £90 as
stamps.
£ 45
1384 1938 2c purple-brown chalky complete sheet of 60
plate 1 very fine unmounted mint, SG 135. Cat £90 as
stamps.
£ 45
1385 GVI assembly on stock card for 16 different values
mainly mint STC £180 as cheapest noted R2.25 CDS used,
50c (3 shades), 3c green, 6c orange, 12c reddish violet, R1
grey-black all mint. (27).
£ 25
SIERRA LEONE
1386 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used from an old time
collectors hoard, SG 181/4.
£ 22

SINGAPORE
1387 1948 Royal Silver Wedding complete set of 2
unmounted mint, fine. SG 31/2.
£ 55

1388 1948-1952 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1948-52 P.17½ 5c, 8c, 12,c 20c, 35c
(cat £55), P.14 1c-4c, 6c, 8c, 10c, 15c, 20c black and green,
25c, 40c to $5 (cat £183), 1948 RSW set (tone spots cat
£110), 1949 UPU. Cat £365. (26).
£ 100
1389 1949 UPU Attractive mint / unmounted mint of 30
sets in various imprint blocks, strips etc incl 50c blue-black
Waterlow plate 1 imprint, 25c orange Bradbury pl.1a strip of
3, etc, approx 30 sets SG 33/36. Cat £510.
£ 150
SOLOMON IS.
1390 1914-23 £1 purple and black on red hinged mint with
lovely fresh colour, nice key stamp, SG 38. Cat £250.
£ 125

1391 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 53/6.
£ 42
1392 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1939-51 basic set of 13 to 10s (cat
£90),1948 RSW set, Postage Dues 1940 set of 8 (cat £95),
Cat £195. (32).
£ 65
1393 1939-1969 Original unpicked collection on leaves
from a large A to Z collector's estate mint with better noted
incl 1956 set to £1, 1965 set, 1966 set, 1968 set etc, nice
clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 60
1394 1956 (1 Mar) First Day of issue large registered cover
bearing 1956 all 11 values to 2/- cancelled HONIARA CDS's
and regd h/s in red with manuscript 491 sent by air to UK,
various creases and bends contemporary with a large cover to
UK.
£ 20
1395 Collection of mainly mint sets and ranges on
stockpages including 1935 SJ set f.u., 1938 set to 10s mint,
1948 RSW set mint, 1956 set to £1, 1963 diff wmk set to 2/6
mint, 1965 set to £1 mint, 1966 Currency surchs., 1968 set
mint, Postage Dues: 1940 set mint (cat £95). Useful group
STC £415.
£ 100
1396 Collection on leaves with useful content mainly mint
including 1939-51 set of 13 (cat £90), 1948 RSW set, 195663 set 17 (cat £100), 1965 set 15 (cat £50), omnibus to
1960s, nice clean lot.
£ 80
1397 GB Reply postcard 2d orange cancelled two superb
H O N I ARA / 6 MAY 4 9 1 0 .0 0 AM / B R I T I S H /
SOLOMON ISLANDS CDS cancels, attractive use replying
back to the UK and message on reverse explains which post
offices are available or closed.
£ 40
SOMALIA
1398 1932 Long set of 18 to two top key stamps 20l green
Lesser Kudu & 25l blue Lioness all hinged mint, few with
slightly patchy gum but all fresh lookers, nice set, SG
161a/178 (18), STC £526.
£ 175

1399 1960 Republic overprint Somaliland Independence 26
June 1960 on 50c & 1s20 both neat fine used CDS examples,
SG 354/5.
£ 36
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1400 Italian Colonies: 1905-1950 Collection on leaves
mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1905
surcharges on Benadir issues mint 2c on 1b, 5c on 2b, 10c on
1a, 20c on 2a, 25c on 2½a, 50c on 5a, 1l on 10a (fine used),
Cat £181, 1916 Red X 10c, 15c, 20c mint (cat £91), 1922
Victory set m, 1925 Holy Year set m, 1926 surcharges set of
8 values mainly used to 1l on 10a lilac (cat £238), 1927 1st
Nat. Defence set m, 1928 Society set m, 1929 Montecassino
set mint (cat £65), 1930 25th Anniv. set m, 1934 Abruzzi set
of 8 mint, 1935 2nd Colonial Ex. set 12 mint, good catalogue
value mainly complete sets, STC £785+.
£ 250
SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
1401 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used mainly fine, SG
86/9.
£ 20

1402 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938 set of 12 (cat £150), 1949 RSW
set, 1942 set 11 (cat £55), 1951 New Currency set 11 (cat
£55), Cat £266. (46).
£ 90
1403 Revenue: 1900 Receipt stamp 1a lilac of India
overprint BRITISH / SOMALILAND hinged mint, very
seldom seen. Barefoot 1.
£ 20

1413 1983-1988 (102) First Day Covers (37) and maxi
cards (88) plus Miniature sheets all official unaddressed
items, many nice sets & thematics, special cancels etc, (102).
£ 28
1414 Bophuthatswana: 1984-1988 (81) First Day Covers
and maxi cards plus First Day sheets all official unaddressed
items, many nice sets, special cancels etc, (81).
£ 36
1415 Ciskei: 1983-1988 (97) First Day Covers (24) and
maxi cards (71) plus Miniature sheets all official unaddressed
items, many nice sets & thematics, special cancels etc, (97).
£ 38
1416 Officials: 1938-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint
mostly complete for the period including 2/6 blue and brown
(SG O19 cat £55), 1940 5s black and blue-green (SG O28
cat £120), 1948 5s pair (SG O26 cat £55), 1948 10s blue
and charcoal pair (SG O27 cat £110), 1949 1½d (SG O34
cat £85), 1950-54 'set' of 9 values to 10/- all mint pairs (SG
range O39/49, O50 & 51 cat £280), useful collection total
cat in excess of £750. (50).
£ 260
1417 Officials: 1940 Type O3 reading downwards with
OFFICIAL at left 10s blue and sepia very lightly mounted
mint pair, lovely and fresh, scarce printing, SG O29 Cat
£500.
£ 175

SOUTH AFRICA
1404 1900 Boer War cover with one penny cancelled with
1418 Officials: 1950-54 ½d Springbok and 1d ship an
District Commissioners Office Kroonstad with VR Opened
Under Martial Law sticker. Unclear squared circle on reverse. unmounted mint stock of approx 134 ½d & 288 1d all in
blocks and multiples with marginal positions etc, minimum
£ 35
cat £380+. Odd earlier printing noted.
£ 75
1405 1910-1970 Original unpicked collection on leaves
1419
Postage
Dues:
1943-52
GVI
sets
only
hinged
mint
for
from a large A to Z collector's estate mint & used with a
1943-33 units of 3 set of 4 (SG D30/3 cat £80), 1948-49 set
degree of complete sets for both defins and commems noted
of 5 singles (SG D34/8 cat £80), 1950-2 vals to 6d. Total cat
1913 to 10/- used, 1947 5/- mint pair, 2/6 vert pair used,
£172. (21).
£ 60
1954 defin set to 10/- mint, 1961 new currency set m, etc,
nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 40
1420 South West Africa: 1983-1988 (72) First Day Covers
and maxi cards plus Miniature sheets all official unaddressed
1406 1920's-30's: Straits Settlements eleven covers some
items, many nice sets & thematics, special cancels etc, (72).
tatty with toning but includes KGV pair 10c on typed cover
£ 34
to South India and registered Malacca and Taiping covers.
Handle with care.
£ 20
1421 Transkei: 1983-1988 (110) First Day Covers (28)
and maxi cards (78) plus Miniature sheets all official
1407 1938 KLM New Yea r's flight South Africaunaddressed items, many nice sets & thematics, special
Netherlands-England with various stamps with Amsterdam
cancels etc, (110).
£ 28
cancel 31 XII 1938.
£ 20

1408 1938 Voortrekker 1d, 1½d & 3d in U/M pairs, 1939
Huguenot set 3 U/M pairs, few tone spots on gum but mainly
fresh, SG 77/84 cat £144.
£ 20
1409 1938 Voortrekker set of 4 pairs unmounted mint,
mainly fine, SG 76/9.
£ 38
1410 1941-46 War Effort set of 7 pairs and two singles
unmounted mint, mainly fine, SG 88/96..
£ 34
1411 1943 ½d blue-green coil stamps mainly in strips of 6
unmounted mint stock of approx 486 stamps (possibly 80
vertical coil strip os of 6), Cat £900+.
£ 180
1412 1950-1951 Ship 1d grey and carmine unmounted
mint stock in various blocks and multiples including marginal
examples for two different printings 1950 and 1951 (smaller)
including cylinder imprints, nearly complete sheet of 220,
good quantity for study. Approx 650+. Mainly SG 115 or
135.
£ 250

SOUTH GEORGIA
1422 Collection on leaves mint and used with useful
pickings from a large British Commonwealth estate lot with
better including 1963 12 diff values to 10s mint, 1971 Surchs
9 diff to 25p on 5s mint, incl 10p on 2s, etc, useful catalogue
value.
£ 45
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
1423 1937-1949 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1937 1½ purple brown pair (SG 96 cat
£29), 1938 Voortrekker set 4 pairs (cat £110), 1938
Voortrekker set 2 pairs (Cat £38), 1939 Huguenot set 3 pairs
(cat £65), 1941-43 War Effort set in pairs or trios (½d is used
cat £50), 1943-44 set 8 (cat £25), etc, cat £320, (95).
£ 100
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SOUTHERN RHODESIA
1424 1935 Silver Jubilee set on plain First Day cover, long
envelope with some foxing sent locally in UMTALI with 6th
May CDS cancels, SG 31/4.
£ 25

SPAIN - COLONIES
1437 Cape Juby: 1929 Seville Exhibition complete set of
11 hinged mint, very fine, SG 36/46. Cat £98.
£ 36

SUDAN
1425 1937 Coronation 1d & 6d both in complete sheets of 1438 1936-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
60 unmounted mint, various perf splits, bends and curls in
the period including 1936 Arab Postman 3p-8p (Ordinary
marginal both with Waterlow imprint. SG 36 & 39 cat £141. paper SG 44b ba, 44c, 45b ba, 45c ca cat £165), 1938 Air
£ 28
surch set 4 (SG 74/7 cat £55), 1940-41 set of 3 surchs (SG
78/80 cat £92), 1941 Tuti Island set 15 (10pi is used, cat
SPAIN
£218), 1948 set 16 (cat £75), 1950 Air set (cat £28), 1951
set 17 (cat £100), Postage Due 1948 set of 4 (cat £50) etc.
1426 1852 Queen Isabella looking left a superb example of
Useful lot Cat £783. (74).
£ 260
the 2r orange with 4 close to large margins and two neat oval
6 barred cancels in black, expertising h/s on reverse, very fine
1439 Officials: 1936-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint
for this rare stamp, SG 18 Cat £6000.
£ 600
complete for the period including 1936-46 SG ovpt Arab
1427 1853 Arms of Madrid 1c bronze imperf neat 4 margin
Postman set of 15 (SG O32/42 cat £250), 1948 SG ovpt set
of 16 (SG O43/58 cat £120), 1950 Air set (SG O59/66 cat
example with part original gum, heavily thinned and nicks
£28), 1951 set of 18 (cat £75), etc. Useful lot Cat £473.
into the right side but a highly presentable copy of this scarce
(56).
£ 160
stamp and superb colour, Scott 17, cat $3000.
£ 250

1428 1853 Queen Isabella looking right a superb example
of the 12c purple with 4 large margins and neat oval 6 barred
cancel in black, bottom right corner has a repair and
expertised A MONLEON / Valencia on reverse, very fine for
this lovely stamp, SG 23 Cat £130.
£ 30
1429 1853 Queen Isabella looking right a superb example
of the 6r blue top value with 2-3 close to good margins and
neat oval 6 barred cancel in black, touching along the top
otherwise neat copy, SG 26 Cat £475.
£ 36
1430 1872-73 King Amadeo two 12c imperf proofs neatly
cut on card for brown-red and deep violet colours, lovely
original examples without cancelling bars. Scott A23.
£ 30
1431 1930 Spanish-American Exhibition Air 1p purple
unmounted mint SG 649 cat £160. Very fine.
£ 50

SWAZILAND
1440 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 21/4.
£ 50

1441 1937-1954 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-54 set of 11 (cat £95), 1948 RSW
set (cat £40), 1949 UPU. Cat £137. (30).
£ 46
1442 1938 P. 13½ x 13 mint range of values including 3d,
4d, 6d, 1/- & 5/- grey, all fine appearance, useful cat value,
SG 28/35, 37.
£ 50
SWEDEN
1443 1924 50th Anniv. of UPU Complete set fine mounted
mint to 2k red, all very fresh and sound appearance, SG
161/174. High cat £600+.
£ 175

1432 1950 Stamp Centenary Air & Postage set of 8 imperf
hinged mint, all attractive examples, SG 1141/1148 Cat
£744.
£ 250

1444 1924 8th Congress of UPU 13 values of 15 nearly
complete set fine mounted mint complete 35o to 5k top
values, all very fresh and sound appearance, SG 146, 148,
149/50, 152/60. High cat £810+.
£ 250

1433 A selection of twenty five covers includes 1934
censored cover to Birmingham with wrong date on censors
cachet, various different stamps and postmark interest ideal
lot for Ebay.
£ 24

1445 1939 Approx. sixty covers with 15 ore brown King
Gustav V with various postmark interest sent to Stockholm.
£ 25

1434 Carlist Issues: 1874 Catalonia issue 16m rose 4 large
margin used CDS (smudged) example plus 5 other imperfs in
varying condition taken 'as is'. Scott X4. (6).
£ 30
1435 Carlist Issues: 1874 Valencia issue ½r rose mint toned
gum with 4 margins, plus 4 other imperfs in different colours,
one further ½r is hinged mint, taken 'as is'. Scott X5. (6).
£ 30
1436 Shoebox containing approx. one hundred Glassine
packets full of stamps. Includes 1850 5r pink used 1851 5r
pink used 1855 set and 1850 6c with no stop after Correos.
25c blue on piece to London, 1868 Valladoloid local
overprints. Contains stamps from Philippines and Puerto
Rico. Excellent lot with fantastic postmark interest. Catalogue
value in thousands will take days to sort out.
£ 275

1446 1958 World Football Championship registered first
day cover, 1936 Gothenburg Stockholm courier postcard
(with toning) and 1947 forty year reign of King Gustav V
first day cover. Plus 1938 Borg first day cover and 136 typed
cover to England.
£ 22
SWITZERLAND
1447 1850 (Without Frame) 10r yellow, black and red
sound fine used red rhomboid barred cancel and nice 3 large
margin example touching left side, attr and presentable.
£ 25

1448 1851 (Without Frame) 5r light blue and red sound
fine used 2 margin example touching on other two sides, nice
and presentable.
£ 20
1449 1852 Rayon III large numerals 15rp red in an
attractive PAIR neatly cancelled diamond lined postmarks in
black, margins on three sides showing how close these really
were printed. Lovely pair.
£ 80
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1450 1852 Rayon III small numerals 15Rp red neatly
cancelled diamond lined postmark in black, good margins on
three sides nice example.
£ 75
1451 1898-1970 A selection of twenty-seven covers with
various values over seventy year period. Includes 1898 2c
postcard from Berne to Geneva, 1950 Butterflies on
registered cover to England and early unused postal
stationery.
£ 25
1452 1901-03 P.11½ x 12 Colour change 50c dark green
showing white cross doubled variety fine used and sound,
AC74Ea var.
£ 75
1453 1944 25th anniv. of National Airport set of four on
typed cover from Zurich to Geneva. SG 441-444
£ 20
1454 1945 Cent. of Basel Cantonal Stamp issue fine used
Miniature sheet, sound, SG MS 446b.
£ 40
1455 1947 Maiden Voyage Swiss Air Switzerland-USA
typed cover addressed en route to London with 2f.50 deep
blue, blue & red SG472.
£ 25
1456 A selection of approx. two hundred covers and
postcards. Includes 1864 10c on front and 1879 10c red
postal stationery. also 1930 80c with Expres cachet massive
amount of stamps and postmark interest.
£ 50
1457 A selection of seventeen 19th century covers with
various values. Includes 1870 cover from Aubonne with 10c
red to Berne, 1876 postal stationery 5c to Geneva and 1872
front with 30c from Geneva to Paris.
£ 30
1458 A selection of twelve pre-stamp covers fronts and
pieces. With various marks includes 5c and 10c most covers
from or addressed to Geneva.
£ 20
1459 Accumulation on stockcards with useful earlier from
1850 10r Rayon II f.u. (cat £150), 1882 3fr brown mint
(light crease cat £225), 1901 P.11½ x 12 20c orange mint,
1891 P.11½ x 11 20c orange mint, 1914 Mountain Views 3f
red, 5f ultramarine, 10f mauve all mint (Cat £294), projuventute 1915 set 2 m (cat £144), 1916 set m (cat £99),
1917 set (cat £43), tete-beche pairs for William Tell issues,
etc, valuable range mostly fine used or hinged mint, clean lot.
£ 325
1460 Cantonals: Zurich 1846 Horiz red lines 6Rp black a
lovely fine used example with two close margins and very
fine neat framed cancel in black, trace of thinning otherwise
superb looker, SBK 2W Cat €2300.
£ 200
1461 Extensive collection in 5 well filled springback
albums in a heavy carton containing 1924-1990 defins and
commems neatly assembly on album pages for U/M, fine used
& FDC for each and every issue, a beautiful lot including
many nice and useful air covers with airs in combination for
special flights etc from 1930s onwards, extensive lot will
gives hours of pleasure.
£ 550
1462 Useful accumulation on leaves and stock pages in a
flat box with many fine used pro-juventute from earlier to
modern, unmounted mint blocks of 4, etc, nice clean lot for
sorting out, 100s.
£ 150

1463 War Board of Trade: 1919 (29 Mar) Cover Basle to
Austria bearing 3pf brown orange with Industrielle / Kreigs/ wirtschaft 1st overprint INVERTED variety, tied BASEL
slogan cancel and unlisted in Zumstein and cat Sfr750 on
cover for the normal. Zum. 1. RARE!
£ 600
TANGANYIKA
1464 1927 GV Head 13 values to 5/- carmine-red all
hinged mint, fresh appearance, SG 93/98, 99-105.
£ 65
THAILAND
1465 1920 Scout's Fund overprint on 2s brown unused, 3s
(+2s) green & 15s (+5s) blue both mint heavy hinges, nice
lookers, SG 205/6 & 209. Cat £189.
£ 28

1466 1932 150th Anniv. of Chakri Dynasty set of 8 hinged
mint, very fresh and fine, SG 269/276, cat £230.
£ 80
1467 1950 King's Coronation 3b grey mounted mint, SG
335 cat £120.
£ 35
1468 1951-56 4 mounted mint values incl 1951 King
Bhumibol 1.25b red-brown and 5b red and pale turqoise-blue
(cat £95), 1956 Don Chedi Pagoda 75s & 1.5b, all nice
lookers, SG 344, 347, 382/3. STC £160.
£ 38
TIBET
1469 1911 Stamps of China surcharge Three Pies on 1c
brown mounted mint, SG C1.
£ 12
TRANSVAAL
1470 THE JOHANNESBURG WEEKLY NEWS - Printed
newspaper wrapper (many folds and tears) undated bearing
½d green & 2½d tied indistinct CDS addressed to New York.
Published at the Johannesburg Times Works, price to all parts
of South Africa 1d, To England. America and Australia 3d.
Nice early item.
£ 30
TRIESTE
1471 Yugoslav Military Govt: Zone B 1949-1954
Extensive collection mint and used on leaves including 1949
Air set mint to 50l, 100l fine used (cat £27), Air ovptd DIN
set to 20d on 50l mint & 30d on 100l used (cat £41), 1949
Partisans set mint (cat £52), 1950 Fishes set f.u., 1950
Railways set m, 1952 Olympic Games set m, 1952 Air set 3
f.u., 1952 Culture set f.u., 1954 Animals set mainly U/M (cat
£75), Postage dues to 100d, etc, useful lot STC £410+.
£ 135

1472 Yugoslav Occup. Prov. Issues: Venezia Giulia &
Istria 1945-1947 Useful collection mint and used on leaves
including 1945 set of 11 mint, surcharge set of 4 (SG 14/17
cat £39). Issues for Fiume complete set of 7 mint incl key 16l
on 75c red (SG 24 cat £190). AMG ovpts to 50l incl airs 25l
brown (cat £22), includes 4 values with AMG VG overprint
inverted mint (4). Yugoslav Military Govt; Pictorial set of 20
mint, Postage Due incl 1946 set mint (cat £66), also 2 bogus
stamps mint, attractive and useful collection STC £390+.
£ 135
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
1473 1917 WAR TAX overprint on ½d green very fine
complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 177 cat £180.
£ 60
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1474 1917 WAR TAX overprint on ½d green very fine
complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded & few tone
spots otherwise nice multiple, SG 177 cat £180.
£ 50
1475 1918 WAR TAX overprint on 1d scarlet very fine
complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 186 cat £270.
£ 95
1476 1918 WAR TAX overprint on 1d scarlet very fine
complete sheet of 120 unmounted mint, folded otherwise nice
multiple, SG 186 cat £270.
£ 95
1477 1933 (8 Aug) Sea Posts illustrated typed cover with
ONS LADY HAWKINS / PURSERS OFFICE / POSTED
ON THE HIGH SEAS cachet with Canada 1c & 2c defins
tied same cachet in blue-green and PORT OF SPAIN
TRINIDAD CDS's. On June 24th a hurricane hit Trinidad
and killed 35 people and destroyed hundreds of houses
leaving 1000 homeless and causing $7.2m of damage, this
cover was postmarked one month after this devastation finally
dissipating on July 8th. Slightly dog eared but intr cover.
£ 30
1478 1937-1951 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-44 set 14 (cat £110), 1948 RSW
set (cat £30), Postage Dues 1944-45 5d-1s black (SG D22/25
cat £245), 1947 set of 8 (cat £32). Cat £420. (39). £ 150
1479 1938 1c blue and green complete sheet of 60 plate 3a
& 2a fine unmounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG
246. Cat £60 as stamps.
£ 30
TRIPOLITANIA
1480 Italian Colonies: 1909-1941 Collection on leaves
mainly mint including many useful sets noted 1926 Colonial
set, 1927 1st Nat. Defence set, 1st & 2nd Tripoli Fair set,
1929 Montecassino set (cat £60), 1929 2nd Nat. Defence set,
1930 Agricultural set, 1931 air set mixed m & u, 1931 Air
25th Anniv. set, 1934 air ovpt set, 1934 2nd Colonial Ex. set
12, 1935 9th Tripoli Ex set, etc, mainly complete sets, STC
£500+.
£ 160
TUNISIA
1481 1919 Air 30c on 35c brown and green unused without
gum showing dramatic overprint and surcharge doubled error,
not just a few mm but a massive shift and double overprint,
SG 69 var.
£ 80

1486 1937-1950 GVI Collection hinged mint complete for
the period including 1938-45 set 14 (cat £130), 1948 RSW
set, 1948 Centenary set, 1950 set of 13 (cat £85). Cat £244.
(45).
£ 150
1487 1944 ½d deep green complete sheet of 60 fine
unmounted mint, few wrinkles otherwise fresh, SG 195a. Cat
£165 as stamps.
£ 75
UNITED NATIONS
1488 1948 (May) Children's Fund booklet containing
complete set of 5 imperf gummed 10fr labels, faults on cover
but seldom seen.
£ 30

1489 1960 Twenty-two covers from various counties
commemorating World Refugee Year 1959-60 good selection
of stamps.
£ 22
UNITED STATES
1490 1841 Entire from New York with red cds and paid 10
with straight two line Liverpool Ship Letter addressed to
London with receiving cancel.
£ 22

1491 1847 5c red-brown on blued tied to orange envelope
by New York red grill postmark and CDS on on top left
corner addressed to Clinton, Cones Cty, Ga. Few minor faults
otherwise nice example. Scott 1.
£ 300
1492 1857 (26 May) Cover SKANEATELES New York
to Bristol UK bearing nice pair of 12c black imperf cancelled
blue barred postmarks with margins on two sides, sent Paid
perf first Steamer and 19 charge mark in red on obverse
alongside AMERICA / PAID / LIVERPOOL / JU 8 / 857
(SQUARE) in red, Bristol arrival b/s few faults but pretty
cover. Scott 17 cat $750.
£ 280
1493 1869 (6 Feb) Torn cover from FRASER Mich. to
Echte in Germany bearing 10c green with Grill cancelled
indistinct postmark in black (not tied) and NEW YORK
PAID / DIRECT Feb 11 CDS in red, BREMEN / FRANCO
boxed datestamp in red applied on arrival and ECHTE arrival
b/s, various tears on reverse and obverse but interesting
overseas use. Scott 89.
£ 180
1494 1896 Cover to Liverpool bearing 2c brown strip of 3
defin tied BOSTON flag machine cancel and clear PAID
LIVERPOOL / US PACKET / 18 JY 96 / 7-V in red, the A
is inverted in the slug, tatty but good strike.
£ 40

TURKEY
1482 1925 12th Congress of Int. Women's Alliance
complete set nicely fine used to 100k + 100k red, lovely and
fine SG 1171/1185, huge cat value.
£ 180

1495 1898 Trans-Mississippi Expo. $1 black Cattle in a
snowstorm neatly used double ring oval RD in black, heavy
thinning on reverse and short top right corner otherwise well
centred, SG 298.
£ 100

1483 1935 12th Congress of Int. Women's Alliance Istanbul
superb complete set unmounted mint, lovely issue, huge cat
value, SG 1171/1185.
£ 180

1496 1908 (26 Jun) Cover Chicago to Germany bearing 5c
blue defin tied machine mark and redirected back to the US
with DEAD LETTER OFFICE JUL 31 1908 CDS in violet
on obverse, intr well travelled cover.
£ 40

TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
1484 1919 War Tax overprint locally 3d purple on orangebuff in top left corner marginal unmounted mint block of 4,
with first W showing double variety, SG 151 var.
£ 20

1485 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 fine used on an attractive
cover from an old time collectors hoard, SG 187/9. £ 25

1497 1922-32 Complete set of 23 to $5 all hinged mint
(except for 1½c which is used), with a very fresh appearance
for all the key singles 15c to $5, nice lot, SG 559/581.
£ 220
1498 1928-49 Five first flight covers 1928 Davenport to
Ontario, 1929 Champaign to Chicago, 1929 Beamont to
California, 1949 Middletown to Fort Plain and Muskegon
County Airport to Canada.
£ 20
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1499 1928-49 Four first flight covers 1928 Davenport to
Ontario, 1929 Champaign to Chicago, 1929 Beamont to
California, 1949 Middletown to fort Plain and Houston to
Asuncion.
£ 20
1500 1934-37 Airmail plate blocks of 6 for 1935 25c blue,
1937 20c green & 50c carmine mainly fine never hinged,
Scott C20/22. Cat $202.
£ 55
1501 A selection of approx. forty-five covers and postcards
includes 1913 postal stationery 2c to Japan with receiving
mark and three similar, a number of 1950's airmail to
England and 1912 San Francisco Pacific Expo slogan on 1c
cover plus good postmark interest.
£ 28
1502 Confederate States: 1863 President Andrew Jackson,
TWO CENTS rose-red very fine unused with good to large
margins, fine.
£ 48
1503 Confedera te States: 1863 President George
Washington TWENTY CENTS green unused with good to
large margins, several scissor cuts long the bottom otherwise
fine.
£ 28
1504 Confederate States: 1863 President Jefferson Davis,
Filled Corners at Bottom Left & Right1. May 10 CENTS
greenish blue mint / unmounted mint incredible strip of 6 with
large margins all round, original gum but heavily toned
across the strip, scarce multiple.
£ 80
1505 New York State Bedding Inspection 1936 1c blue
Tax Stamp in a complete sheet of 100 unmounted mint,
mainly fine, Scott BD5.
£ 50
1506 Nineteen covers with various stamps and cancels
include 1852 George Washington 3c, 1929 typed cover to
France, 1893 postal stationery 2c to Germany and 1893 5c to
Switzerland.
£ 24

1513 1947 Air set to 100l unmounted mint in right hand
side marginal singles, SG 130/6.
£ 20
1514 1947-8 Air set to 100l, 250l & 500l fine used in blue
paper tied by CITADEL VATICANO 14.5.49 CDS cancels,
light tone spots here and there otherwise fine, SG 130/138,
cat £675+.
£ 220
1515 1948 Air set 250l & 500l unmounted mint in right
hand side marginal singles, 500l has extended side margin
with fancy rule (crease in margin), very fresh pair SG 137/8
Cat £1015.
£ 300
VIETNAM
1516 1954 Crown Prince Epreuve De Luxe 40c, 70c, 80c
& 100c 4 values printed in Paris on thick card in issued
colours, very fine.
£ 30

1517 1954 Crown Prince Epreuve De Luxe 90c, 20p & 50p
3 values printed in Paris on thick card in issued colours, very
fine.
£ 30
1518 1954 Crown Prince set of 7 on plain long cover dated
15th June 1954 cancelled SAIGON PHILATELIE CDS
cancels, few wrinkles otherwise nice item.
£ 30
YEMEN
1519 1965 Gemini 5 stamps with Cooper & Conrad o/p on
six blocks of four perf mint.
£ 38

1520 1967 10b Airmail with violet 'for poison gas victims'
handstamp overprint on used on paper self-adhesive (Mi 309
la).
£ 35
1521 1967 10b Airmail with violet 'for poison gas victims'
handstamp overprint on used on paper pair self-adhesive (Mi
309 la).
£ 36

1507 Parcel Post: 1913 1c carmine-rose to 25c & 75c
mainly all hinged mint, 4c & 20c appear unmounted (never
hinged) mainly sound and fine, Scott Q1/9, Q11 Cat $670.
£ 120

1522 1968 (24 Jun) Bradbury Wilkinson card bearing 3
approved and rejected imperf designs affixed to the card, one
approved, other two rejected and dated 24th June 1968. Few
tone spots otherwise nice unique item.
£ 80

1508 Post Offices in China: 1919 6c on 3c violet fine
hinged mint, Scott K3.
£ 25

YUGOSLAVIA
1523 1961 20th Anniv. of Yugoslav Insurrection 500d
imperf miniature sheet fine used illustrated official cover
alone with normal set of 5 tied special cancels, vertical fold
not affecting the stamps, Cat £170 as used. SG MS 1013a.
£ 65

1509 Post Offices in China: 1919 8c on 4c brown fine
hinged mint, Scott K4.
£ 30
1510 President Nixon autographed cover - 1969 (9 Sep)
Moon Landing FDC with additional MOON LANDING JUL
20 1969 USA and bearing the signature of ex president
Richard Nixon. Limited edition of only 15 covers produced.
Richard Nixon served as vice president for 8 year and the
37th president of USA in 1969 to 1974 when he resigned (the
only president to do so), he presided over the Apollo 11 moon
landing and signed this cover on the day of the successful
mission.
£ 300
1511 Selection of thirty-four covers and postcards includes
1969 First Man on the Moon fdc, 1893 Wells Fargo 10c front
only and first flight Guam-Manila.
£ 20
VATICAN CITY
1512 1933 Set of four Holy Year stamps on illustrated
cover. SG 15-18. Plus 1939 Coronation of Pope Pius XII set
of four . SG 76-79.
£ 45

1524 Issues for Croatia: 1918 HRVATSKA / SHS blue
overprint on 1916 Coronation set of 2 10f mauve and 15f red
both fine used CDS and Sorani 2008 expertising certificate,
both signed on reverse. Fine, SG 81/2. STC £340. £ 130
YUNNANFU
1525 1903 50c brown and red in blue hinged mint example,
overprinted with value in Chinese and YUNNANSEN, fine.
SG 12 Cat £200. Hard to find.
£ 75
ZAIRE
1526 1974 Zaire River Expedition eleven first day covers
with various stamps addressed to GB.
£ 20
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ZANZIBAR
1527 1937 (14 May) 1935 Silver Jubilee set of 4 on regd
cover sent locally from A A Janoowalla (Wonderful Arab
Curiosities Dealer) tied regd CDS cancels, slight staining and
hinge remains otherwise sound. SG 323/6.
£ 20

1528 1937 Four Sultan Kalif bin Harub 20c black and
bright purple with Empire Airmail (South Bound) First Flight
Cover 3rd July 1937.
£ 28
1529 1944 (20 Nov) Plain cover to UK bearing set of 4 Al
Busaid Dynasty tied on first day of issue by Zanzibar CDS
cancels, few minor faults, sound.
£ 22
GREAT BRITAIN - PRE-STAMP
1530 1834 Five pre-stamp entires all with mileage marks
interesting cds and marks on reverse nice lot.
£ 22

1531 1834 Five pre-stamp entires only two have mileage
marks but three addressed to Herne bay.
£ 20
1532 1835 (17 Feb) FREE Frank Entire Letter London to
Bury St Edmunds bearing double ring crowned FREE in red
and alongside PUT IN AFTER / 7OCLOCK AT NIGHT
boxed handstamp in red, few tones or age marks otherwise
sound. Good strike.
£ 50
1533 1849 Six pre stamp fronts from the House of
Commons MP's. Includes one from Spencer Horation
Walpole Home secretary 1806-1898.
£ 36
1534 1858-1865 Four Official Paid pre-stamp covers with
London Paid cds in red. Two addressed to Portsmouth and
two to Northampton.
£ 20
1535 1869 Two free fronts plus fourteen pre stamp entires
however they are unposted.
£ 20
GREAT BRITAIN - QUEEN VICTORIA
1536 1840 (17 July) Mulready 1d black Letter Sheet
Chester to Bangor cancelled with neat red Maltese Cross
cancel and part CHESTER arc in red on reverse, two folds
and some adhesion otherwise sound.
£ 110

1537 1840 1d black MF plate 3, a lovely massive 3 margin
example just touching along the top with a neat red MX
cancel. Ink mark on reverse but does not detract for this
superb looker.
£ 85
1538 1840 2d blue a superb very close to good 4 margin
example BK with slightly smudged full black Maltese Cross
cancel, close margin on left side otherwise nice all round,
sound example.
£ 150
1539 1840 2d blue DL a nice 2½ margin example with neat
red MX cancel touching on right and top right otherwise
sound and nice looker, SG 5 Cat £900.
£ 100
1540 1840 2d pale blue GE with 3 clear margins cut into on
left side and overinked red MX, sound spacefiller.
£ 50
1541 1841 1d red-brown x 3 mint examples, uneven
margins from one to 2, each cut into in places for check letters
MG, HF, HI, cat £1800. (3). SG 8.
£ 45

1542 1847 Embossed 1/- green sound fine used example
with no margins but neatly cut an 675 numeral cancel. Nice
example. SG 55 cat £1000.
£ 75
1543 1847-54 Embossed 6d lilac a nice fine used example
with 3-4 clear margin neatly used with part numeral cancel,
neatly cut round, couple of tiny nicks at base otherwise fine,
well above average. SG 59 Cat £1000.
£ 110
1544 1853 Queen Victoria 2d blue imperf on entire from
Edinburgh with 131 cancel addressed to Leven.
£ 20
1545 1856 Queen Victoria 1d red with rare Chesterfield
boxed 1 / NO 21 / 56 cancel and 186 duplex cancel
alongside. Front only to London.
£ 20
1546 1857 LC P.14 1d rose-red in a horizontal block of 12
heavily used with '17' numeral cancel, the third stamp of the
bottom row is almost missing and torn away and various
bends and creases however, unusual multiple, SG 40.
£ 50
1547 1857 Queen Victoria 1d red cancelled by famous
Glasgow 159 Madeleine Smith cancel addressed to Paisley.
£ 30
1548 1 8 5 7 T wo Queen Victoria 4 d rose-ca rmine
watermark large garter with page written in 1939 about the
history of this stamp. SG 66.
£ 20
1549 1858-64 1d rose-red plate 225 fine used with neat 807
numeral cancel and clear plate number, very fine for these,
SG 43 Cat £800.
£ 180
1550 1859 Queen Victoria entire with two 4d carmine
addressed to St Etienne with Calais receiving cancel. faint
Paris cds on reverse.
£ 85
1551 1864 Queen Victoria one shilling green plate 1 on
front with London boxed De 16 64. SG 90.
£ 45
1552 1867-83 Wmk MX 5/- pale rose plate 2 a very well
centred sound used example with 'R' duplex type postmark,
thinned but otherwise decent example, SG 127 cat £1350.
£ 110
1553 1867 Wmk MX 5s pale rose plate 1 neatly used by
498 numeral of Manchester slightly centred right with
excellent perfs and colour, SG 127 Cat £675.
£ 125
1554 1867 Wmk Spray 9d pale straw plate 4 sound fine
used example with part Liverpool CDS & numeral duplex
cancel, very nice colour, good perfs. SG 111 Cat £300.
£ 60
1555 1867-83 Wmk Anchor 10s greenish grey plate 1
neatly used by entire strike of registered datestamp very well
centred and good perfs all round with excellent colour, SG
135 Cat £4500. Very nice example!
£ 800
1556 1867-83 Wmk Anchor 5s rose plate 4 neatly used by
London CS1 & hexagonal datestamp very well centred and
only one blunt perf along the base with excellent colour, SG
134 Cat £4200. Very nice example!
£ 800
1557 1867-83 Wmk Maltese Cross 10s greenish-grey plate
1 sound used example with 'R' Registered duplex quite well
centred for these and mostly good perfs all round, SG 128 Cat
£3200.
£ 450
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1558 1870 1½d rose-red very fine unused without gum,
lovely clean example to fill that gap, Cat £725 mint. SG 51.
£ 30

1575 1 8 8 3 1 0 /- u ltra ma rine fine u sed nea t ova l
THROGMORTON ST registered cancel, couple blunt perfs
otherwise a lovely colour, SG 183.
£ 85

1559 1870 3d rose plate 6 part original gum example, slight
rubbing and soil with redistributed gum, SG 103 Cat £550.
£ 55

1576 1883 5s rose x 4 used examples two are registered
CDS, other two heavy violet R rubber cancels. High cat. SG
180.
£ 40

1560 1870 6d mauve (without hyphen) mint original gum
right wing margin example with brown streaky gum but fresh
frontal appearance with top right short corner, lovely colour,
SG 109 Cat £700.
£ 120

1577 1883 Basic set of three, 2/6 lilac, 5s carmine and 10s
ultramarine all sound used with minor faults like corner
crease, tones etc, 5s is a nice Charing Cross squared circle and
10s has three double ring CDS cancels. Cat £935.
£ 80

1561 1870 Queen Victoria 3d rose plate 5 on London
cancelled cover to Germany with receiving cds on front and
reverse. Slightly grubby and with some tears. SG 103
£ 28

1578 1883 'set' of 3 high values 2/6, 5/- and 10/- all
spacefiller used examples with various faults incl 10/- badly
damaged on right side. SG 178/9, 183. Cat £935.
£ 40

1562 1872 3d rose pl.8 a superb sock on the nose CDS
copy of LIVERPOOL SG 103.
£ 40
1563 1874 Queen Victoria 2d blue plate 14 with Prescot
cancel on cover.
£ 20
1564 1876 8d orange a fine used and very sound example
with 889 numeral cancel, nice colour, SG 156 Cat £350.
£ 35
1565 1876 8d orange a sound used example with London
96 numeral cancel, nice colour, SG 156 Cat £350.
£ 30
1566 1878 Wmk MX 10s greenish grey used example with
some faults including creasing, light tones, blunt perfs,
London duplex type cancel in black, otherwise sound, SG 128
Cat £3200.
£ 200
1567 1879 Queen Victoria pair of 2½d rosy mauve plate 15
on entire to Netherlands. Slight damage to lower stamp. SG
141.
£ 20
1568 1880 1d venetian red unmounted mint, very fine, SG
166.
£ 20
1569 1880 2/- brown pl.1 nice sound used example with
part numeral and CDS cancel, good perfs and lovely colour
for these, quite well centred, nice key stamp. SG 121 Cat
£4200.
£ 800
1570 1880 Wmk Large Garter 4d grey-brown plate 17 very
fine used example with neat 693 duplex cancel, very nice
colour, SG 154. Cat £550.
£ 110
1571 1880 Wmk Spray 2s brown plate 1 sound fine used
example with 159 numeral cancel, very well centred and
excellent perfs with very nice colour. SG 121 Cat £4200.
£ 800

1579 1883 White paper 10/- pale ultramarine a sound used
example with part LS numeral cancel and very well centred
with good colour, excellent perfs, SG 183a cat £550.
£ 75
1580 1884 1s green hinged mint with fine original gum, a
couple of minor soils on the front otherwise scarce stamp, Cat
£1600. SG 196.
£ 160
1581 1884 2d lilac part original gum example, clean frontal
appearance, but redistributed gum, SG 189 Cat £230.
£ 28
1582 1884 6d green with a superb PORTADOWN arc
dated postmark, tiny pinhole otherwise crisp strike. SG 194.
£ 20
1583 1884 Blued Paper 5s rose a very fine used example
with rubber double ring cancel, sound and fine, SG 176 Cat
£4000.
£ 250
1584 1887 2d grey-green and carmine mint stuck to
original paper with neat Specimen type 12 overprint in black,
nice clean looker. SG 200 var.
£ 25
1585 1887-1900 Fine used mainly nice CDS cancels for
basic set to both 1/- values, all have very sound and clean
frontal appearance, SG range 197/214. (14). Cat £440+.
£ 80
1586 1887-1900 Heavy mounted mint basic set to both 1/values, all have very fresh and clean frontal appearance, SG
range 197/214. (14). Cat £710+.
£ 150
1587 1890 Penny Postage Jubilee printed card unused
bearing a cancel for the special handstamp of Post Office /
South Kensington / 2nd July / 1990 ornate GR cancel in
purple-brown, few light tone marks otherwise fine strike.
£ 50

1572 1880-81 2½d blue complete run of plates from 17 to
1588 1890 Uniform Penny Postage 2 July 1890 first day
23 mainly nice fine used examples all neatly cancelled
cover with special hand stamp with insert card inside. Note
London squared or numeral duplex, SG 142 & 157 Cat £360. some 'old dirt'. Nice item.
£ 32
£ 45
1589 1890 Uniform Penny Postage 2 July 1890 first day
1573 1881 Queen Victoria 1d lilac 14 dots on 26 10 81
cover with London Squared circle addressed to West
cover cancelled by numeral 498 Manchester. Note heavy
Brighton, insert card inside with writing and toned. £ 36
staining.
£ 20
1590 1891 £1 green sound used example with good perfs
1574 1883 10/- ultramarine a very sound example with
and 6 strikes of oval registered cancels neatly obliterated over
sound strike of squared circle cancel of THREADNEEDLE
the stamp, sound, SG 212 Cat £800.
£ 200
ST BO, above average. SG 183.
£ 75
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1591 1900 1s green and carmine neatly mounted mint, fresh
colour, SG 214.
£ 20
1592 Circular Delivery: Reprint sheet of 81 stamps for nine
different areas Dundee to London each forming a strip of 9
for each area setenant for both ½d blue and One Penny green,
mainly fine.
£ 80
1593 Four Queen Victoria covers with 1d reds imperf
cancelled with Maltese cross cancels. Reverse of covers has
Campden, Leeds, Halifax and Shipston on Stour CDS.
£ 20
1594 Penny reds small range in 9 packets containing a nice
range of 1841 1d reds (c50+), penny stars (40-50+), and few
1d plates, unsorted as found.
£ 28
GREAT BRITAIN - EDWARD VII
1595 1902 10s ultramarine a superb very fine used example
with small registered ovals (2 strikes) neatly fine used with
neat crayon line in blue, SG 265 Cat £500.
£ 80

1596 1902 Basic high value set of three, 2/6 dull purple, 5s
bright carmine and 10s ultramarine all sound used with minor
faults like corner crease, tones etc, 10s is a decent example
with Guernsey rubber CDS. Cat £900.
£ 100
1597 1902-13 Mounted mint basic set to 1/- values, all
have very fresh and clean frontal appearance, a few low vals
have tone spots, high vals fresh, SG range 215/314 (15). Cat
£460+.
£ 120
1598 1902-1910 A selection of twenty King Edward VII
postcards with Paquebot cancels, includes Liverpool, London
and New York. Includes postcards of R.M.S. Columba from
Scotland and S.S.Arabia and S.S. Nile.
£ 40
1599 1902-1910 Approx. one hundred King Edward VII
postcards mostly all with ½d greens. Various cancels
including squared circles. Interesting pictures includes
English Street Carlisle, Sunday Service at Braddan I.o.M. and
the Prince of Wales.
£ 40
1600 1905 Two King Edward VII ½d greens on London
cancelled postmark with 'ER' straight lines. Included is 1965
letter from the Post Office explaining the history of that
postmark. Some toning on cards. Plus two similar cancels on
pieces.
£ 20
1601 1909 King Edward VII ½d green cancelled with CK
& Ardrishaig Packet on SS Columba postcard of Rothesay.
£ 100
1602 1913 Nine King Edward VII postal stationery ½d
illustrated covers with Royal Warrant from Crosse &
Blackwell addressed to Japan. Note some toning on a couple
and folds in centre.
£ 25
1603 Approx. twenty-five King Edward VII covers and
postcards includes cover from Belchers pens Birmingham,
Royal warrant for printing on 1903 cover, 1909 ½d green
with perfin on Newcastle machine cancel. Good postmark
interest.
£ 20

GREAT BRITAIN - GEORGE V
1604 1911 First Aerial post - Printed postcard advertising
Remington Typewriter Company on reverse, London on
printed brown Aerial Post with ½d green tied special FIRST
UNITED KINGDOM / AERIAL POST / SP 9 / 1911 /
LONDON, typed addr sent locally. Mainly fine. Nice
advertising card.
£ 125

1605 1911 First UK Aerial Post b&w postcard with King
George V ½d green addressed to Streatham Common. Note
not a crisp cancel but very nice rare item.
£ 85
1606 1911-1934 Mint sets on a stockpage incl 1911-12
Downey Heads (3 printings), 1912-24 set to 1/-, 1924 set to
1/-, 1934 Photo. set to 1/- all mounted mint some heavy, some
nice, mainly good appearance with high catalogue value.
£ 100
1607 1912 (1 May) Northampton Philatelic Society printed
card with ½d tied along with 4th Philatelic Congress /
Margate 1912 cds cancel, good strike, few postal marks
otherwise sound. Nice early item.
£ 30
1608 1912 4d grey-green hinged mint showing watermark
inverted and reversed variety, sound SG Spec. N23d Cat £80.
£ 25
1609 1912 6d purple bottom marginal hinged mint showing
watermark inverted and reversed variety, sound SG Spec.
N26d Cat £100.
£ 40
1610 1912 ½d green in an attractive corner marginal
control Q20 strip of 3 (imperf margin) with the middle stamp
showing debris on kings head variety, gum wrinkles
otherwise nice positional piece. SG Spec. 351 var.
£ 60
1611 1912 GV Royal Cypher set of 15 values of mint
arranged on a typed album page incl extra 2d orange shade.
SG 351/395.
£ 60
1612 1912-24 5d yellow-brown mint control single X35.
SG 382.
£ 20
1613 1912-24 9d deep agate mint control single N19. SG
393.
£ 20
1614 1912-24 Basic set of 15 hinged mint plus extra shade
on 10d deep turquoise blue (cat £90), fine lookers, SG range
351/95.
£ 110
1615 1912-26 Four King George V postcards with
Paquebot cancels includes Cardiff, Belfast, Liverpool and St
John. Two are pictures of ships.
£ 25
1616 1913 £1 dull blue-green a well centred parcel used
example with heavy indistinct cancels, corner crease
otherwise well centred and sound, SG 404 Cat £1600.
£ 480
1617 1913 £1 dull blue-green top value fine used with
incomplete CDS cancels, reasonable centring and one short
perf at bottom left, nice clean example, sound, SG 404 Cat
£1600.
£ 400
1618 1913 10d turquoise-blue very fine mint example
showing white blob on kings head variety, fine, SG N31 var.
£ 40
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1619 1913 4d grey-green hinged mint example showing
listed variety BREAK ABOVE O of FOUR, sound, SG Spec.
N23e. Cat £85.
£ 30
1620 1913 6d purple attractive gutter rule side marginal
strip of 3 mainly unmounted mint showing watermark
inverted variety, very attractive positional piece, SG N26 b.
Cat £255.
£ 125
1621 1913 6d purple attractive gutter rule strip of 3 mainly
unmounted mint showing watermark inverted variety, very
attractive positional piece, SG N26 b. Cat £255.
£ 125
1622 1913 7d olive unused without gum, one pulled perf,
showing SPECIMEN overprint type 26, sound SG Spec.
N27s Cat £200 mint.
£ 45
1623 1913 8d black on yellow fine used example showing
Scratch in North East Frame similar to Frame broken variety.
SG N28 var.
£ 30
1624 1913 8d black on yellow mounted mint (paper
adherence in top left) showing SPECIMEN overprint type 26,
sound SG Spec. N28s Cat £250.
£ 75
1625 1913 9d Agate corner marginal control O20 (P) strip
of 3 unmounted mint, some gum bends otherwise fine, SG
N29.
£ 40
1626 1913 9d Agate fine used example showing PEIICE for
PENCE variety, scarce on higher values the only listed SG
variety on this is cat £425 mint, SG Spec. N29 var. £ 75
1627 1913 9d Agate mounted mint example showing top
left corner substantial FRAME BREAK unlisted variety,
scarce on higher values the only listed SG variety on this is
cat £425 mint, SG Spec. N29 var.
£ 200
1628 1913 9d agate Royal Cypher unmounted mint
showing almost complete offset on reverse variety, striking
error, seldom seen on the top values. SG N29 var. £ 175
1629 1913 Five King George V postal stationery ½d
illustrated covers with Royal Warrant from Crosse &
Blackwell addressed to Japan. Note folds through centre.
£ 20
1630 1913 Wmk Royal Cypher (Multiple) ½d bright green
COIL JOIN vertical PAIR unmounted mint, few light tones
on reverse otherwise fine example, SG Spec.N15e Cat £350.
£ 125
1631 1920 Perf 14. 6d purple vertical PAIR used parcel 29
JUN 21 cancel, mainly sound, SG 385a cat £220.
£ 30
1632 1923 Unused scarce full sheet (120) 1d blue Mercury
air mail label (Sanabria EAPP $360), sold at 1923 Philatelic
Exhibition, previously folded, minor seps in top selvage, FVF, scarce in such a large sheet.
£ 120
1633 1924 1½d red-brown CANCELLED with punch in a
superb mint blocks of 6 with fine perfs, nice multiple, SG
Spec. N35x. Type 33p. Cat £450.
£ 150
1634 1924 1½d red-brown D25 control corner marginal
PAIR unmounted mint showing break between oval and
crown variety on the right hand stamp, nice positional flaw,
SG 420 var.
£ 100

1635 1924 1½d red-brown mounted mint showing white
flaw in crown variety, nice example, SG 420 var.
£ 75
1636 1924 1d red mounted mint showing tail to N in ONE
variety, fine, SG 419 var.
£ 30
1637 1924 1d red mounted mint showing watermark
inverted variety and CANCELLED SG Spec. Type 33
overprint in black, sound and seldom offered combination,
SG 419 var.
£ 75
1638 1924 2½d blue H27 (Imperf) Corner marginal control
block of 6 mint / Unmounted mint, diagonal gum bend
otherwise nice combination, SG N37.
£ 30
1639 1924 2d orange bottom marginal single unmounted
mint showing watermark inverted variety, short corner
otherwise sound, SG N36b. Cat £90.
£ 30
1640 1924 3d violet bottom marginal control M30 (I)
single unmounted mint (tone spot) showing right broken 3
variety, short corner otherwise sound, SG N38d. Cat £60 as
normal without control.
£ 60
1641 1924 3d violet bottom marginal control M30 (I)
single unmounted mint showing top right frame break variety,
short corner otherwise sound, SG N38 var.
£ 60
1642 1924 4d grey-green fine used single showing
REVENHUE for REVENUE variety, sound and clear
example. SG N39 var.
£ 60
1643 1924 Block Cypher 9d olive-green A24 (I) single
control mounted mint with hinge showing watermark inverted
variety, lovely positional item, SG N43a Cat £120. £ 75
1644 1924 Block Cypher ½d green hinged mint M30
control corner marginal strip of 3 with margin folded during
perforation process hence further lines of perforation in the
margin, striking error, SG N33 var.
£ 125
1645 1924 Block Cypher ½d green in an attractive corner
marginal control B24 block of 6 (imperf margin) showing
watermark inverted variety, mounted on one stamp,
remaining block is unmounted mint, nice positional piece. SG
Spec. No.
£ 60
1646 1924 Block Cypher ½d green in an attractive corner
marginal control F26 block of 6 (imperf margin, small part of
margin is missing along the base) showing watermark
inverted variety, mounted on one stamp, remaining block is
unmounted mint, nice positional piece. SG Spec. No.
£ 60
1647 1924 Block Cypher set of 12 values of mint arranged
on a typed album page incl extra 6d reddish purple shade plus
watermark sideways set of 4 & watermark inverted set of 3.
SG 418/29, 418a/21b, 418wi/20wi.
£ 85
1648 1924 ½d green in an unmounted mint horizontal strip
of 5 showing watermark sideways variety, fine, SG 418a. Cat
£90 for U/M.
£ 40
1649 1924-26 Basic set of 12 hinged mint, 5d is X35
control single, fine lookers, SG range 418/29.
£ 110
1650 1929 £1 Postal Union Congress very fine used
example, nice corner CDS, SG 438.
£ 380
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1651 1929 (20 Dec) London - Karachi - Jhodpur. Fine 1st
flight regd airmail cover for the Karachi - Jhodpur route
extension bearing top marginal strip of 3d 3d violet and 1½d
defin tied neat Wrexham CDS cancels. Jhodpur receiver for
JA 6 1930 indicates a 2nd flight arrival so a connection was
missed somewhere along the way. Complete with a certificate
of posting and Jhodpur postmasters explanatory letter.
£ 50
1652 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black fine used with
violet double oval cancel lightly struck, short corner and light
corner bend otherwise sound, SG 438.
£ 280
1653 1929 Postal Union Congress 1½d purple-brown fine
used neat wavy line cancel showing 1829 for 1929 variety,
sound and clear variety, SG Ncom7c.
£ 75
1654 1929 Postal Union Congress 1d scarlet fine used part
d/r CDS showing CO of Congress joined variety, sound and
clear variety, SG Ncom6e.
£ 75
1655 1929 PUC K29 control singles mint set of low values,
each bottom margin trimmed, neat 'set'.
£ 20
1656 1929 PUC low values set of 3 with watermark
sideways variety, all hinged mint, SG 434a/436a cat £250.
£ 45
16 5 7 1 9 3 0 F ou r King George V postca rds with
Southampton Paquebot cancels and three with Plymouth
Paquebot cancels, includes one with GB 1d postage due.
£ 20
1658 1930's Eight postcards with King George V stamps all
with London Paquebot cancels includes 1926 with 1d red
postage due.
£ 20
1659 1930's Eleven King George V postcards with
Paquebot cancels includes 1922 with GB postage due 1d red
and ½d green, two Liverpool and a Belfast also postcard of
R.M.S. Orama posted in Algiers.
£ 25
1660 1931 King George V one shilling and 4d on first
direct air mail flight London to Darwin cover with Melbourne
cds on reverse. Small tear on back flap and opened down right
side.
£ 20
1661 1933 Advertising Cover, fine cover bearing ½d green
x 3 tied Ilfracombe machine cancel with a fine graphic at left
for CAMPBELL'S STEAMER - WESTWARD HO BEAUT I F UL S E A T R I P S F O R H E AL T H AN D
PLEASURE. Attractive.
£ 50
1662 1934 Re-engraved 10/- indigo used assembly of 5
singles and two horizontal pairs, few faults otherwise sound,
SG 452 (9) Cat £720.
£ 75
1663 1934 Re-engraved 2/6 chocolate-brown bottom right
corner marginal mint single, few margin bends, mounted
mint, SG 450.
£ 26
1664 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3 fine used mainly
nice steel CDS cancels, SG 450/2, Cat £190.
£ 30
1665 1935 (21 Jan) 2d orange Photo. pair tied to printed
FIRST DAY COVER sent airmail to Athens with Newport
wavy line FDI cancel, one corner bend otherwise fine.
£ 22

1666 1935 Silver Jubilee 3/- booklet No.294 with first six
panes all inverted watermarks, tear on airmail etiquette page
otherwise mainly fine, SG BB28. Cat £340 as singles.
£ 100
1667 1936 King George V 1½d brown on cover mailed
from 'Queen Mary' on maiden voyage, torn across top with
some old dirt. Plus 1965 cover posted onboard ship and 1967
last transatlantic voyage of the Queen Mary.
£ 20
1668 1944 Photo. set of 11 values of mint arranged on a
typed album page incl watermark sideways set of 4 &
waterma rk inverted set of 3. SG 439/49, 439a/42b,
439wi/42wi.
£ 75
1669 1946 Victory 2½d ultramarine and 3d violet on 11
June 1946 King George VI first day cover. SG 491-492.
£ 20
1670 A selection of approx. fifty covers, postcards and
wrappers. Includes ½d green on unposted cover to Newcastle,
1916 postal stationery 3d on registered Norwood cover,
mixed selection with various stamps and good postmark
interest.
£ 30
1671 A selection of twenty-six covers and postcards
includes eighteen addressed to Austria. Includes 1933
postcard of Buckingham Palace with PUC ½d green, some
interesting slogan postmarks.
£ 20
1672 Approx. forty-five King George V covers and
postcards includes cover from the National Carnation Society,
unused postal stationery 1d red with good amount of
postmark interest.
£ 25
1673 GV assembly of sets mint arranged on a typed album
page incl 1924/25 Wembley sets, 1929 PUC low values set,
plus watermark sideways set of 3 & watermark inverted set
of 3. SG 430/37.
£ 90
1674 Postage Due: 1931 Wmk Block Cypher 5d brownish
cinnamon in a lovely very fine used block of 4, couple of
pulled perfs otherwise nice central CDS, SG D16.
£ 40
1675 Selection of six King George VI covers Paquebot
cancels includes Royal Mail Steam packet company and
1936 Boston USA.
£ 20
GREAT BRITAIN - EDWARD VIII
1676 1936 (1 Sep) Three small pieces ½d, 1½d & 2½d
values on neat cut square pieces with ALBERT EDWARD
DOCK / NORTH SHIELDS NTHD first day of issue CDS's.
(3).
£ 30

1677 1936 Control corner blocks of 6 for 2½d A36 Cyl.2
dot & No Dot, A36 underlined 2 dot, ½d green incl pearl by
frame variety (SG Spec P1b, 2 blks of 6 cat £70), A36 7 dot,
10 dot, 26 dot (2), 1d red 2 dot & no dot, 4 dot, strip of 4 13
no dot, 1½d 2 dot (cat £80) & no dot, 9 no dot & 13 no dot.
(15 blks of 6), plus a few FDI covers.
£ 155
1678 1936 King Edward VII ½d, 1½d and 2½d on 1
September 1936 first day cover with Belfast cancel, SG 457459.
£ 35
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1679 1936 King Edward VII registered 1 Sept 1936 first
day cover with ½d, 1½d and 2½d cancelled with violet oval
Wallasey Cheshire. Plus three covers with same values but
dated 2 Sept 1936. Plus unposted 1½d on typed cover. SG
457 459/60.
£ 45
1680 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept 1936 first day cover
with ½d, 1½d and 2½d with Sheffield cancel. SG 457 459/60
£ 45
1681 1936 King Edward VIII ½d. 1½d and 2½d on
registered Brighton 1 9 36 first day cover. SG 457 459/460.
Plus six basic covers.
£ 35
1682 1936 King Edward VIII first day cover with ½d green
from London. SG 457. Plus two covers with 1½d brown.
£ 20

1694 1939-48 Complete set of 6 square values to £1 incl
10s dark blue, mostly very fine hinged mint, SG 476/478b.
£ 125
1695 1939-48 Set of 6 high values hinged mint to £1, 10/dark blue shows guideline in top right corner, SG 476/478c.
£ 100
1696 1940 King George VI centenary of first adhesive
stamp set of six on typed first day registered cover. SG 479484.
£ 20
1697 1946 King George VI 11 June Victory set of two on
first day cover. Note some toning spots. SG 491-492
£ 20
1698 1946 King George VI Victory 2½d and 3½d on 11
June 1946 typed first day cover, SG 491-492.
£ 20

1683 1937 5/- booklet Edition No. 17 with very fine and
clean front cover, 3 x 1½d & 1d missing from three panes
otherwise nice and fresh, couple of hinge marks on reverse
inside etc, SG BC4 Cat £275 intact.
£ 40

1699 1946 King George VI Victory 2½d and 3½d on 11
June 1946 typed first day postcard of Buckingham Palace,
SG 491-492.
£ 20

1684 Twelve 1 Sept 1936 cancels on typed first covers with
King Edward VIII ½d greens ten with Postmark Circle
cachet.
£ 20

1700 1946 King George VI Victory set of two on 11 June
1946 first day cover. Stain along foot. SG 491-492.
£ 20

GREAT BRITAIN - GEORGE VI
1685 1937 2½d ultr. with watermark inverted variety fine
unmounted mint, SG 466 wi.
£ 25

1701 1948 Four KGVI 1948 Silver Jubilee FDC with only
2½d ultramarine, eight 1950 typed covers from the London
International Stamp Exhibition, thirty-two 21 Nov 1947
KGVI covers with EP wedding cancels and 28 various KGVI
covers.
£ 25

1686 1937 2d orange with watermark inverted variety fine
unmounted mint, SG 465 wi.
£ 25
1687 1937 Coronation Cylinder vertical strips of 3 mostly
side marginal A37 controls (some corner positions) with
mostly all different cylinder dot and not dot. (18).
£ 20
1688 1937 King George VI and Queen Elizabeth 1½d
marone on High Wycombe cancelled 11 May 1937 cover.
Note date is two days before official issue date.
£ 28
1689 1937 King George VI two 10 May 1937 definitive fdc
with ½d green, 1d red and 2½d blue plus 31 January 1938 2d
orange and 3d violet fdc.
£ 30
1690 1937 Sideways watermark set of 5 hinged mint, some
gum toning otherwise sound, SG 462a/466a. Cat £170.
£ 36
1691 1937-1952 Mint collection of sets including
watermark varieties on a stockpage incl 1937 set, inverted
watermark set of 5, sideways watermark set of 5, Pale
Colours 1941-2 set, wmk inverted set 3, sideways wmk set 3,
1950-52 set, wmk inverted set 5, wmk sideways set of 3,
1951 High values set of 4 mint, good cat value, all fresh.
£ 160
1692 1937/47 Defin set of 15 mint values arranged on a
typed album page incl watermark sideways set of 5 &
waterma rk inverted set of 5. SG 462/75, 462a/66a,
462wi/66wi.
£ 75
1693 1939 (1 May) Plain First Day Cover for 9d, 10d & 1/all with normal first day of issue TOPSHAM / EXETER
CDS cancels, slight winkles on corners and odd light tone.
Very high cat value.
£ 100

1702 1948 King George VI and Queen Elizabeth ten 1948
Silver Jubilee first day covers bearing only 2½d ultramarine
includes 2 postcards of their Majesties, SG 493.
£ 25
1703 1948 King George VI Olympic Games set of four on
29 July 1948 typed first day cover with Ballymena cancel.
495-498.
£ 20
1704 1948 King George VI Olympic Games set of four on
29 July 1948 typed registered first day cover with Ballymena
cancel. SG 495-498.
£ 20
1705 1949 King George VI 75th Anniv of Postal Union
Congress set of four on 10 October 1949 fdc, SG 499-502.
£ 25
1706 1949 King George VI 75th anniv of UPU typed
registered first day cover to London. SG 499-502. Note some
toning on cover.
£ 22
1707 1949 King George VI 75th anniversary of the UPU
set of four on 10th October 1949 typed first day cover, note
some toning spots SG 499/502.
£ 20
1708 1950 King George VI 4d light ultramarine on typed
2 Oct 1950 first day cover. Some minor toning. SG 508.
£ 35
1709 1951 British European Airways 1951 6d air letter
sticker on Glasgow posted on arrival KGVI cover with 2½d
blue.
£ 20
1710 1951 King George VI 2½d scarlet and 4d ultramarine
on typed Festival of Britain 3 May 1951 typed illustrated first
day cover SG 513/514.
£ 25
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1711 1951 King George VI Festival of Britain set of two on
fdc with additional ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d and 2½d definitives
issued on same day. SG 513-514 SG 503-507.
£ 20
1712 1952 Booklet panes 1d light ultramarine booklet pane
with three printed labels x 2 U/M, plus two panes watermark
inverted, SG 504d. (4).
£ 30
1713 A selection of twenty-four covers and postcards with
received from H.M. ships cachets. Includes KGV 10d opened
by Ireland censor, 1943 KGVI 2½d opened by US censor and
1940 on active service afloat typed cover.
£ 20
GREAT BRITAIN - ELIZABETH II
1714 1952 Three Queen Elizabeth II 5 Dec 1952 typed first
day covers with 1½d green and 2½d carmine-red. SG 517
519
£ 25

1715 1952 Three Queen Elizabeth II 5 Dec 1952 typed first
day covers with block of four 1½d green and 1953 typed first
day cover with 5d, 8d and 1/- SG 522 525 529
£ 20
1716 1952-54 Collection of mint sets arranged on typed
album page incl 1952 Tudor Wmk set, plus watermark
sideways set & watermark inverted sets. SG 515/31, 517a/9a,
515wi/19wi.
£ 30
1717 1952-54 Queen Elizabeth first day cover 5th Dec
1952 with 1½d green and 2½d carmine red. Plus 2nd Nov
1953 4d ultramarine, 1/3d green and 1/6d grey-blue first day
cover cat value £170.
£ 55

1728 1953 Queen Elizabeth II June 3 1953 Coronation set
of four on London registered cover. SG 532-535.
£ 25
1729 1953 Tudor Crown 2d red-brown sideways coil strip
of 3 with middle stamp showing extra leg to R variety,
unmounted mint, SG Spec. S36g.
£ 20
1730 1954 Queen Elizabeth II 9d, 10d and 11d with
margins on 8 Feb 1954 first day cover from Bath Road
Chippenham Slough. SG 526/8.
£ 70
1731 1954 Queen Elizabeth II 9d bronze-green on 8 Feb
1954 first day unopened cover. SG 526.
£ 20
1732 1955 1½d green cylinder 14 dot unmounted mint
block of 6 showing butterfly flaw SG Spec S26g.
£ 30
1733 1955 1½d green cylinder 15 dot unmounted mint
block of 6 showing butterfly flaw SG Spec S26g.
£ 30
1734 1955 Edward Wmk 1s bistre-brown in horizontal strip
of 3 unmounted mint with middle stamp showing coloured
flaw between left hand leaves of thistle R3/10. SG Spec
S137.
£ 25
1735 1955 Edwards Crown 2½d carmine-red in top right
corner marginal block of 8 unmounted mint with 2nd top row
stamp showing retouched between diadem and oval variety,
SG Spec. 52 var.
£ 20
1736 1955 Waterlow set of 4 Castles to £1 neatly first
hinged mint, very fine, SG 536/9.
£ 40

1718 1953 Coronation FDC illustrated and tied with
PRESTON ROAD HARROW CDS cancels, printed addr to
Wembley. Fine.
£ 22

1737 1955 Wmk Edward 2d light red-brown booklet pane
of 6 unmounted mint showing tadpole flaw on the thistle at 3
O'Clock. SG Spec S37 var.
£ 20

1719 1953 Coronation flaws incl 2½d top marg blk of 6
one showing Pearls retouched, 4d strip of 3 solid pearl at right
flaw, 1/6 top marginal blk of 6 showing mishapen emblems
variety. (3 items).
£ 30

1738 1955-58 Collection of mint sets arranged on typed
album page incl 1952 Edward Wmk set, plus watermark
sideways set & watermark inverted sets. SG 540.56,
542a/45b, 540wi/45wi.
£ 35

1720 1953 Queen Elizabeth II 3rd June 1953 typed first
day cover with set of four addressed to New Zealand. SG
532-535.
£ 20

1739 1957 (19 Nov) Special FDC being the Inauguration
of the world's first Automatic Letter Facing Machine at
Southampton bearing set of 6 Graphite Wilding defins
cancelled SOUTHAMPTON CDS's on cacheted cover,
printed address, scarce. (1).
£ 60

1721 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation set of four on 3
June 1953 plain first day cover, Raleigh Road Salcombe
cancel. SG 532-535.
£ 20
1722 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation set of four on 3
June 1953 plain first day cover, SG 532-535.
£ 25
1723 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation set of four on 3
June 1953 typed first day cover to Nyasaland SG 532-535.
£ 25
1724 1953 Queen Elizabeth II Coronation set of four on
typed 3 June 1953 cover to India SG 532-535.
£ 25
1725 1953 Queen Elizabeth II illustrated 3rd June 1953
typed first day cover with set of four. SG 532-535.
£ 25
1726 1953 Queen Elizabeth II illustrated 3rd June 1953
typed first day cover with set of four addressed to New
Zealand. SG 532-535.
£ 20
1727 1953 Queen Elizabeth II June 3 1953 Coronation set
of four on Kensington registered cover. SG 532-535.
£ 25

1740 1957 World Scout Jubilee Jamboree four London first
day covers three registered 1 Aug 1957. SG 557-559
£ 25
1741 1958 British Empire and Commonwealth Games set
of three on registered 18 July 1958 first day cover. SG 567569.
£ 25
1742 1958 Crowns 3d deep lilac bottom right marginal
block of 6 unmounted mint with right marginal showing
phantom R first retouch variety, SG Spec S70k. Nice
positional block.
£ 25
1743 1958 Crowns 3d deep lilac whiter paper Experimental
T watermark 70 dot bottom left marginal cylinder block of 20
unmounted mint, couple of pencil X marking the T wmk
otherwise very fine, SG Spec S71d.
£ 25
1744 1958 Graphite watermark inverted set of 5 fine hinged
mint, SG 587wi/76wi.
£ 42
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1745 1958 Queen Elizabeth II illustrated 18th July 1958
Commonwealth Games set of three on fdc, SG 567-569
£ 25
1746 1958 Queen Elizabeth II seven 3d deep lilac 18 Aug
1958 definitive fdc regional issues.
£ 25
1747 1958 Queen Elizabeth II seven 6d deep claret and
1/3d green on 29 September1958 definitive fdc regional
issues.
£ 20
1748 1958 Wmk Crowns 1½d green (phosphor) booklet
pane of 6 unmounted mint showing white flaw on S of
postage variety on the top middle stamp. SG SpecS28 var.
£ 20

1763 1966 Book containing 30 covers and pieces with
Queen Elizabeth II stamps relating to the Football World
Cup. Covers relating to fixtures includes July 13th Hungary
versus Portugal in Manchester. Rare to have this information
in same place.
£ 35
1764 1966 Robert Burns presentation pack completely
intact example, cat £55.
£ 20
1765 1966-69 Thirty-five Queen Elizabeth II covers
cancelled with R.A.F. Stations includes 1967 Greenwood
Camp Meriden, 1968 Airs Station Brawdy and 1966
Packington Park.
£ 20

1749 1959 Phos. Graphite set of 8 fine hinged mint, SG
599/609.
£ 30

1766 1967 Crowns 8d magenta in a nice cylinder 4 no dot
unmounted mint block of 6 (phos violet) top right stamp
showing diadem flaw, SG Spec 123a.
£ 25

1750 1960 GLO 3d deep lilac corner cylinder 1 no dot
block of 8 unmounted mint with R17/2 showing broken mane
variety, nice positional example, SG Spec W12a.
£ 25

1767 1967-68 No Wmk Castles set of 4 in complete
unmounted mint sheets of 40 incl £1 black plate 1A, 10/- pl.
2A, 5/- pl.5A, 2/6 pl.9a (2) & pl.11. (7 sheets in total). SG
759/62. Very fine.
£ 300

1751 1960 Queen Elizabeth II Establishment of General
Letter Office set of two on 7 July 1960 fdc, SG 619-620.
£ 20
1752 1960 Queen Elizabeth II Establishment of General
Letter Office set of two on 7 July 1960 fdc, SG 619-620.
£ 20
1753 1960's Nine registered covers with QEII stamps.
Includes from the Open Golf Championship mobile post
office 12 July 1968, and Wimbledon All England Tennis
Championship 1968 and 1969.
£ 30
1754 1960's Selection of twenty Queen Elizabeth II covers
with Maritime Mail and Paquebot cancels includes Belfast
and Southampton.
£ 20
1755 1961 4½d chestnut in an unmounted mint block of 4
showing single broad phosphor band at left variety, scarce in
a this attractive multiple, SG Spec S97b.
£ 125
1756 1964 Botanical Congress (Unicorn Collar solid)
presentation pack completely intact with some buckling but
light for these, nice example of this scarce pack, cat £150.
£ 65
1757 1964-66 Presentation packs for 1964 Shakespeare,
1965 Churchill, 1966 Robert Burns, 1966 Westminster
Abbey, all have buckling but mainly sound and intact. Cat
£188.
£ 60
1758 1964-66 Presentation packs for 1964 Shakespeare,
1966 Robert Burns, 1966 Westminster Abbey, Technology,
& 1969 Machin set 4 to £1, all have slight buckling but
mainly sound and intact. Cat £157. (5).
£ 50
1759 1965 Anniversary of Parliament presentation pack
completely intact example, cat £65.
£ 28
1760 1965 Anniversary of Parliament presentation pack,
fine, clean and sound, PP6.
£ 55
1761 1 9 6 5 Winston C h u r c h i l l C o m memora tion
Presentation Pack, note no cellophane. SG 661-662.
£ 20
1762 1965 Wmk Crowns 1½d green (violet phosphor
cream paper) unmounted mint showing one single broad
phosphor band printed on the left variety, SG Spec. S35b
£ 20

1768 1967-69 Sterling Machins cylinder blocks of 6
unmounted mint in a small stockbook incl 1/9, 1/6 (4), 1/(3), 10d, 9d (2), 8d both colours (2), 7d (2), 6d (4), plus
many more for lower values. Approx 75.
£ 38
1769 1968 Fourteen covers with Queen Elizabeth 2d lake
brown addressed to Birmingham 11 with 2d black postage
due two with 1d postage due and other 1d more to pay cachet
plus three fronts with 2d postage due and two other covers
1960+1964.
£ 20
1770 1968 (Sept) 10/- booklet Scott black on green cover
in original bundled pack of 10 books @ 10/-£5:0:0. Very
fine, SG XP6.
£ 20
1771 1968 (Sept) 10/- booklet Scott black on green cover
in original bundled pack of 10 books @ 10/- - £5:0:0. Very
fine, SG XP6.
£ 20
1772 1969 British Ships German language presentation
pack, very flat and fine. Cat £60. Not often seen.
£ 30
1773 1973-1980s Extensive and valuable collection of
PHQ Cards including all the good issues including 1973
Cricket fine used (cat £275), 1973 Inigo Jones fine used
(stamp toned cat £200), Parliamentary 8p unused (cat £40),
Royal Wedding both f.u. & unused (cat £59), 1974 Tree
unused (cat £150), Fire unused (cat £140), Medieval
Warriors set 4 unused (cat £28), 1975 Turner unused (cat
£42), Railways set unused (cat £70), etc hereon much
complete plus many used sets with good cat value, huge qty
in two plastic crates STC in excess of £1150++.
£ 200
1774 1974 Self-adhesive Series 3 John Daynes printing
circular backing paper: ½p, 1p, 1½p, 2p, 2½p, 3p, 3½p, 4p
& 5p issued on 10th February 1974. The post office gave 3
'nuisance' reasons why they would not adopt Derek Warboy's
idea of the self-adhesive which we now know became more
convenient and cost effective today. (5 items).
£ 250
1775 1977-87 Duplicated small stock of used Machin
values graded into packets as very fine used, good used, and
used, noted vfu for £1.50 (33), £1.41 (7), £1.60 (23), £5
(30+), etc, high cat value for vfu alone is in excess of £500+.
£ 50
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1776 1986-2002 Royal Mail official FDCs collection in
cover leaves with many nice sets, incl defins to £3, regionals,
prestige booklet panes & NVI panes. Good qty in a box.
£ 30
1777 1992-1996 Benham small silks collection in three
special velvet albums each containing sets for commem issues
and noted 1992 Castles set of 4 with related cancels to each
Castle, 1995 £3 Castle, mainly complete for 1994-96,
attractive lot expensive new. (approx 50).
£ 25

1790 1960's-70's A large selection of approx. fourteen
hundred Queen Elizabeth II covers with special events and
slogan postmarks and first day covers. Includes 175th
anniversary of the Siege of Malta, 1974 massed bands concert
Royal Albert Hall, 1981 Concorde air display, 1981 Duke of
Edinburgh's award. Massive amount to sort through.
£ 140

1779 A selection of ten Queen Elizabeth II postal stationery
including reply cards and postcards. Plus eight 1975 used
Robert Burns air letters and six QEII 1950's covers.
£ 20

1791 1960's-70's A massive collection of approx. one
thousand five hundred covers with mostly Queen Elizabeth II
low value stamps. These have event cancels includes, 1970
World Sand Yacht Championship St. Annes, 1970 Darlington
Show. Also included approx. sixty covers posted on RMS.
Queen Elizabeth 2 some with Eire stamps. Also a number of
Posted a t Arm y a n d Na vy events inclu ding 1 9 8 6
commemorating the loss of HMS Hood. Lots of 1960's slogan
cancels A lot to sort through with excellent post mark interest.
£ 150

1780 Booklets: 1968 (March) 2/- Wilding booklet in
original packet of 200 booklets banded into packs of 10,
original packaging and opened in two places otherwise intact,
seldom seen in this format, SG N32p cat £900+.
£ 100

1792 1960-61 Book containing approx. 30 Pitney-Bowes
machine cancels on pieces. Also Military postmarks of W.W.I
in typed folder with information about double ring and
colonial cancels.
£ 20

1781 Booklets: 1968 (March) 2/- Wilding booklet in
original unopened packet of 200 booklets banded into packs
of 10, original packaging intact, seldom seen in this format,
SG N32p cat £900+.
£ 100

1793 1997 The supermarine Spitfire souvenir cover with 1
crown coin and Air Vice Marshal Johnnie Johnson autograph.
Plus fifteen various air covers includes The Dam busters 50th
anniversary cover.
£ 26

1782 Cylinder Blocks of 6 unmounted mint for decimal
Machin defins up to 20p, also good range of Regionals 1970s
defins, approx 85 blocks.
£ 85

1794 A large selection of approx. five hundred Queen
Elizabeth II covers with special events postmarks. Includes
1977 Manchester City versus Widzew Lodz in UEFA cup,
1977 Royal Engineers Mobile display team, 1977 Queen's
Silver Jubilee from various towns and 1977 Lifeboat Week
from various towns. a lot to sort through.
£ 50

1778 2002 World Cup Miniature sheet hinged mint
showing 10mm vertical white line printing error at the bottom
left, nice variety.
£ 25

1783 First Day Covers accumulation in a carton in various
Royal Mail albums and in bundles, noted 1953 Coronation
illus (bends), modern issues to 2004 on official covers etc,
attractive lot with good qty in a heavy carton.
£ 36
1784 Meter Mark: 1964 (14 XI 64) FRANKOPOST /
SPECIMEN red CDS and Boxed SPECIMEN / 9/0= red
boxed meter cancel from the machine. neatly applied on
printed airmail envelope, scarce.
£ 30
1785 Postage Due: 1960 Mult Crown 1½d green in a
superb bottom left marginal blocks of 24 unmounted mint,
mainly fine, SG D58.
£ 25
1786 Postage Dues: 1959-63 set of 13 to £1 unmounted
mint, and 1968-69 set of 5 both unmounted mint, very fine,
SG D56/74.
£ 38
1787 Postage Dues: 1959-63 Unmounted mint complete set
of 13 to £1 all fine, SG D56/68.
£ 35
1788 Postage Dues: 1982 Unmounted mint complete set of
12 to £5 nearly all in top marginal gutter pair, all fine, SG
D90/101.
£ 24
GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED COLLNS
1789 1960's-70's A large selection of approx. fifteen
hundred Queen Elizabeth II covers with special events and
slogan postmarks. Includes 1972 The Royal Green Jackets,
1972 National trust for Scotland cruises, 1974 HMS
Conqueror and 1967 Blood Donors Save Lives. A massive
amount to sort out.
£ 150

1795 ACCUMULATION in a heavy BOX with QV to
modern in various collections mint & used, loose in packets,
on cards, some FDCs, covers etc, great sorter lot, 100s.
£ 85
1796 Accumulation in a heavy carton with various
collections through the ages QV to modern, mint and used,
odd better, needs sorting. 100s.
£ 80
1797 Approx. seven hundred all world covers many varied
with hundreds of stamps and cancels. Includes 1972 Gibraltar
30th anniversary Operation Pedestal, Malta King George V
unused ½d postcard, 1969 St. Christopher Fish Issue FDC.
and 1982 Falkland Islands The voyage of Darwin FDC.. A
lot to sort through with good postmark interest.
£ 65
1798 Large collection of approx. one hundred and thirty
event covers relating to Sailing and Ships including 1973
Sealink inaugural car ferry voyage Jersey-Weymouth, 1970
Laoghaire-Heysham Holyhead Ferry, 1969 Robin KnoxJohnston round the world race, 1967 Sir Francis Chichester
round the world voyage and the 60th anniversary of the
surrender of the German fleet 1978. Ideal lot for Ebay.
£ 30
1799 Large collection of approx. one-hundred and forty
event covers mainly from 1970's onwards. Includes 1970
25th anniversary of Victory in Europe, 1972 John Knox
Quatercentenary and 2002 Ark royal Nato exercise. Ideal lot
for Ebay.
£ 28
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1800 Large collection of approx. two-hundred covers
mainly from 1970's onwards. Includes 1975 British Airways
Tristar first flight London-Tel Aviv, 1977 Royal Air force
freedom of the City of Ely, 1984 100th rugby match between
Scotland and England and 1981 Bob Hope Classic. Ideal lot
for Ebay.
£ 40
1801 Mixed miscellaneous collection of various items
includes four B&W pictures from 1936 Olympics, ten
Yugoslavia banknotes, 1919 reference from Major R.A.M.C.
for theatre orderly, 1863 list of teachers at Wesley Sunday
School, two Japanese postal covers and 1969 Post Office
Telegram. plus varied items.
£ 25
1802 Selection of thirty five covers with GB postage due
includes 1959 from Llanrwst with 1d and 5d, plus a number
of military covers includes Maritime Mail and MOD
registered cover to Buxton, interesting selection.
£ 25
1803 Selection of thirty-nine covers and postcards with
Kings Edward VII, George V and George VI. Includes four
special cancel from Internationa l Ma rine Insurance
Conference in Eastbourne 1950, 1937 KGVI registered 1½d
marone first day cover with KGV 3D and KEVIII 1d, 1912
KGV wrapper to Japan and 1947 20 Nov 1947 Royal
Wedding Day cancel
£ 25

1811 Office of Works: 1902 EDVII 2d Yellowish Green
and carmine very fine used example, SG O38. Cat £450.
£ 90
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
1812 1948 King George VI four third Anniv of liberation
set of two on 10 may 1948 typed fdc, SG C1-C2.
£ 20

1813 1948 Third Anniv. of Liberation 2½d ultramarine part
sheet of 90 with R20/5 showing broken wheel variety, some
perf splits and curling otherwise unmounted mint, SG
C2/C2a.
£ 24
1814 Accumulation of collections from 1960s to 1990s
including unmounted mint sets and ranges, used sets and
ranges for Jersey 1940 to 1995, Guernsey from Wartime
Arms to modern, also IOM nice U/M ranges in stockbook,
some FDCs etc, nice accumulation.
£ 80
1815 Approx. ninety covers from various Channel Islands
mostly first day covers from the 1970's onwards. Includes Isle
of man Votes for Women, 1977 Centenary of St. John
Ambulance Guernsey, 1974 centenary of UPU from Jersey
and 1979 Public Transport from Guernsey.
£ 25

1804 Useful mint assembly on stockcards incl 1880 1d
venetian red, 1887 1½d, 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 4½d, 6d, 9d, 1/dull green and carmine, EDVII 4d, 5d, 7d, 10d, 1934 2/6 reengraved mint, GV to 1/- etc, high cat value.
£ 140

GREAT BRITAIN - ISLE OF MAN
1816 1979 Odin's Raven FDC with 15p gutter pair tied to
official FDC by Eddie Kaighin the skipper of the 2/3 scale
replica of the Gokstad ship which was sailed from Trondheim
to Peel IOM. Limited number 52.
£ 30

GREAT BRITAIN - MIXED P. HISTORY
1805 A selection of approx. forty-five covers a number of
which are FDC. Includes 1966 England Football World Cup,
1964 Forth Road Bridge, 1967 EFTA, 1978 Energy and
1970 Centenary of the half penny stamp.
£ 25

1817 1997 Trial Des Nations three official FDCs bearing
Trials set of stamps two covers signed, one by Steve Colley
and second signed by 5 trial biker celebrities incl Steve Colly,
third normal FDC. Nice trio.
£ 30

1806 A selection of over one hundred King George V letters
addressed to GB during World War I with letters enclosed.
A selection of approx. 35 King George VI letters addressed to
GB during World War II with letters enclosed. Wide selection
of postmark and historical interest.
£ 45
1807 Scotland: Forty-two covers either addressed to or sent
from Scottish towns and cities. Includes 1905 KEVII ½d
green from Edinburgh to Old Meldrum, 1967 Edinburgh new
town bicentenary, 1964 Forth Road Bridge FDC.,
£ 25
GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
1808 Govt Parcels: 1883 9d green (decent colour) with
heavy used killer cancel along top half of the stamp, diagonal
crease otherwise sound, SG O63 cat £1200.
£ 80

1809 Govt Parcels: 1887-90 'set' of values 1½d, 6d, 9d &
1/- dull green all sound used examples, 1½d is a pair, good
colours cat £530. SG O65/8.
£ 100
1810 GOVT PARCELS: Parcel Post receipt fro Postal
Stores Department / GPO London bearing 4½d green and
carmine PAIR with good colour and 1d lilac both tied
LONDON roller canceller, affixed to board and some faults
on the edges otherwise stamps unaffected, rarely seen in this
format, SG O69 & O71. Cat £580.
£ 100

1818 Small range of postmarks on QV singles to modern
incl EDVII postcards (3) described by postmark types incl
Douglas & Peel squared circles, Douglas CDS, QV Parcel
Post label unused, Ramsey parcel post unused, few other
1960s towns etc, mainly good strikes.
£ 36
GREAT BRITAIN - JERSEY
1819 1941-43 War Time Occupation issues group of
mainly unmounted mint blocks incl ½d green corner marginal
Evening Post imprint blk of 6, vertical blk of 8, blk of 12 &
10 (tones), 1d corner marginal sheet number blk of 4, blk of
6, strip of 4 on thick paper etc. (55). Cat £440.
£ 100

1820 1941-43 War Time Occupation issues group of
mainly unmounted mint blocks incl ½d green corner strip
marginal Evening Post imprint, seven pairs with part imprint
(5 are grey paper), 1d corner marginal full imprint blocks of
6 (3), blk of 4 with date imprint (13), etc. (96). Cat £805+.
£ 200
1821 1943 (29 Jul.) Cover from Jersey to Hamburg bearing
Reich pictorial defins (2) tied FELDPOST h illus cancel and
Jersey Views 1d red tied JERSEY CHANNEL ISLANDS
CDS alongside with same date. Mainly fine, nice combn.
£ 45
1822 Selection of eighteen covers and postcards, includes
ten 1940's (one has toning) 1948 Liberation 10 May first day
cover and 1958 regional issue fdc.
£ 25
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GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY
1823 1940 King George VI 2d orange bisected on 13 Feb
1940 typed cover used locally.
£ 20

1824 1941 (20 Feb) Plain postcard sent from Guernsey to
Jersey bearing 1d red arms and 2d orange Centenary bisect
tied in combination with a message from postmaster
explaining the design and colour is good but spoilt by the
absence of the sprig in spite of my protests. This may prove
that the first day was in fact 18th Feb and not the 20th as the
card is dated 18th Feb with accompanying letter, also the date
slug was altered from 1940, half the zero was cut from 0 to 1
to make 1941. Intr.
£ 30
1825 1941 (31 Jan) Attractive envelope sent locally in
Grange bearing GVI 2d pale orange defin bisected and tied
CDS. Fine.
£ 20
1826 1941-44 War Time Occupation issues group of
mainly unmounted mint blocks incl 1d red corner marginal
block of 12, block of 10, block of 8, sheet number corner blks
of 4 (2), other blks of 4 (5), few pairs etc, some tones but
mainly fine unmounted mint, (75) SG 2 cat £240+. £ 60
1827 1948 Two illustrated covers with set of two liberation
stamps on two 10 May 1948 first day covers. SG C1 C2.
£ 24
1828 1969 14 of 16 values in bottom imprint corner
marginal blocks of 4 from 1d to £1 incl 10/- perf 12½, all
fine. SG range 14/28.
£ 32
1829 Alderney: 1997 Alderney Cricket Club Roll of honour
printers sheet in uncut sheet of 4 miniature sheet signed by
designer Robin Ollington (386 of 2000 issued), fine.
£ 30
1830 Alderney: 1998 Alderney Diving Club printers sheet
in uncut sheet of 4 miniature sheet signed by designer
Victoria Kennedy (141 of 2000 issued), fine.
£ 30
1831 Modern accumulation 1980s to 1990s presentation
packs and others stashed in large envelopes in a large carton
collected as new issues with huge amount of face sets, making
a useful source of face value, or just U/M sets. 100s.
£ 100
GREAT BRITAIN - ISLANDS
1832 Wholesale stock of local Islands in massively
duplicated miniature sheets for Staffa, Benera Islands, Isle of
Pabay, Nagaland, Stroma covering many thematics including
Birds, Space, Animals, Olympics, Royalty, Cats etc, many
1000s.
£ 100

End of Auction - Thank You
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